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A quarter century has passed since the Indian state (World’s largest democracy?)
unjustly attacked and destroyed Akal Takhat, looted, burned and carted away Sikh
Reference Library and killed thousands of innocent men, women and children who
had come for a pilgrimage in remembrance of the first Sikh martyrdom, that of
Guru Arjun. At the time of the attack, a Sikh, ‘Giani’ Zail Singh, was the President
of India. Today, a Sikh, Manmohan Singh, is the second term Prime Minister of
India. Neither one spoke up against the state tyranny against their people.
This issue contains some pictures and letters back home to Punjab by Sikh soldiers
who fought in Europe during World War I. They were neither defending their
home land, Punjab, nor India. Being under the British colonial rule they were being
used by the British to save their home land from another European power. They did
most of their fighting and dying in France. France has now returned the favour by
banning wearing of the turban in its public schools, civil service, Army and when
being photographed for driver’s license. The French banned all the head coverings,
motivation for which came from Muslim women’s head covering that identified
them as Muslims. Head covering for Muslim women is a cultural requirement not a
religious one. Turban is also largely a cultural head covering common in Middle
East and Indian sub-continent unless you are a Kesadhari Sikh. For them it
becomes a religious requirement.
In this country I personally know two Kesadhari Sikhs, one medical doctor and the
other a dentist, both recently retired from the United States Army after honourably
serving in their Kesadhari and turbaned sarup. But in this issue you will also find
the story of two more Kesadhari Sikhs, interestingly one a medical doctor and the
other a dentist, whose professional training was paid for by the United States Army
in exchange for their future service to the country. Now they are being told that
they have to shave their hair and remove their turbans. Their case is being pursued
by the Sikh Coalition, one of three known Sikh Organizations in this country, the
other two being the United Sikhs and SALDEF. All three are doing useful work
for the benefit of the U.S. Sikhs. After we started publishing the Sikh Bulletin in
1999 we wrote to all three organizations offering them space in the Bulletin for
their projects with the faint hope to persuade them gradually to unite to create a
more effective and forceful Sikh lobby. None of them responded.
We have people close to the power center in Washington D. C. whom we had also
approached to work together. We were rebuffed there as well. Same was the case
with self styled Sikh human rights activists in U. K. and India. In case of these
individuals we soon found out their reasons to stay away from working in
collaboration with others. They had the Indian State as their master to whom they
owed their ‘leadership’ status. They have all been named in the previous issues of
the Sikh Bulletin, including their authentic Green Cards and Indian passports but
under false names; and their involvement in covering up and protecting child
molester ‘priests’. Even those who know all this still rub shoulders with them.
Hardev Singh Shergill
Sikhs will have to wait for its leasdership to emerge.
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UNDERSTANDING JAPJI - 5:
THE CORE CONCEPTS.
By Karminder Singh Dhillon PhD (Boston).
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
[Part 1 appeared in Nov.-Dec. 2007; Part 2 in March-April 2008; Part 3 in
May-June 2008 and part 4 in November-December 2008 issues of The Sikh
Bulletin. Readers may access them at www.sikhbulletin.com ED.]

This article looks at another core concept as expounded by
Guru Nanak in Japji. The third Pauree introduces what may
be considered to be the most crucial, central, and pivotal
concept of practical Sikhi, namely Gavna (singing). This
concept can be considered to be the foundation on which the
structure of Sikhi practice stands. If Hukam (as argued in the
previous article) is the single most underpinning of the entire
philosophy of Sikhi, then Gavna is the keystone of the
practice of Sikh spirituality. Guru Nanak’s spiritual practice
was rooted in song. His devotion was operationalized through
music. And his spiritual communication with God took the
form of melody. Music and melody was the language with
which Guru Nanak spoke to God. Raag and taal was the
vehicle which carried Guru Nanak’s prayer to the door step
of God’s throne. In other words, Guru Nanak sang his way
into God’s abode. But it wasn’t just any song. His song
consisted of lyrics and poetic composition of Bhram Vichaar
(Godly discourse), called Gurbanee. As the Gurbani states
on page 335 of GGS
Log Janey Eh Geet Hai, Eh To Bhram Vichaar.
Translation: People consider this (Gurbanee) to be (just) a
song, but it is Godly discourse.
His music wasn’t just any music. It was a music that had the
force to stir the inner recesses of the human soul. To create
that divinely music Guru Nanak dived into the inner depths
of the existing Raag world to crystallize the powerful
emotions and proceeded to mould and direct them as
catalysts towards the Sikh spiritual journey. Guru Nanak’s
music became the vehicle on which the soul of a seeking
Sikh traveled towards the Dar (door), Ghar (abode) and
Singhasan (throne) of God. Music was the mystical medium
for the journey towards God. Guru Nanak (and subsequent
Gurus) emerged from his dive of the Karnatik and
Hindustani Raag Taal world with 48 jewels beginning with
Sri Raag and ending with Jaijawantee. These dives further
produced 17 Ghars or taals (rhythmic beats) beginning with
Ghar 1 to Ghar 17; ranging from 6 to 40 matras (beats)
respectively. These raags and taals were subsequently
enthroned in the Guru Granth Sahib as frameworks that held
the heavenly lyrics in the form of Gurbanee. As the Guru
states in GGS page 442:
Ratanan Ratan Padarth, Bahu Sagar Bhrayea Raam
Banee Gurbanee Lagey, Tin Hath Chareya Raam.
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Translation: This Godly Ocean is full of treasures in the
form of jewels. He who attaches to Gurbanee becomes the
owner of such treasures.
His melody was also no ordinary melody either. Guru
Nanak’s spiritual genius, devotional brilliance and intimate
relationship with God enabled him to crystallize his Bhram
Vicaar centered Gurbanee lyrics and 48 chosen rattuns
(jewels) of Raags, and 17 Ghars into a priceless and
valueless jewel which the Guru called Keertan. Keertan,
consisting of two words Kee (question) + Rattun (Jewel)
was a product in the form of a precious entity whose value
forever remained beyond calculation. So precious was this
Rattun that even Guru Nanak decided that its nature, price
and value would have to be left as an open ended question.
It was pointless trying to put a value on something that had
its origins in the heart, mind and soul of Guru Nanak. It was
equally futile trying to put a price on a diamond whose shine
lit the pathway to the abode of the Almighty. The value was
thus best left open for discovery through experience by
those souls who chose Gavna in the form of Gurbanee
Kirten in their spiritual practice.
Paurree three of Japji introduces the concept of Gavna in
an all encompassing and definite way.
Gavai Ko Taan, Hovai Kisay Taan. Gavai Ko,
Daat Janey Nisan.
Gavai Ko, Gun Vadeayian Chaar. Gavai Ko,
Vidya Vikham Vichaar.
Gavai Ko, Saaj Kre Tan Khey. Gavei Ko, Jee Lai
Fir Deh.
Gavai Ko, Japay Dissey Dur. Gavey Ko, Vekhay
Hazra Hazoor.
Kathna Kathee Na Avey Tot. Kath Kath Kathee
Kotee Kot Kot.
Denda Deh Lendey Thak Pahe. Juga Jugantar
Khahee Khaey.
Hukmi Hukam Chalahe Raho. Nanak Vigsey
Veparvaho.
Guru Nanak sees spirituality as an exercise of Gavna. He
views efforts towards the search of God as an application of
Gavna. Spiritual seekers blessed with strength (taan)
appreciate that their might comes from Him since they
sought it from Him in the first place. To Guru Nanak, such
appreciation and seeking is no more and no less than Gavna.
The gratitude amongst seekers of virtue, praise, and
enlightenment is also Gavna. The realization amongst His
seekers that He alone creates and destructs, and that He
alone is the provider of life and death is also Gavna. The
consideration by His lovers that He is near even though He
appears to be afar (dur) and that He gazes (Vekhay) just as if
He is present in proximity (Hazra Hazoor), is also Gavna.
There is no limit to such mentioning (of the different types
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of Gavna) and countless mentions have been and will
continue to be made. God continues to give and all through
the ages (juga jugantar) seekers exhaust receiving (thak
pahe). This is the way the Commander (Hukmi) commands.
Yet the Commander Himself is not governed (vigsey) by
hukam. He is beyond hukam.

always built by others and walked/traveled on by people
(who come later) who wish to go the destination defined by
the path. Anyone who wishes to travel to the stated
destination, but refuses to travel the set/ready path is
considered either as simply foolish, deviant, apostate or
worse a non-believer.

The structure of this pauree – providing 10 verses relating to
Gavna, and then concluding with Hukam - is worth
analyzing. This is akin to composing an entire poem on
valleys and concluding it with a verse on the mountains
above those valleys. Keen readers of Japji alone would have
noticed this style in the preceding pauree on Hukam, which
ends with a verse, not on Hukam but on Haumai: Nanak
Hukmey Je Bujhey Tan Haumai Kahe Na Koey. Also as
pointed out in Part 5 of this series, the pauree by Guru Nanak
in Assa di Vaar on Haumai, concludes with Hukam. The
simplest explanation is that Hukam and Haumai are antonym
concepts and Guru Nanak is seeking to provide a wholesome
discourse on each by including a discourse on its opposite as
well. Applying this principle then, Gavna is the antonym of
Hukam – conceptually and philosophically – even if not
semantically or linguistically. Yet there is a deeper
explanation because as stated above, Hukam is the
philosophical foundation of Sikhi, and Gavna the practical
cornerstone.

In Gurbanee ritual is critiqued. But the criticism is not
regarding the act per se. The critique is of the act as a
method, a path, a road to the destination called God. This is
when the act becomes a ritual. People carve out all sorts of
images out of stone, metal and wood; yet there is no critique
of such an act in Gurbanee. People cleanse themselves in
rivers. There is no critique of the act of cleansing. People
exert their bodies to all sorts of intricate stresses for a
variety of reasons such as health, dexterity, suppleness or
profession. There is no critique of such physical exertions.
People fast for a variety of reasons ranging from lack of
food, disease, health to just not being able to obtain suitable
food. Again there is no critique of the act of fasting per se. It
is quite possible that during his travels ranging 24,000 miles
over 25 years, Guru Nanak himself had to repeatedly face
the non-availability of food. It is even more likely that he
took all his baths in the rivers that he had to cross. Given
that his journeys included holy places, many of these baths
must have been in places called teeraths. The critique in
Gurbanee is of the claim that worshipping a stone image
of God is the marag to God. The critique is of the belief
that bathing in certain places (teeraths) is the way to
God. The critique is that fasting is the path to God. The
critique is that exerting the body into 68 pre-set
positions is the way to God. The critique is of the claim
that the performance of act x.y.and z or the following of
method a, b, and c is the method or way to God. The
stronger critique is for the claim that x, y, and z is the
method, the only method, and is sanctioned by God
Himself. The basis of this critique in Gurmat rests on the
principle that God is beyond any kind of Hukam. Hukam
and everything that embodies and represents set laws,
procedures and consequences is for the creation, never
for the Creator.

The starting point of this deeper explanation is the principle
that even though everything is within Hukam: Hukmei Ander
Sabh Ko, Bahar Hukam Na Koey, God Himself is beyond
this Hukam, is not subject to this Hukam and outside of the
confines of Hukam. This simply means that there can be no
set of laws, rules, practices or methods that, if performed,
would lead to God. If there were, then God would be subject
to them, bound by them, and within them. More importantly
then, these laws, rules, practices etc would indeed be God, if
not higher than God. If someone claimed that doing x,y, and z
would lead one to God, then God is subject to x,y,z. God has
no choice but to meet up with someone who has done x, y
and z. That is the law or hukam. And if God has no choice,
then x, y and z is all one needs, nothing more. It also means
that doing x, y, and z is more important than God (why
bother with God, He simply has no choice once x. y. and z is
done). It further means that therefore x, y, and z is God. Guru
Nanak’s Sikhi, the whole of Gurmat and 1430 pages of
Gurbanee strive to shatter this myth that there is a method or
law or procedure by which God is bound and hence attained.
That He is beyond Hukam is the bottom line of Sikhi. In
Japji Guru Nanak gives clear indication of the fallacy of
method: Maney Marag Thaak Na Payey. The believing
seeker is not bound by set/fixed paths. Preset marags are
obstacles (thaak) and the believer does not get into them ( na
payey). In other words, one who believes in God will not
believe in pre-destined Marags. Marag is the word for
pathways, roads etc (both physical and spiritual). Marags are

The concluding verse of pauree three captures the essence
of this point. Hukam is indeed the law of the Creator.
Consequently, His creation is destined (Raho) by and
predestined (Chalahe) via Hukam. But He Himself,
according to Nanak, is Veparvaho (literally: un-concerned).
Within the confines of this pauree Veparvaho means
beyond Hukam. Just like within the confines of a poem on
valleys, mountain means beyond valleys. The concept of
mountain is used to indicate that mountains are not bound
by the rules that bind valleys. God is unconcerned because
He is not bound by Hukam. Even in our man made system
of laws, if there was any individual or group of persons who
were indeed above the law of the land, they would rightly be
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unconcerned about what ever they did or did not do no matter
how serious to everyone else. Such a person could commit
any act and not be concerned of the consequences. This is the
implication of being above the law (or Hukam in the case of
God).
The Vaar of Assa Raag has a pauree (GGS Page 463) that
posits the character of the Creator and His creation side by
side in a manner that is relevant to the point being made
above.
Apeenay Aap Sajeyo, Apeenay Racheyo Nao
Duyee Kudrat Sajeeay, Kar Assan Ditho Chao
Daata Karta Aap Tun Tus Devay Kare Pasao
Tu Janaoee Sabh Sai Deh Laisay Jind Kavao
Kar Aasan Ditho Chao.
The Creator is self created and self named (suggesting that
He has no proper name and that all the names we ascribe to
Him are descriptive and given by His seekers). Out of His
own duality, He created, over which He watches with chao.
He creates and sustains the entire spread (pasao) of His
handiwork. You know all and You provide and take life. You
sit on your exalted throne (aasan) and watch it all with chao.
The word chao is of essence to this pauree. It translates as
fun, glee, amusement, delight etc. In more than 20 different
places in Gurbanee, creation is defined as Khel (literally a
play). For instance, on page 1020 we have a verse: Maula
Khel Kare Sabh Apey, Ek Kadhey Ek Leher Viapey. (The
Master conducts His own play. Some are saved, some
drowned). Here Khel is used for the most crucial of all things
– life and death. Chao and Khel are best understood if taken
together. Why can God watch over his unfathomable and
invaluable creation with chao? Because to Him, it is all a
Khel.
The definition of a Khel (play/game) in the true sense of the
word is an act which has no higher meaning, no particular
purpose, no objective etc. A khel is undertaken for the sake of
the khel, nothing more. It is only when a Khel is looked at in
such terms that its real chao truly felt. But when a khel has
higher objectives, it produces no chao, and is no longer khel.
The following two examples will help illustrate. One
thousand citizens of country A and B gather in a stadium to
watch their respective teams play a game of sport. By
definition, all one thousand citizens should enjoy the game,
(feel chao) because that is what playing all about. But (as is
often the case) the game produces enormous amounts of
tension both within the spectators and players, a great deal of
conflict and at times violence. Half the spectators go back
sad, angry and upset. The other half go back with an inflated
and false sense of having won a battle, even though all they
did was to sit and watch. Why? Because everyone had higher
objectives and aims – to ensure their side won, the other side
lost. Winning and losing is further tied to other objectives –
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financial gains and national pride. Because of these
objectives, a play is no longer a play. In fact, if one looked
purely at the collective emotions of the 1,000 people in the
stadium, one would be hard pressed to conclude if those
were emotions connected to a game or that related to war. A
second example is that of a child who makes sand castles on
the beach and then destroys them. The child was not making
them to invest in real estate or as insurance for old age or to
test his design abilities (meaning he had no particular higher
objectives) which is why he could have the chao in the real
sense of it. In that chao, he could build and destruct
repeatedly. He would lose the chao if he was competing
with another child, though.
In Guru Nanak’s mind, God’s creation is thus a khel in the
true sense. This is so because God (not much unlike the
child building sand castles) has no higher objective, no
purpose, no need, no desire and no competition. Because
God has none of these, He is not governed by rules and
laws, meaning He is beyond Hukam (again not much unlike
the child who can afford to ignore the rules of architecture
and construction because he is beyond the hukam of
building – since it is all a khel for him).
So now the primary question is this. If God is beyond
Hukam, and if following an existing Marag translates into
putting God within the confines of Hukam, then what is the
Sikhi preposition for attaining Him? If the seeker is not
bound by set/fixed paths Maney Marag Thaak Na Payey;
then is the path of spirituality “free for all” where
everything goes without any fixed prepositions? Isn’t Sikhi
itself a Marag? If it is, then is it not simply the case of one
Marag being set aside in place of another? The answer to
these questions takes us to the second part of the deeper
explanation as to why a pauree on Gavna concludes with a
verse on Hukam.
First, let’s take the issue of Marag. On page 25 of the GGS,
Guru Nanak has a shabad in Sri Rag as follows:
You are the Ocean, I a fish—how can I find You?
Wherever I look, You are there. Outside of You, I would die.
You are present everywhere.
I had thought that You were far away.
On page 326 Kabeer says:
I am like a fish out of water, because in my previous life,
I did not remember You/ meditate on You.
Again on page 342 he says:
You are the Ocean of Water,
and I am just a fish in that Water.
In that Water, I remain;
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without that Water, I would perish.
On page 526 Namdev writes:
As the path of a bird’s flight across the sky cannot be seen,
and the path of a fish through the water cannot be seen;
as the mirage leads one to mistake the sky for a pitcher filled
with water — so is God, the Lord and Master of Naam Dev,
who fits these three comparisons.
On page 1006 Guru Arjun says:
You alone know Your Way; You are the water,
and I am the fish. O Perfect and
Expansive Lord and Master,
I follow You in love.
These verses, taken together (and others) help us understand
the concept of Marag. The following generalizations can be
made based on the verses above. First, because the path is
akin to that of a bird’s flight in the skies, or that of a fish in
the ocean, the path is not fixed. Second, and hence, this sort
of marag is not available to the bird or fish that comes along
subsequently hoping that a paved road is ready and waiting to
be traveled. (Namdev says the path cannot even be seen, let
alone traveled on as a ready made one). Third, the marag is
within the water. The fish would lose it if it attempted to
come out of the water. Fourth, every fish makes its own path
each and every time it travels towards its destination. None of
its own marags is the same at its earlier ones. In this sense
then no fish can lay claim to say – this is the marag, or the
only marag. This is because it is incapable even of walking
on its own marag a second time. Fifth the destination itself
is within the water / ocean. Sixth, the destination is
everywhere. Seventh, the ocean is an ocean of
rememberance (Kabeer: not remembering God is akin to a
fish coming out of the water). Rememberance in Gurbanee
language is yaad, simran, chet, naam, gun, jaap, dhyaan etc.
Now we are able to provide specific answers to the questions
posed above. Question: If the seeker is not bound by set/fixed
paths Maney Marag Thaak Na Payey; then is the path of
spirituality “free for all” where everything goes without any
fixed prepositions? Answer: The only fixed preposition is
Gurbanee. It is as fixed a preposition as the ocean is fixed for
the fish to travel freely. The fish must remain inside the water
at all times, but it can make and find its own marag – travel
as far or as near, dive deep or shallow, or just remain still.
The Sikh is free to discover his own inner journey, his own
internal marag, build his own path of spirituality while
swimming endlessly in the endless ocean of Gurbanee. Each
time a Sikh reads a banee verse, it ought to take him on a
new path of realization. Gurbanee itself, the experiences of
the Gurus, the Bhagats, Gurmat and Gurithias are the waters
of the ocean that provide spiritual warmth, oxygen,
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sustenance and nutrition to the seeking Sikh. Yet the marag
must be discovered, plotted and traveled individually by
each soul.
Question: Isn’t Sikhi itself a Marag? If it is, then is it not
simply the case of one Marag being set aside in place of
another? Answer: Sikhi is a marag in as much the open sky
is a marag for the hawk to travel to soaring heights. Sikhi is
a marag in as much the vast, deep and immense oceans are a
marag to the fish seeking to discover the depths of the seas.
Sikhi is a marag in as much as it inspires, through
Gurbanee, for the Sikh soul to attain the heights of spiritual
awareness (bhagtee) and for the mind to dwell on the depths
of spiritual knowledge (gyaan).
Question: Is Sikhi not simply the case of one Marag being
set aside in place of another? Answer: The deep blue skies
above do not replace fixed pathways and designated marags
below. The skies provide an umbrella of protection, define
the fixed paths and illuminate them, while forever inspiring
travelers to every once in a while look upwards, emancipate
themselves from their fixed paths and soar into the clouds
above. As Guru Teg Bahadur says on GGS page 1426:
Khabh Vikendrey Jey Laha, Ghina Savee Toal.
Tan Jareey Aapney, Laha So Sajan Toal.
Translatio: If only someone could find me a set of wings
and I will soar into the sky above and seek my Beloved
Lord.
The immense oceans do not replace the fixed water path
ways that flow into it. Instead, the oceans constantly send
out, in the form of its waves that sometimes roar, exciting
invites to the traveler to “come explore the richness, beauty
and wealth that awaits you within the depths of my deep.”
The ocean reminds the seekers traveling the fixed pathways
to every once in a while look up to the seas to search for
corals, pearl-filled oysters and host of other wonders not
found elsewhere.
Where does Gavna fit into all this? As stated in the opening
paragraph of this article, if Hukam is the single most
underpinning of the entire philosophy of Sikhi, then Gavna
is the keystone of the practice of Sikh spirituality. How is
this so? Part of the answer has already been given above.
God is beyond Hukam, therefore He is not subject to any of
laws, rules, practices, methods or marags that, if performed,
would lead to God. What does a soul seeking God do, then?
Guru Nanak’s tried and tested answer is Gavna. Gavna is
the antonym of Hukam – conceptually and philosophically –
even if not semantically or linguistically. Gavna is recourse
where fixed marags will not work. A song is expected to
work in moving someone who is indifferent (veparvaho) to
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elaborate prose – no matter how powerful, forceful and
logical. Gavna is akin to the act of the fish swimming in the
ocean: plotting, finding, discovering and traveling a marag
unique to every fish. Gurbanee (which is the subject of
Gavna) is akin to that ocean within which the fish remains to
stay alive. In Guru Nanak’s Gavna, there are no fixed scales,
no fixed compositions and no fixed rhythms. In the classical
system of guidance provided by the Gurus, there is no fixed
“C” or “Sa” even! The Sikh is to find and establish his or her
own personal “Sa,” and change it daily. In the ocean of the
raag taal system employed by Guru Nanak, 12 notes, 6
shrutis of 48 raags and 17 taals make song permutations that
cannot be computed by all the super computers in the world
working together. The possible melodies are beyond fathom.
Not to mention the emotions, passions, sentiments and
stirrings of the soul that come along with each Gavna. The
only thing that may compare with such enormous
permutations is the number of pathways a fish can make in its
lifetime in the ocean. Or the number of pathways a bird can
make soaring in the skies. This is the
In Guru Nanak’s Gavna, the Sikh soars the heights of
bhagtee (spirituality) and the depths of prem (love) by Gun
Gavna. (Singing Godly virtues, attributes and praises) From
Ek Oangkar (page 1 GGS) to Atharran Das Vees (page 1430)
Gurbanee has provided an ocean of Godly virtues and
attributes for the Sikh to Gavna. Sing, by repeating the one
word Gurmantar, the few words mool mantar or entire
shabads and banees or sing the entire 1430 pages; sing by
way of Yaad: remembering Him in your own personal way;
sing by way of shukrana: being thankful; sing by way of
gurbanee reading; sing by joining others sing; sing by
listening to others sing His praises, sing by talking about Him
to other seekers. Sing by serving others. The Gavna is
endless. As endless as the pathways of the fish in the ocean.
Gavna can be in the form or whispers or in full range of
emotions accompanied by raag and taal. One can Gavna
with just one’s self; or with the Sadh Sangat. Each session is
a discovery of a marag, specially for the soul that walks on
the path.
Sikhi is a song. Gurbani is a song. Spirituality is thus Gavna.
In such Gavna, everything and anything becomes melodious.
It is in such melody that Guru Nanak sang his way to God.
When everything becomes melodious, then God becomes us.
Because melody is by definition God. By operation melody is
peace, calm, serenity and unity. Glimpses of such unity are
available in Gurbanee. The tedious sounds of buckets
drawing water from the well and hitting the chain of the
wheel being turned by an ox become sweet, sublime and
melodious Gavna of Tu, Tu (You, You) to Guru Nanak:
Harhat Bhi Tu Tu Karey, Boley Bhalee Bhaan.(GGS 1420)
To the ears of Guru Ramdas, even the calls of the animal
kingdom are Gavna. Jo Bolat Hai Mirag, Meen Pankheru.
So Bin Har Jaapat Hai Nahi Hor. (GGS page 1265) The
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sounds of the deer, the fish and the birds, they are none
other than a chant to the Lord. This is the outcome of the
human soul unifying with God and His creation. God and
His creation is one continuous song and Gavna allows the
Sikh to hum along, to join in the melody, to beat with the
rhythm, and become one with the wave of creation as set by
the Creator.
In the 26th pauree of Japji, Guru Nanak talks a second time
about Gavna. Here he talks about God, His creation and the
human soul as coming together in this song. He begins by
raising a question as to the nature of God’s Dar (door) and
Ghar (abode) and answers it in the melody of Gavna.
Question: So Dar Keha, So Ghar Keha, Jit Beh
Sarab Samaley?
What is the nature of that Gate, and abode in
which You sit and take care of all?
Answer: The melody vibrates there, and countless
musicians play countless instruments, singing countless
raags and songs.
The wind, water and fire sing.
The angels, who record actions and the Judge who
judges sing at Your Door.
Shiva, Brahma and the Goddess of Beauty, ever
adorned, sing.
Inder, seated upon His Throne, sings at Your
Door.
The Siddhas in meditation sing;
the Saadhus sing in contemplation.
The celibates, the truth seekers, the pacifists and
the fearless warriors sing.
The scholars, who recite the Vedas, with the
supreme sages of all the ages, sing.
The celestial bodies created by You, and the sixty-eight
places of pilgrimage sing.
The brave and mighty warriors sing;
the spiritual heroes and the four sources of creation sing.
The planets and galaxies, created and arranged by
Your Hand, sing.
They alone sing, who are pleasing to Your Will.
Your devotees are imbued with the Nectar of Your
Essence.
Many others that do not come to mind sing.
O Nanak, how can I count them all?
The Lord is True, Forever True, and
True is His Name. He is and shall always be.
He shall not depart, even when this Universe which
He has created departs.
He created the world, with its various colors
and variety of species.
Having created the creation,
He watches over it Himself, by His Greatness.
He does what He pleases. No order can be issued to Him.
He is the King, the King of kings,
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the Supreme Lord and Master of kings.
Nanak remains subject to His Will.
Because no order can be issued to Him, it is best to attempt to
move Him by way of song. Guru Arjun says in GGS page
268 Jis Thakur Sio Nahi Chara, Ta Ko Kijey Sad Namaskara.
For a Master who takes no orders, it is best that we always
bow before Him. Always bowing, not in fear or in
anticipation, but with love, devotion and affection – that is
Sikhi Gavna in essence. End.
Note: Comments and questions may be directed to the writer
at dhillon99@gmail.com - Editor

*****
INTRA-RELIGIOUS DIALOGUE ON SIKHISM
TO DISCUSS ORIGINALITY AND UNIQUENESS
OF
PHILOSOPHY OF GURU NANAK
Prof Devinder Singh Chahal, PhD
Institute for Understanding Sikhism
4418 Martin-Plouffe, Laval, Quebec, Canada H7W 5L9
Email: sikhism@iuscanada.com, or iuscanada@gmail.com

ABSTRACT
Guru Nanak (1469-1539 CE) originated a unique philosophy
and challenged the existing concepts about God, heaven/hell,
reincarnation/transmigration, idol worship, caste system,
astrology, mantra systems, etc. in Southeast Asia. But as the
time passed some theologians started to misrepresent his
philosophy under the influence of Vedanta and Islam.
Consequently, some scholars started to declare Sikhism as a
combination of Vedanta and Islam. Papers are invited for
Intra-religious Dialogue to discuss the issues raised by such
misrepresentations of original and unique philosophy of
Guru Nanak.
INTRODUCTION
Guru Nanak (1469-1539 CE) originated a unique philosophy
during the Period of Renaissance (14th-16th century) when
scientists were challenging some religious concepts in
Europe. During this period Guru Nanak was challenging the
existing
concepts
about
God,
heaven/hell,
reincarnation/transmigration, idol worship, caste system,
astrology, mantra systems, etc. in Southeast Asia. During the
period of 18th and 19th centuries some theologians started to
misrepresent the philosophy of Guru Nanak under the
influence of Vedanta and Islam. Such misrepresentations are
still going on [16 & 25].
I have participated in some ‘Inter-religious Dialogue
Conferences’ where scholars of various religions present the
views of their religions so that their religions are understood
properly by others. I have noticed that Sikhism is presented
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differently by different Sikh scholars; consequently, the
scholars of other religions carry home the mixed message.
The result of such different views about Sikhism has led
some scholars to believe that Sikhism is “Syncretism”
(combination of Vedanta and Islam). So much so some have
challenged the originality and uniqueness of philosophy of
Guru Nanak.
To establish unison comprehension of Guru Nanak’s
‘Original and Unique Philosophy’, this paper discusses:
Causes of misrepresentation of Sikhism as Syncretism and
Challenge to Originality and Uniqueness of Sikhism.
Finally a proposal has been prepared to hold a series of
Intra-religious Dialogues on Sikhism to settle this confusion
about the originality and uniqueness of philosophy of Guru
Nanak among the scholars of Sikhism.
BACKGROUND
Bouquet [3] writes that “Sikhism is the fruit of hybridization
between Islam and Hinduism.” McLeod [8] says that it is
the usual interpretation of the religion of Guru Nanak and
his successors, and among Western writers it would appear
to be universal assumption. Accordingly he quoted Noss
[10] that: “Sikhism is properly regarded as a blend of Hindu
beliefs and Islam, ‘an outstanding example of conscious
religious syncretism’ a noble attempt to fuse in a single
system elements drawn from two separate and largely
disparate religions.” McLeod further quotes Khushwant
Singh [18] as another metaphor which evidently expresses
same interpretation: “Sikhism was born out of wedlock
between Hinduism and Islam.” Grewal [6] has reported that
Guru Nanak’s religion has been regarded as mixture of
Hinduism and Islam and also has some influence of Sufism
and Yogis by some writers (Aziz Ahamed, Chhajju Singh
Bawa, Gurmit Singh, Loehlin, C. H., Sher Singh, Tara
Chand, and Trilochan Singh.)
Now the recent trend is that originality and uniqueness of
philosophy of Guru Nanak is being challenged by some
writers. This has happened due to misrepresentation of
Sikhism.
CAUSES OF MISREPRESENTATION OF SIKHISM
The main cause of misrepresentation of Sikhism has been
summed up by Prof Puran Singh as follows [23]:
“It is to be regretted that Sikh and Hindu scholars are
interpreting Guru Nanak in the futile terms of the colour he
used, the brush he took; are analyzing the skin and flesh of
his words and dissecting texts to find the Guru’s meaning to
be the same as of the Vedas and Upanishad! This indicates
enslavement to the power of Brahmanical tradition. Dead
words are used to interpret the fire of the Master’s soul!
The results are always grotesque and clumsy translations
which have no meaning at all.”
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Some specific causes are as follows:
i) Status of Bhagat Bani
I sometimes wonder that the observations of McLeod [8]
about placing Guru Nanak in ‘Sant Tradition’ might be based
on the writings of some Sikh scholars, especially, Sahib
Singh [24] who has emphatically proved that Bani of the
Bhagats of ‘Sant Tradition’ is exactly in the conformity with
the Bani of Guru Nanak. It has further been confirmed by
Harbans Singh [14], Nirbhai Singh [20], Shashi Bala [2] and
many others.
Consequently, such writings lead to a
conclusion that Guru Nanak was following the philosophy of
Bhagats.
In Sikhism it is very difficult to go against the established
concept of the stalwart Sikh theologians to put Sikhism on its
real perspective. Same situation is found about the Bhagat
Bani that as soon as anybody dares to write against the above
established concept about the Bhagat Bani that researcher is
met with severe criticism or sometimes is excommunicated.
Therefore, it has become difficult for new researchers to go
against the established concept in Sikhism. However,
Pashaura Singh [21, p- 7-8.] took a courageous step to point
out his views about Bhagat Bani as follows:
“…In the light of these observations it may be stated that the
selections from the Bhagat Bani were not made exclusively
on the bases of identity with the teachings of the Gurus.
There is difference as well as identity. It is important to note
that the Gurus were deeply concerned about cultivating a
particular Sikh view of true teachings, practice and
community by way of commenting on and editing the received
tradition of the Bhagat Bani.”
Pashaura Singh [21, p-186] further strengthened his above
research, “It should be emphasized that the disagreement
with the Bhagats on essential points are very important in the
process of Sikh self-definition. This is a fact that has been
ignored in the traditional view that holds that the selection of
the Bhagat Bani was made exclusively on the basis of
ideological identity with the teachings of the gurus.” , by
quoting the views of Nirharranjan Ray [12], which are as
follows:
“[The] Sikh Gurus took consciously a series of steps directed
towards marking themselves and their followers out as a
community with an identity of their own, clearly distinct from
both Hindus and Muslims. They are critical of both these
communities, on more counts than one, and the Gurus from
Guru Nanak downwards never felt tired of repeating this fact
of their lives, times without number, by pointing out where
they differed.”
ii) Influence of Vedanta in Universities
Taran Singh [25], the then Head, Department of Sri Guru
Granth Sahib Studies, Punjabi University, Patiala, admits that
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the Sikh and non-Sikh writers belonging to various Viakhia
Parnalian (Schools of Interpretations) of 18th and 19th
centuries had accepted that Gurus’ philosophy is based on
Vedantic philosophy:
“ ivAwiKAwkwrI dy swry XqnW nUN smu~cy qor qy idRStI gocr krn
nwl swnUM ieau pRqIq hoieAw hY ik BwvyN kihx nUM AT ivAwiKAw
pRxwlIAW kMm kr cukIAW hn, pr ienW dIAW syDW ivc koeI
buinAwdI AMqr nhIN sI Aqy nw hI iehnW dIAW pRwpqIAW ivc koeI
Prk hY [ guru –drSn jW gurmiq iPlwsPI dw inrxw krnw bhuq
cyqMn rUp ivc ienW XqnW dw pRXojn nhIN irhw [ ijQoN qIk ies
sbMD koeI prwpqI hY, aus dw inrxw ieh pRqIq huMdw hY ik sB
prxwlIAW ny gur-drSn vYidk hI mMinAw hY ik gurU dI iPlwsPI
Awm bRwhmxI jW ihMdU iPlwsPI qO iBMn nhIN hY [[Taran Singh – in
Foreword].
Taran Singh further says that it appears that universities
have taken good steps, although their research could only
establish that the truth in the AGGS is not different than the
truth of ancient India but this is a powerful achievement:
“pRqIq huMdw hY ik XnIvrisyItIAW nY hr p~K ivc cMgIAW dulWGW
pu~tIAW hn [ BwvyN soD ieho sQwipq kr skI hY ik sRI guru gRiQ dw
s~c pRwcIn BwrqI s~c dy sMklp qoN iBn nhIN hY, pr ieh bVI
pRbl pRwpqI hY [ [Taran Singh – in Foreword].
From the above statements of Taran Singh it becomes quite
clear that Gurus’ philosophy was not only accepted as
Vedantic philosophy by the early Sikh scholars of 18th and
19th centuries but the university’s professors also accepted it
so.
However, he also says that:
“ gurmiq mwrg jW swDnW bwry ieh pRxwlIAW vDyry cyqMn sn Aqy
iehnW ny bRwhmxI, ihMdU qY SYv mwrgW nwlON gurmiq-mwrg dI iBMnqw
idRV kIqI hY[”
(That these schools were more conscious about the ‘Gurmat
Marg’ or ‘Sidhant’ and these schools have confirmed the
dissimilarity between Brahmani, Hindu and Shaiv Margs
and Gurmat-Marg.)
It is not clear from this statement what are that ‘Brahmani,
Hindu and Shaiv Margs’, which are different than that of
Vedanta.
Besides, Joginder Singh [16] has also reported that right
from the very beginning the old schools of Sikhism
(Sampradaya) were interpreting Gurbani and representing
Sikhism on Vedantic philosophy.
From the above discussion it is evident that Sikh
theologians and writers are responsible to put Sikhism into
the fold of Sant Tradition and Vedanta.
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CAUSES OF CHALLENGE TO ORIGINALITY AND
UNIQUENESS OF PHILOSOPHY OF GURU NANAK
The way Sikhism has been represented by Sikh theologians
and scholars that it has reached at such a state that now
originality and uniqueness of philosophy of Guru Nanak is
being challenged:
i) Originality of < Challenged
My critical study of the ‘Commencing Verse’, commonly
called Mool Mantra, of the Aad Guru Granth Sahib (AGGS)
[1] indicates that < is generally pronounced by many Sikh
theologians and scholars as eyku EAMkwru (Ek Oankaar) or
eykMkwru (Ekankaar). And now it is also being pronounced as
eyku EAMm kwru (Ek Oam Kaar). The survey of the available
literature indicates that the early Sikh scholars under the
heavy influence of Vedantic philosophy have coined this
pronunciation because writing of 'Om' or ‘Oam’ or 'Oankaar'
or ‘Oamkaar’ before every writings was very common in the
ancient literature. Therefore, they have equated ‘Open Oara’
in < as ‘Om’ or ‘Oam’ which is known as ‘Oankaar’ or
‘Omkaar’ or ‘Oamkaar’ in various Upanishads.
Giani Harbans Singh [13] says that it is not known who first
started to pronounce < as eyku EAMkwru (Ek Oankaar) or
eykMkwru (Ekankaar). However, it is very clear that Bhai
Gurdas [28] might be the first Sikh scholar who has
pronounced < as eyku EAMkwru (Ek Oankaar) as is evident
from his Pauri 15 of Vaar 3:
eykw1 eykMkwr2 ilK3 idKwilAw4 ]
aUVw5 EAMkwr6 pws7 bhwilAw8 ]
In this Pauri Bhai Gurdas has declared ‘eykw’ (one) as eykMkwr’
(Ekankaar) and ‘aUVw’ as ‘EAMkwr’ (Oankaar). It indicates
that < should be pronounced as ‘Ekankaar Oankaar
according to the above explanation.
Thereafter, it were the Nirmalas, the authors of Faridkote
Wala Teeka [5] who pronounced <
as Ek Oamkaar.
Then Prof Sahib Singh [24] followed Faridkote Wala Teeka
that Oora in < is ‘Om’ (Oam) and further explained <
as iek + E or EAN or EN (Oam or Om) + kwr (extended
end of Oora) and pronounced < as ‘eyku EAMkwru' (Ek
Oankaar). Bhai Kahn Singh [17] also explained <
very similar to that described by Prof Sahib Singh.
Consequently, other theologians and scholars jumped
into the bandwagon of scholars of Vedantic philosophy and
accepted the open 'Oora' as 'Oam' or 'Om' and extended end
as 'kaar' and started to pronounce < as eyku EAMkwru (Ek

Oankaar) or eykMkwr (Ekankaar ) or
Oamkaar).
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eyku EAMmkwru (Ek

It is clear from the above discussion that the stalwart Sikh
theologians have encouraged Parma Nand to declare the
following statement openly right at Guru Nanak Dev
University in a seminar on ‘Mool Mantra’ held on
November 1969 to commemorate the 500th Birthday
(Parkash Divas) of Guru Nanak[22]:
“< is not a new word coined by Guru Nanak but he
borrowed it from Upanishads because 'Oankaar' or
'Omkaar' has been used in various Upanishads. The only
thing Guru Nanak did was to add numeral '1' to confirm the
'Oneness' of God, which is also found in the Upanishads.”
[9].
Some theologians tried to justify that although the ‘Open
Oora’ in < represents Oam (Om), the Trinity, but adding
numeral 1 (One) Guru Nanak has made it One God. This socalled originality of Guru Nanak was also challenged by
Parma Nand [9] that it is also found in Upanishad that the
Trinity originated from One God.
ii) Originality of Nanakian Philosophy as a Whole
Challenged
Dr Suniti Kumar Chatterji, President, Sahitya Akademi has
belittled Nanakian Philosophy in the ‘Foreword’ to the book
Guru Nanak: Founder of Sikhism written by Dr Trilochan
Singh, who is held in high esteem as a scholar and the book
was published by Delhi Sikh Gurdwara Management
Committee [26].This book was written on the eve of
celebration of the 500th Birthday (Parkash Divas) of Guru
Nanak. It is ironic that Trilochan Singh failed to notice
Chatterji’s following statement belittling the Guru:
"The people of the Punjab (and along with them those of the
rest of India) became immediately conscious of the value of
Guru Nanak's advent and his teachings after he began to
preach to them; and Guru Nanak built up and organised
during his life time a very important religious persuasion
which was broad-based on the foundations of Vedatic
Monotheistic Jnana and Puranic Bhakti. The faith preached
by Guru Nanak was nothing new for India, it was basically
the old monotheistic creed of the ancient Hindus as
propounded in the Vedas and the Upanishads - the Vedanta
with its insistence upon Jnana or Knowledge of the One
Supreme Reality. And this monotheistic basis was fortified,
so to say, to put the matter in a simple form by Bhakti or
faith as inculcated in later Puranic Hinduism. The Sikh
Panth was nothing but a reformed and simplified Sanatana
Dharma of medieval times."
The sacred writings of the Sikhs have been translated by the
prominent Sikh theologians, scholars and historians like,
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Trilochan Singh, Jodh Singh, Kapur Singh, Bawa Harkrishan
Singh and Khushwant Singh.
Dr S Radhakrishnan
undermined the philosophy of Guru Nanak in
INTRODUCTION to that book as follows [27]:

“For the protection of the good, for the destruction of the
wicked, and for the establishment of dharma, I am born in
every age.”
Bhagavad Geeta, Verse 8.

“At a time when men were conscious of failure, Nanak
appeared to renovate the spirit of religion and the humanity.
He did not found a new faith or organize a new community.
That was done by his successor, notably the fifth Guru.
Nanak tried to build a nation of self-respecting men and
women, devoted to God and their leaders, filled with sense of
equality and brotherhood for all.
The Gurus are the light-bearers to mankind. They are the
messengers of the timeless. They do not claim to teach a new
doctrine but only to renew the eternal wisdom. Nanak
elaborated the views of Vaisnava saints.”

Then I quoted that God is ‘ਆਜੁਨੀ’(Ajuni) as described by

iii) Uniqueness of Nanakian Philosophy Challenged
Verbally
I was wonder stuck when Swami Sarvpriyanand of
Ramakrishna Mission posed a challenging question during
the Question-Answer time of Plenary Session 10: World
Challenges, (Moderated by the author of this article) of
Interfaith Conference and Celebration of Gurta Gaddi Divas
held on September 25-28, 2008 at Nanded, Maharashtra,
India.
His challenging question was:
Quote a single example of uniqueness of Sikhism which is not
based on Vedanta?
However, before responding to his question I inquired from
Swami Sarvpriyanand if Krishna has said in Bhagavad Geeta
something like this:
“I will come to this Earth in human form again and again
whenever there is decline in righteousness.”
His answer was: Yes.
Now I have looked into some sources and found the exact
wording of the following two quotes from Bhagavad Geeta,
which convey the same theme I required confirmation from
Mr Sarvpriyanand:
"yada yada hi dharmasya glanir bhavati bharata
abhyutthanam adharmasya tadatmanam srjamy aham."
English Translation:
"Whenever there is a decay of righteousness, O Bharata, and
a rise of unrighteousness, then I manifest Myself in every
age"
- Srimad Bhagavad Geeta (4:7)
And
"paritranaya sadhunam vinasaya ca duskrtam
dharma-samsthapanarthaya sambhavami yuge yuge."
English Translation:

Guru Nanak in the ‘Commencing Verse’ (commonly called
Mool Mantra) of the Aad Guru Granth Sahib (AGGS). This
word, ‘ਆਜੁਨੀ’(Ajuni), is generally translated/interpreted in a
simple language that ‘God does not take birth and does not
die’. However, by using my knowledge about God as
described by Guru Nanak and further explained by the other
Sikh Gurus and my knowledge about life, death and soul I
interpret ‘ਆਜੁਨੀ’(Ajuni) as:
‘God does not come into anthropomorphic form’ as is
explained by Einstein [11]. It means that God does not
assume human form to come to this Earth to resolve the
troubled world. My above explanation is based on the
following Gurbani phrases [4]:
Guru Nanak has explained AjUnI (Ajuni) as follows:
jnim1 mrix2 nhI DMDw3 DYru4 ]
Aggs, m 1, p-931.
(God) is free from birth1 and death2 and is not involved in
worldly affairs3,4.
AGGS, M 1, p 931.
This characteristic of ‘not coming into anthropomorphic
form’ of God founded by Guru Nanak has been further
strengthened by Guru Arjan in the following phrases:
qU1 pwrbRhmu2 prmysru3 join4 nw AvhI ]
Aggs, m 5, p-1095.
You1, the Infinite2 and Greatest3 of all and do not come in
life-death cycle4.
AGGS, M 5, p 1095.
jnm1 mrx2 qy rhq3 nwrwiex4 ]
Aggs, m 5, p-1136.
The God4 is free3 from birth1 and death2.
AGGS, M 5, p 1136.
Note: This phrase particularly refers to Krishna.
In continuation of the above phrase Guru Arjan further
strengthens the basic principle of Nanakian Philosophy,
‘God does not come into anthropomorphic form’, in very
strong words as follows:
so1 muKu2 jlau3 ijqu4 khih5 Twkuru6 jonI7]3]
Aggs, m 5, p-1136.
That1 mouth2 be burnt3, which4 says5 that God6 comes in
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anthropomorphic form7 (takes birth in human body). 3.
AGGS, M 5, p 1136.
I must make it clear here that I have no intention to criticize
any religious belief of others, however, I have tried to portray
that the philosophy of Guru Nanak is original and unique and
is not based on any other philosophy.
ORIGINALITY AND UNIQUENESS OF PHILOSOPHY OF
GURU NANAK
First of all I would like to discuss what Arnold Toynbee
thinks about the Adi Granth (Aad Guru Granth Sahib) [27]:
“Mankind’s religious future may be obscure; yet one thing
can be foreseen: the living higher religions are going to
influence each other more than ever before, in these days of
increasing communication between all parts of the world and
all branches of the human race in this coming religious
debate, the Sikh religion, and its scriptures the Adi Granth,
will have something of special value to say to the rest of the
world.”
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Before we discuss the issue of Intra-religious Dialogue on
Sikhism it is very inportant to discuss what is so-called ‘Sikh
Religion’ or ‘Sikhism’? In my opinion the so-called ‘Sikh
Religion’ or ‘Sikhism’, in fact, is ‘Sikhi’. Therefore, the
first hurdle to be crossed is to define SIKHI. Once ‘Sikhi’ is
defined, which has been anglicized as ‘Sikhism’ by adding
suffix, -ism, the other important topics to be discussed one
by one to portray the originality and the uniqueness of
philosophy of Guru Nanak are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Concept of God
Origin of Universe
Heaven and Hell
Mantra System
Idolatry
Casteism
Gurbani and Science
Gurbani and Bhagat Bani
And many other topics will come up during the
discussion of the above topics.

Toynbee admits that “Mankind’s religious future may be
obscure;” I agree with him to a great extent. I also agree with
his second observation that “…the Sikh religion, and its
scriptures the Adi Granth, will have something of special
value to say to the rest of the world.” Here we are concerned
about this part. What is that “something”? I am sure that it is
originality and uniqueness of Nanakian Philosophy embodied
in the Bani of Guru Nanak, which has been further elaborated
and strengthened by the Sikh Gurus who succeeded to the
‘House of Nanak’ in their Bani which has been incorporated
in the Aad Guru Granth Sahib along with that of Guru Nanak
[4].

Keeping in view the sensitivity because of different
opinions about Sikhism among the Sikh theologians and the
researchers the suggested Intra-religion Dialogue on
Sikhism will be just the foundation of series of such
conferences to be followed.

CALL FOR PAPERS
Should not the scrupulous Sikh theologians and researchers
get together to portray systematically the originality and
uniqueness of Nanakian Philosophy? Consequently, it would
lead us to formulate concise and comprehensive philosophy
of Sikhism so that every Sikh can talk about Sikhism in its
real perspective to remove the confusion of Sikhism as
syncretism or based on Vedanta. The author has done some
basic work on this issue in his book, NANAKIAN
PHILOSOPHY: Basics for Humanity [4]. This could be a
steppingstone to achieve our goal.

http://www.parliamentofreligions.org

Since there is a provision to hold Intra-religious Dialogues in
the forthcoming Conference of Council of Parliament of
World Religions I strongly believe that there is a dire need to
hold Intra-religious Dialogue on Sikhism with various Sikh
theologians and researchers, experts in various fields to have
some common basic principles on which most of the scholars
could agree.

The first Intra-religious Dialogue on Sikhism is being
arranged as one of the various sections of the Conference
being held by the Council of Parliament of World Religions
at Melbourne, Australia on December 3-9, 2009. Please visit
the following site for complete information on the above
conference:

The interested scholars are requested to contact Prof
Devinder Singh Chahal, PhD, President, Institute for
Understanding Sikhism, Email: sikhism@iuscanada.com or
sikhism@gmail.com as soon as possible before January 31,
2009.
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*****
SIKHISM AND ITS INTER-FAITH ASPECTS
ONE GOD AND ONE HUMANITY

May-June 2009
Bawa Singh Jagdev
Secretary
Sikh Council of Australia

Scholars and representatives of various faiths, invited guests
ladies and gentlemen:
It is a great honour and privilege for me to have been invited
to address this august assembly on Sikhism and to join in
the Inter-faith dialogue at this Summit for Interfaith Peace
and harmony. I will confine myself to the basic teachings,
principles and values of the Sikh faith and will demonstrate
its multi-faith aspect and how they can help restore peace
and harmony in the strife-torn world of today.
Most of the present conflicts originate from the different
attributes we have assigned to the Supreme power and the
different concepts associated with our beliefs and practices.
Once we go beyond this impediment we find that there is a
common core behind all religions, which provokes us to rise
above petty differences, think spiritually and love our fellow
beings. God may be the perception of mind for some people
but no one can deny the existence of some higher power
which controls and runs the whole universe. The concept of
that Higher Power takes us into the domain of religion,
which for some religion is a set of doctrines, traditions,
norms and values passed on to them by their elders, which
they must accept in totality. Others define religion as "a
way of life", little realizing that ways of life change with
the circumstances, time, place and needs of the people.
Religion, according to Sikh doctrine, is a set of universal
spiritual values based on the Principle of Egalitarianism
which do not change with time, place and circumstances.
Although technological advances in the modern world have
gradually compacted the world to a mere global village in
which we should live together as peaceful neighbours yet
the sad fact is that our social, religious and culturally biased
opinions about others have not changed an iota, and we
remain socially miles apart from each other. There is a dire
need for us to learn to coexist in this multi-polar, multi-faith
and multicultural global society as law-abiding, peace
loving and helpful neighbours.
1.Sikhism
Guru Nanak founded Sikhism in the 15th century, at a time
when Indian society was knee deep in the rigid caste system.
There was a complete moral and religious vacuum and the
majority of the Indians were desperately in need of a faith,
which they could practice and call their own. Guru Nanak
gave them one, “Sikhism”, the youngest and now the fifth
major religion of the world. Sikhism is a monotheistic
religion based on the belief that there is only one God. It
recognizes the Fatherhood of God and equality of all
human beings and is marked by rejection of idolatry,
superstitions, miracles, ghosts, subjugation of women,
ritualism, bigotry, caste and asceticism.

PAPER READ AT
AN INTERFAITH SUMMIT FOR PEACE AND HARMONY IN
AUSTRALIA AND THE ASIA-PACIFIC REGION HELD IN
BRISBANE FEBRUARY 18-21, 2009
K. T. F. of N. A. Inc. 3524 Rocky Ridge Way, El Dorado Hills, CA. 95762
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According to Sikhism,
There is only ONE God. He is the supreme Truth. He is the
creator, beyond any fear or malice. He is timeless, unborn,
self-creating. He existed in the beginning; He exists now and
will exist forever. We can comprehend him only by
submitting to His Will.
2. Equality before God.
Oneness of God, equality of all human beings, freedom and
social justice are the basic principles of the Sikh faith. And
Guru Nanak, after emerging from trance of Divine
communion declared:“There is no Hindu and there is no Musalman” We all
are human beings and equal.
Human boidy is the highest from of creation; it is thus a
temple of God. Since there is only one God, Sikhism
recognises that all religions are mere different pathways to
realise one and the same reality. If we accept the principle of
Oneness of God then there is no such thing as, my God, your
God or their God. When “My” and “Your” are removed from
the social equation you won’t feel any difference whether
you are in a Mosque, Church, Gurudwara, Synagogue or a
Temple. Interfaith peace and harmony then prevails
Here is what the Sikh scripture says about equality of
humanity:“All human beings are equal to each other and no one is
high and none is low. Every one has been moulded from the
same matter, and the same light pervades in every one.
Some shave their heads and become ascetics, some become
Yogis (anchorites). Some are celibates, others call
themselves Hindus, some are Turks, but recognise you, the
human race as one.”
3. Status of women in Sikhism
Sikhism accorded women equal rights with men in all walks
of life, social, religious, political. Suffice to quote just one
Hymn from the sacred Sikh scripture to demonstrate what
the Sikh Gurus thought about the gender equality.
“Within the woman, one is conceived and from woman
one is born. To the woman man is engaged and married
and when one’s wife dies another woman is sought and
with the woman the system of propagation keeps on going.
“Why should we call her (the woman) inferior who gives
birth to kings and queens?
4. The Sikh Scripture and its multi faith aspect
Holy Book of the Sikhs is called “Guru Granth” and the
original manuscripts of the sacred writings of the Sikh Gurus
are still available and Guru Granth was written and sealed by
the Sikh Gurus themselves during their lifetime ensuring
protection from later interpolation and corruption from
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unscrupulous people. Multicultural and multi-faith nature
of the Sikh scripture is obvious from the fact that Guru
Granth does not only contain the philosophy of the Sikh
Gurus but also of many Hindu and Muslim saints who
contributed to the same egalitarian philosophy as that of
the Sikh Gurus. A Sikh worships only the Creator and not
His creation. For a Sikh here is no specific direction to face
to pray, because God is every where. No prayer mat, no
special robes to wear and no particular place for worship. In
Sikhism there is no hierarchy of persons or saints through
whose authority others must approach God. Righteousness
and sincerity of heart is all that matters.
5. By what name we should address God
By what name we should address God is a bitterly mooted
point and is responsible for some of the religious conflicts
in the world today. There is only One God and many
cultures, religions and languages in the world and each
culture has a name in its own language for every necessity
of life and for the Deity. So God has as many names as there
are languages and cultures in the world. This point is
stressed throughout the Sikh scriptures that have used 92
different names of God placing no preference on any one of
them. However some religious fanatics vehemently insist
that God must be addressed only by the name their prophet
gave Him. Little realising that as a Rose will emit the same
sweet smell by any other name, the Essence of God’s
name will remain same even when pronounced in a
language other than our own.
The idealistic social system of Sikhism acclaims universal
brotherhood. “Accept and embrace all human beings as
they are and not the way you want them to be” is one of the
tenets of the Sikh faith. The word proselytization doesn’t
exist in the dictionary of the Sikh faith and there is no
evangelising tradition in Sikhism, because Sikhism believes
that there is only one God and different religions are
different paths to realise God. To promote Interfaith
harmony, Guru Nanak went to the Muslim mosques, the
Hindu temples, the Buddhist pagodas and other worship
places and joined in their prayers and openly and fearlessly
expressed his opinions on religious and secular matters;
thereby confirming his philosophy that the aim of all
religions is one and the same, “Realisation of the Truth”.
Another example of the promotion of the Interfaith i.e
“there is no Hindu or Musalman, we are all equal and
one family” is that of the Golden Temple of Amritsar, the
Holiest of the Holy Worship place of the Sikhs. In 16th
century there was no dearth of respectable Sikh scholars
and Saints yet our Fifth Guru invited a Muslim saint, Mian
Meer to lay the foundation stone of the Sikh Holy place.
Thus we see that the Philosophy of Sikhism of Oneness
of God and universal brotherhood as preached by Guru
Nanak and his successors can be a good basis for
ushering in friendship, peace and interfaith harmony in
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the world.
6. Bigotry and religious intolerance in the world today
(Problems and solutions)
No religion teaches hatred for others but look around, if there
is any social conflict, rivalry, fighting and barbaric acts of
terrorism in any part of the world they are all religion based.
We always sing praises of our own faith and call the
believers of other faiths as worshipper of Satin or infidel
crackpots. Every zealot claims that his is the only uniquely
inspired Scripture that was revealed by God once for all
through his prophet. Any notion of Oneness of God or
multicultural or multi-faith society is unthinkable and
repugnant to them. Just as a fish has no words in her
vocabulary to describe the solid nature of land similarly these
religious fanatics have no words for mercy, kindness,
forgiveness or love in the dictionary of their faith. To expect
sympathy, mercy or kindness from such people towards the
adherents of other religions is like expecting “Milk” from a
bull”. Negative attitudes of exclusiveness and superiority are
a universal phenomenon in almost every society today. It is a
social gangrene which like canker worm works from within
and is destroying the social fabric of the society. Over the
centuries various prophets and humanists have tried their
prescriptions to arrest this social gangrene but this firmly
established and of long standing disease would outstrip all
the remedies. Not because the prescriptions were wrong but
because we didn’t have the courage to administer them.
Often I sincerely feel that Darwin’s theory of evolution is
correct and our inhuman nature and animal behaviour only
points to the fact that we are not yet fully evolved and the
successive transmigration processes have not yet completely
removed the inherited animal instinct from our genetic codes.
Those remnants of animal characteristics occasionally raise
their ugly heads and force us to act and behave like animals-- often worst than the animals.
It is not uncommon to find that the Spiritual Truth and the
ethical and moral precepts in our scriptures which we claim
to be uniquely inspired by our prophet are also found in the
scriptures of other religions, which confirms the fact that all
religions are the same and point to the same Truth. But the
problem is that we look at the Truth through different
coloured glasses and see them in different colours. If only we
look at that Truth through one transparent glass we will see
ourselves not as Christians, Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs, Jews or
Buddhists but as human beings
I don’t claim that only Sikhs are the sole custodians of moral
values, far from it. No religion has a monopoly over
extremism; every religion has had its share of extremism. All
I say is that a truly religious person cannot be an
extremist. How suicide and killing innocent people can be
termed as acts of martyrdom is beyond my comprehension.
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No religion teaches hatred; but look around; the root cause
of most of the fighting, killing, racial intolerance, social
upheaval and unrest in the world today is Religion or
religion based. Then the question is who teaches us:bigotry, extremism and fundamentalism? To hate those who
look different from us; to brand followers of the other faiths
as infidels and enemies of God? The obvious answer is the
misguided religious clergies and fanatics who exploit the
gullible by misinterpreting passages from their scriptures.
7. Solutions
• There is great ignorance about the teachings and
values of other faiths and only through such Interfaith dialogues we can tackle it effectively and
remove the misunderstandings and doubts about
other faiths. Inter-faith dialogue is the best way,
rather only way, to achieve religious harmony and
peace.
• By holding regular regional seminars on Inter-faith
harmony and peace.
• There is a dire need to retrain the teachers, clergies
and priests.
• The best place to introduce Inter-faith dialogue is
the schools, where children would learn to
understand about other cultures and religions.
Instead of teaching a particular traditional religion
in schools the law must ensure that principles of
social ethics and morality form the core of the
religious syllabus in schools and petrified dogmas
are completely ignored and if need be condemned
as undesirable.
8. Initiatives and programs Sikh Council undertakes to
promote Inter-faith peace and harmony
1. SCA holds annual multicultural and multi-faith sports
carnival, in which people from all walks of life and
different faiths participate in the Olympic spirit and during
informal discussions get to know about the cultural values
and traditions of other faiths.
2. Religious festivals are very much part of the Sikh culture
and we invite people from other faiths to join us in the
celebration and partake. This act fosters friendship and
enhances Inter-faith peace and harmony and helps to
understand values, cultures and traditions of other people.
3. Charity is an essential and integral part of Sikhism and is
need based and not Faith based. Council promotes charity
nationally and in the Asia-Pacific region and beyond by
extending financial help, to the needy people and victims of
natural disasters, such as Victorian Bush Fire, earth quack in
Pakistan and 2005 Tsunami, through our sister organization
Global Sikhs in Malaysia
4-SCA initiates guided tours for members of
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communities
lectures by

to

the

Gurudwaras

and

arranges

religious and cultural scholars from various
schools of thoughts to address the Sikh congregation to
enlighten them about other faiths.
5. SCA uses print and electronic media to promote interfaith
understanding by publishing books and pamphlets on
comparative religious studies and audio tapes for free
distribution and also sends those publications to schools and
local libraries for the general public.
6. Sikh Council also caters for the school children by sending
Sikh scholars to lecture students in schools on Sikhism
during their divinity periods.
Ladies and gentlemen time has come for us all to unite and
act against religious extremism. This can happen only when
people are made to realise that truth is multi-dimensional and
although there are many different schools of thought in this
world yet there is only One God and all human beings are
equal. Now is the time to act. We must either learn to live
together or we will die together in an internecine
conflagration of our own making. Our inter-faith meets can
be effective only if we are able to disseminate this message
and become instruments of social change.
The seeds of Oneness of God and religions, universal
brotherhood, unity in diversity, of love and harmony, which
we are sowing through these Inter-faith dialogues let us hope
that not in the too distant future when they grow and mature
and make us realise that we all come from the same source,
and that different religions are simply different pathways to
realise one and the same God; then the support for the
extremists and fundamentalists will evaporate and they and
their ideology will die of their own death. Ultimately Truth
will prevail.
The Tree of our hope will flower and bear fruit very soon.
This world will then be a heaven on earth in which there
will be no Christian, Muslim, Sikh, Jew, Hindu or
Buddhist. No third person and only we. It will be the world
that Guru Nanak, Jesus Christ, Mohammed, Mahatma Buddh
and other messengers of God envisaged it to be.
Thanks you all for listening to me with such rapt attention.
& Sat Sri Akaal

*****
SIGNIFICANCE OF KES IN SIKH RELIGION
Gurcharan Singh Jaito
email:gsingh19422003@yahoo.com

Honorable Punjab and Haryana High court is desirous to know
the significance of KES (Hair) in Sikh religion. The Honorable
court had been asking a pointed question as to what is the
significance of hair in Sikh religion. The explanation needs to
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be based on some Religious scripture or statement of authority
on Sikh religion or authentic records so that no iota of doubt is
left.
For this approach a detailed study was carried out from Sri
Guru Granth Sahib, which is the Holy Scripture of Sikhs all
over the World. Sikhs treat the Sri Guru Granth Sahib as the
Living Guru with great respect and read / recite /sing the Holy
verses from the Granth to follow the teachings in life to
transform their lives to become better persons in their lives
and in turn to make this world a better place. Guru Granth
Sahib contains solutions to all the problems in life for those
who wish to search and follow. The faith for Guru Granth
Sahib is deep rooted in the minds of all the Sikhs who wish to
seek the true path for spiritualism and peace.
1.

For this particular study search engine on
Internet was used to find out word KES
wherever this appeared in Guru Granth
Sahib. This word appeared at 45 places.

2.

19
entries
out
of
45
at
sl.nos.4,5,10,11,13,14,15,19,20,22,23,25,29,3
5,36,38,39,42,and 44, have no relevance with
hair as the names of kes with modified
versions by adding Gurmukhi symbols, to
form new words with different meanings [ for
example on page 225 line-3 of SGGS, the
Hymn-kMsu kysu cWfUru n koeI[[ Here kysu is
the name of warrior of king Kansa] Similarly
the other 18 entries do not relate to kes.

3.

The remaining 26 entries have some indirect
references to KES. They are discussed one by
one as follows:

Page –93, line 11-puMfr kys kusm qy Dauly spq pwqwl kI bwxI
] (Your hair is whiter than the jasmine flower, and your
voice has grown feeble, as if it comes from the seventh
underworld.) This Hymn by Bhagat Beni ji explains the old
age condition thus referring the color of hair. The emphasis
is to remember God and do good. There is no mention of
keeping/cutting the hair. Thus hair finds no significance in
these verses.
Page 98, line 10-inrhwrI kysv inrvYrw ] (He does not need
to eat; His Hair is Wondrous and Beautiful; He is free of
hate.) This Hymn by Guru Arjan Dev ji is in praise of the
Lord wondering on the beauty of hair. The Lord is free of
hate. The emphasis is on love for the lord and not the
body/hair of humans.
Page 203, line 10-supRsMn Bey kysvw sy jn hir gux gwih ]4]
(Those humble beings, with whom the beautifully-haired
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Lord is thoroughly pleased, sing the Glorious Praises of the
Lord. ||) In this Hymn Sri Guru Arjan Dev ji is Praying to the
Lord, perceiving the Lord with beautiful hair. Here
significance is the Lord not the hair. It is important to point
out here that in Sikh religion the Lord is as per MOOL
MANTAR having no shape being self-creator. The fifth Guru
through his spiritual imagination and poetic thoughts
perceives His image.
Page 387, line12- gur ky crn kys sMig Jwry ]1] (with my hair,
I dust the feet of the Guru. ||1||) Sri Guru Arjan Dev ji in this
Hymn is contemplating the service to the True Guru in
humbleness he dusts the feet of Guru with hair. Here the
significance is of Guru’s feet not hair.
Page 408, line 6 - pkir kys jim auTwirE qd hI Gir jwvY ]1]
(Seizing him by the hair, the Messenger of Death pulls him
up; then, he comes to his senses. ||1||) The Fifth Guru Arjan
Dev Ji here is contemplating against the greed and envisages
advising the humans that those who do not do good deeds are
punished by messenger of death who pulls by hair. Again
here significance is good deeds not hair.
Page 432, line 14 - kkY kys puMfr jb hUey ivxu swbUxY aujilAw ]
(Kakka: When the hair grows grey, then it shines without
shampoo.) Here Guru Nanak Dev ji explains about the old
age when hair goes grey. If the human does not do good
deeds he is punished by king of death.
Page 500, line 2 - kys sMig dws pg Jwrau iehY mnorQ mor ]1 ]
(With my hair, I wash the feet of Your slave; this is my life`s
purpose. ||1||) Guru Arjan Dev ji in his humbleness
contemplates washing the feet of the slave of the Lord, as his
life’s purpose. The importance is given to the feet of a slave
of the lord and not the hair.
Page 659, line 12 - nYnhu nIru bhY qnu KInw Bey kys duD vwnI ]
(Tears well up in my eyes, my body has become weak, and
my hair has become milky-white.) Bhagat Bhikhan ji in his
Hymns here explains that he has grown old. Eyes full of
water and hair are milky white. If anyone can remove his
sufferings it is the Lord. The Prayer to lord is important not
hair.
Page 745, line 13 - kysw kw kir bIjnw sMq cauru Fulwvau] I
make my hair into a fan, and wave it over the Saint.) Guru
Arjan Dev ji is explaining that the Saints need to be served in
such a way that if one makes fan of his hair that can be true
humbleness. The saint is important not the hair.
Page 749, line 2 - kysw kw kir cvru Fulwvw crx DUiV muiK lweI
]1] rhwau ] (I make my hair into a fan, and wave it over
them; I apply the dust of their feet to my face. ||1||Pause||)
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This explains the importance of saints. Serving saints by
making fan of hair to wave over them and applying the dust
of their feet means the hair has no importance over the
service to the saints.
Page 821, line 19 - pMc dUq mUf pir TwFy kys ghy Pyrwvq hy ]
(The five thieves stand over your head and seize you.
Grabbing you by your hair, they will drive you on.) In his
Hymns Guru Arjan Dev ji explains that whatever property
and riches the man makes are left behind. In the end the five
thieves seize from the hair to drive him on. The symbolic
thought of seizing by hair is for contemplation to do good
deeds.
Page 870, line 7 - kys jly jYsy Gws kw pUlw ]2] (his hair
burns like a bale of hay. ||2||) Bhagat Kabir in Hymns here
explains comparing humans with animals that when animals
die they serve many purposes but when a human dies
nothing is served. Human hair burn like hay. The hair
carries no weight in life.
3.13 Page 906, line 12 - jw jmu Dwie kys gih mwrY suriq nhI
muiK kwl gieAw
]3] (When the Messenger of Death grabs you by your hair,
you will be punished. You are unconscious, and have fallen
into Death‘s mouth. ||3||)
Guru Nanak Dev ji in this Hymn explains that during life
time the humans make arrangements of all comforts, not
practicing truth, self discipline, humility, charity donations
etc. Being unconscious he falls in to Death’s mouth and gets
punished when messenger of Death grabs by hair. Here too
human hair carries no weight like point 3.12
3.14 Page 952, line 8 - nw siq mUMf mufweI kysI nw siq piVAw
dys iPrih ] (There is no Truth in shaving one`s head; there
is no Truth is studying the scriptures or wandering in
foreign lands.) Guru Nanak in this Hymn explains that
suffering; comfort or wandering through water like animals
cannot obtain truth. Neither truth can be obtained by
studying scriptures or wandering in foreign lands. The logic
given is so strong that even if a human shaves off his head,
as (or even keeping long hair implied) the Truth cannot be
found.
3.15Page 969, line 19 - idvs rYin qyry pwau plosau kys cvr
kir PyrI ]1] (Day and night, I wash Your feet, Lord; I
wave my hair as the chauree, to brush away the flies. ||1||)
Bhagat Kabir in his Hymn here explains that he honor and
obey the Saints, and punish the wicked; this is his duty as
God`s police officer. As day and night washing feet of saints
and with his hair drive away the flies. By this logic the
service to the saints is supreme not hair.
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3.16Page 988, line 13 - myro bwpu mwDau qU Dnu kysO sWvlIE
bITulwie ]1] rhwau ] (O my Father, Lord of wealth, blessed
are You, long-haired, dark-skinned, my darling. ||1||Pause||)
Bhagat Namdev ji in these Hymns praises his Lord Krishna
who plays in forests of Brindaban and contemplates the
image of Lord with long hair, dark skin. It is a thought to
remember Lord where hair is a perception.
3.17Page 1082, line 15 - kysv clq krih inrwly kIqwloVih so
hoiegw ]8] (The Lord of beauteous hair, the Worker of
miraculous deeds, whatever He wishes, comes to pass. ||8||)
Guru Arjan Dev ji has perception about God and His form
which is undying, never destroyed, imperishable, eternal, and
unfathomable and everything is attached to Him. The Lord
has beauteous hair, miraculous deeds and His wishes come
true. The Lord is supreme by this logic, nothing else.
3.18Page 1104, line 6 - jb jmu Awie kys qy pkrY qh hirko nwmu
Cfwvn ]1] rhwau ] (When Death comes and grabs you by
the hair, and then only the Name of the Lord will save you.
||1||Pause||) Bhagat Kabir contemplates imagining that when
death comes the man is grabbed by the hair and only then the
name of Lord can save. Here the logic is that name of the
Lord is more important than hair.
3.19Page 1105, line 13 - nwmw khY Bgiq bis kysv AjhUM bil
kyduAwr Kro ]4]1] (Says Naam Dev, the beautiful-haired Lord
is in the power of His devotees; He is standing at Balraja`s
door, even now! ||4||1||) Bhagat Namdev is envisaging that Lord
with beautiful hair is in the power of His devotees. This shows
his faith for the Lord that he perceives Him and His beauty of
His hair (Long or short? Does not make a difference as Lord is
supreme)
3.20 Page 1106, line 8 - jau jmu Awie kys gih ptkY qw idn ikCu n
bswihgw ] (When the Messenger of Death comes and grabs you
by the hair, and knocks you down, on that day, you shall be
powerless.) Bhagat Kabir is conforming to his contemplation
like his Hymns explained above already. Hair again has no
significance.
3.21 Page 1167, line 14 - Awau klμdr kysvw ] (Come, O Lord of
beautiful hair,) Bhagat Namdev perceives Lord of beautiful hair
in this Hymn too like explained in above points. Lord is
Supreme.
3.22 Page 1217, line 8 - nYnhu sMig sMqn kI syvw crn JwrI kyswieE
] (With my eyes I see the Saints, and dedicate myself to
serving them; I wash their feet with my hair.) Guru Arjan Dev
ji is explaining that service to the saints is more important than
hair. As hair are used to wash their feet.)
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3.23 Page 1365, line 16 - BwvY lWby kys kru BwvY Grir mufwie
]25] (You may have long hair, or you may shave your head
bald. ||25||) Bhagat Kabir has clearly given the message that:
kbIr pRIiq iek isau kIey Awn duibDw jwie ]
BwvY lWby kys kru BwvY Grir mufwie ]25]
(Kabeer, when you are in love with the One Lord, duality
and alienation depart. You may have long hair, or you may
shave your head bald. ||25||)
THAT MEANS - IT IS MORE IMPORTANT TO
LOVE LORD AND FORGET DUALITY. IT DOES
NOT MAKE DIFFERENCE IF ONE HAS LONG
HAIR OR SHAVES HIS HEAD. THE LOVE OF LORD
IS SUPREME. THE REST IS MISNOMER.
NOTE- Guru Granth sahib was compiled by Guru Arjan
Dev ji who had selected the Bani of previous Gurus,
Bhagats and Ballads which was according to philosophy of
Guru Nanak followed by following Gurus.
3.24 Page 1366, line 7 - kbIr hwf jry ijau lwkrI kys jry ijau
Gwsu ] (Kabeer, the bones burn like wood and the hair burns
like straw.) Bhagat Kabir’s explanation in this Hymn too is
similar to the ones given above. The body is ultimately
consumed by the flames including hair, which burn like
straw. What remains behind are the good deeds.
3.25 Page 1369, line 16 - kbIr mnu mUMifAw nhI kys muMfwey kWie
] (Kabeer, you have not shaved your mind, so why do you
shave your head?) Bhagat Kabir emphasizes here that it is
more important to shave off the mind (mind is not hair
hence it is symbolic) which means that one has to win over
mind depicting that hair have no significance so far as Love
of Lord is concerned. If we read it in continuation of above
point where Kabir stresses that keeping long hair or cutting
them is not important than Love for the Lord. That means
those humans who have Love for the Lord in their hearts
and have faith, for them hair are no priority.
3.26 Page 1406, line 11 - mohu mil ibvis kIAau kwmu gih kys
pCwV´au ] (He has crushed and overpowered emotional
attachment. He seized sexual desire by the hair, and threw it
down.) Bhatt Salyy is clear when he explains that sexual
desires be grabbed by the hair and thrown down. We know
sexual desires or for that matter no desire has hair. Here
grabbing by the hair means disgrace brought to a person.
Grace in a person thus is preferred than hair.
It can be safely concluded from above details concerning
hair of humans that Love for the Lord is supreme not hair.
Sri Guru Granth Sahib is very clear about the hair as
depicted in point 3.23. Keeping hair or cutting them can
have no connection with Love of the Lord.
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DEFINING A SIKH
By Karminder Singh Dhillon, PhD (Boston)
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

THE CHALLENGE.
One of the first things a student of philosophy (or most
social sciences, for that matter) discovers regarding
definitions of concepts is that they are rarely, if ever,
universally accepted (read perfect). The definition of a Sikh
is no exception and should not be. Anyone who expects to
crystallize, in a few universally acceptable statements called
a definition, a spiritual process that took ten Gurus two and
half centuries to construct is bound to be disappointed. So
staggering is the diversity of our most basic text – 1430
pages, 5,867 shabads by more than two dozen authors who
lived over a period spanning half a century and come from
different faiths – that defining Sikhi based on the Guru
Granth Sahib alone is a daunting task. To some, it may seem
that the nature of Sikhi and the GGS and by extension that of
a Sikh is so spiritually inclusive that it was intended to defy a
universal definition. Yet none of these has stopped or should
stop the attempt. After all, we live in a world where
definitions matter.
THE SCIENCE OF DEFINITIONS.
The science (and art) is complex, but it can be summarized as
follows: perfect definitions are rare and should only be
attempted by those oblivious to their certain designation to
the rubbish bin. There are, however, good and bad definitions
and those belonging to every category in between. Two
important criteria in the formulation of any definition are its
breadth and its exclusiveness. A good definition must be
broad enough to include as much or as many that belongs, yet
exclusive enough to exclude as much and as many that does
not. The challenge lies in the fact that both criteria are in
contrast to each other. The broader the definition, the less
exclusive it becomes, and vice versa. A good definition is
thus defined as one that can find the balance between these
two contrasts.
The task of coming up with an acceptable definition of a Sikh
is to find that balance. Make it too broad (by applying the
principle that all humans are equal, Sikhi is universal etc),
and Stalin, Mao, Osama, Obama and three fourths of the
population of Alaska will get counted as Sikhs. Make it too
exclusive (gatra-dhari, pahul-dhari, gol-pagree dhari and
below the knee kach-dhari) and one is left with the pujarees
of Patna and Hazoor Sahib as the only Sikhs in the universe.
AGREEING ON BASIC ELEMENTS.
Before embarking on the language and structure of a
definition, one has to agree on the basic elements of the
definition. Language is the business of linguists and legal
minds. It is the content of the definition that is our concern.
What would it be based on? Where will it draw its basic idea
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from? What is the bottom-line criterion for being classified
a Sikh?
Keeping in mind the issues raised in the part titled “Science
of definitions” above, I would propose that the following
two basic elements will suffice. One, born to a Sikh
parent, and two abiding by the teaching of the GGS.
I have deliberately chosen “Sikh parent” over Sikh family,
or Sikh parents (in the plural). This is to overcome the
following difficulties. First, if used, the term “Sikh family”
would itself need defining. So we would eventually have a
definition within a definition – not an attractive preposition.
What if the family constitutes of a mix of Sikhs and nonsikhs? Is that still a Sikh family? What if one member of the
Sikh family converts out - will that affect its entire status? If
it does, then Sikhs will suddenly be classified as non-Sikhs
because a sibling converted out or declared himself an
atheist. To avoid these sorts of complications, the term
family is thus avoided. Further the parent is in singular to
allow for single parent families and for situations of
separated or divorced couples and mixed marriages between
a Sikh and a not, or not yet converted partner.
The second element – abiding by the Guru Granth Sahib is
chosen for the following reasons. The GGS is the
universally agreed spiritual text for Sikhs and above
controversy. It is further universally accepted by Sikhs to be
our Guru. The GGS, given its breadth, depth and scope, will
allow for the definition to move and progress along a
continuum from “basic” Sikhi to advance level. Sikhs at
different levels of spirituality – beginner to advanced – in
whatever name we want to call them Sehejdhari to
Shastardhari for instance – would all be Sikhs. In the event
of any dispute or disagreement over what attributes, values,
beliefs etc a Sikh ought to possess, the GGS would provide
authoritative answers. If some belief is emanating from
sources other than the GGS, so long as it does not contradict
the overall philosophy of the Shabad, it can be accepted.
The GGS would thus allow for the definition to be dynamic.
The usage of the full term “Guru Granth Sahib” rules out
sects (breakaway or otherwise) that consider the GGS either
as just another text or a tool, but have, as an integral part of
their beliefs, the notion of physical and human “guru.” A
Sikh, by definition would accord the status of Guru to the
GGS, to the shabad, and to the messages contained therein.
The underlying principle of the GGS is the cardinal rule that
Sikhi has no physical guru. A Sikh therefore will by
definition accept as Guru, solely and exclusively, the GGS.
Both elements (birth to a Sikh parent & abiding the GGS)
must operate within an “and/or” combination. The “or”
combination allows for very young children to classified as
Sikhs. A young child is not expected to know and hence
abide by the GGS, but will still be classified a Sikh in
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accordance with this definition. This means for a child, only
the first criterion would need to apply. There would be no
need to define the word “child” since legal systems all over
the civilized world already define this term. The definition of
“child” would thus depend on the national jurisdiction within
which the individual resided. A child who is legally adopted
by a Sikh parent can, for all intents and purposes, be
accorded the same status as a child born to a Sikh parent.
The “or” combination further allows for converted Sikhs to
fall within the definition. Some one who is not born to a Sikh
parent may wish to take up the Sikh faith. For such person
then, only the second criterion would apply.
The “and” combination ensures that anyone classified as a
Sikh has a philosophical/spiritual basis. In other words, one
cannot be a Sikh (as a non-child, or adult) solely on the basis
of being born to a Sikh parent. If this were to be the case,
then the definition of a Sikh would be devoid of a spiritual
foundation. Therefore, at this point in time (as an adult) the
second criterion (abiding by the GGS) comes into play.
Again, the definition of an adult can also rely on the national
jurisdictions within which the Sikh resides.
Further, the “and” combination will rule out someone who is
born to a Sikh parent but chooses to adopt a different faith.
One need not be forcibly classified as Sikh simply because
he/she had a Sikh parent. As an adult, the choice to opt out
must always remain. The “and” combination also makes the
definition reasonably exclusive. Not all those born to Sikh
parents remain Sikhs forever, but all who abide by the GGS
will forever remain Sikhs. This principle ensures that the
definition is sufficiently exclusive. Finally, for the adult Sikh
the “and” combination ensures that the “abides by the GGS”
criterion is superior in terms of importance to the “birth to a
Sikh parent” criterion.
SIFTING OUT THE IRRELEVANT.
A number of writers contributing to the debate have focused
on “realities on the ground.” Dr Surjeet Singh Sidhu (SB
Vol 3&4 /09) points out that “majority of Sikh youth” are
non-kesadhari. To this one may add a list of other
unflattering “realities.” Ninety percent of Sikhs consume
alcohol regularly. There are more liquor outlets in Punjab’s
villages than there are grocery stores. In Malaysia (the forum
for Dr Sidhu’s observations), Sikhs are, in proportion to their
national population, highest represented in the nation’s
prisons as criminals and in drug rehabilitation centres as drug
abusers. In the Punjab, Sikhs, while proclaiming most loudly
about Guru Nanak’s contribution to gender equality, are most
guilty of female-infanticide. Punjab has the world’s highest
distortion for male-female ratio and there is an entire
generation of female missing – murdered to be more exact.
Entire villages now exist without marriageable females due
to the widespread practice of gender selection and selective
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abortions. The majority of Sikhs in UK and North America
indulge in dowries, caste related beliefs, etc – all thrown out
by our Gurus. Ninety percent of Sikhs have never read the
GGS. Ninety-five percent of Sikhs are not aware of the
contents of the GGS.
If the suggestion is that these realities should be factored
into the definition of a Sikh, then my response is that we
have not grasped what a definition is. It is not that these
realties are of no consequence. Their consequence is
elsewhere (in the realm of parchar or the practice of Sikhi
for instance) But these realities are of no consequence to an
acceptable definition which has to be anchored on some
fixed foundation and not changing realities.
A good and acceptable definition of a Sikh (assuming we
get one) will stand even if the reality on the ground is that
Sikhs have become decadent or that there are no Sikhs left.
Species and concepts can become extinct, but their
definitions can continue to stand as valid. Some definitions
are coined after things become extinct.
If, for instance, the definition of a Sikh is tied to Guru
Nanak, then this definition will stand even if it comes to a
point where 90 percent of Sikhs (for whatever reasons) do
not know who Guru Nanak was. Are we going to take Guru
Nanak out of Sikhi if a majority of Sikhs cannot recall his
name? If Sikhs are defined in terms of some principles
enshrined in the GGS (male-female equality, no substance
abuse, honest living etc), then this definition will stand even
if the reality of the ground is that 90 percent of Sikhs have
aborted female fetuses, are drug addicts or cheats. Similarly,
are we going to take the GGS out of Sikhi because a
majority has not looked at this scripture?
This is not to deny the value of realities. Because realities
are subjective, (definitions on the other hand must strive to
be objective) they are more relevant in the realm of theories.
Take for instance the non-kesadhari reality. Based on such
reality, one may theorize: A majority of Sikhs have cut their
hair, kesh is therefore no longer important to Sikhs. This is
a valid theory. It is derived by a researcher who talked to
his respondents who told him hair was no longer important
to them as Sikhs. But because the reality is subjective a
second researcher may come up with a totally opposite and
equally valid theory from the same reality: A majority of
Sikhs have cut their hair, despite the fact that kesh is
important to Sikhs. This theory is similarly derived by the
second researcher whose respondents told him they knew
hair was important, and that they recognized that what they
did was wrong in Sikhi, but did it anyway because they
hoped to be able to honor the kesh some day. A third
researcher may come up with yet another theory: A
majority of Sikhs have cut their hair because they were led
into thinking that kesh was only for Amritdhari Sikhs. This
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researcher too talked to his respondents who told him they
believed they will only need to honor their kesh if and when
they decided to take the baptism. A fourth researcher has the
following theory: Simple convenience—avoiding the daily
combing and tying—as well as social pressures from the
mainstream culture to look like everyone else, and
discrimination in employment has led to a majority of Sikhs
to discard their kesh. The respondents of this researcher
admitted to two things simultaneously – the primacy of kesh
in Sikhi, and their need to solve inconveniences and
problems resulting from that. Notice that all the above
theories originate from the one same reality.
Notice also that all four theories (and many more) operate on
the basis of the one single definition which is “A Sikh is
someone with unshorn hair…” This definition may be right
or wrong, but that is not the issue at this point. The point is
merely to show that realities must not be confused with
definitions. The point is further to show that realities are
subjective and hence produce a multitude of theories and
explanations. Finally, the point is to show that one definition
(a good one, that is) can account for changed realities and
their explanations. If definitions are to be changed every time
we perceive a changed reality, the SRM will become a
periodical.
SIFTING OUT THOSE WITH AGENDAS.
The debate on “Who is a Sikh” has caused a host of Sikh
writers / commentators to jump in. Not all are interested in
the issue at hand which I believe is this: contributing to the
panth’s task of looking at where we lack in our existing ones
and thus helping the process of coming up with a better
definition. It is the nature of those with agendas to seize
every opportunity to advance their scheme of things. It thus
becomes the added task for those without agendas to expose
those irrelevant agendas so as to not get distracted.
Since the debate this time around is initiated by a court case
filed by one Gurleen Kaur against the SGPC in a Punjab
court, it is perhaps necessary to briefly look at this case first.
From published reports, it seems that a medical college at
Amritsar, run by SGPC had a quota of reserved seats for
Sikhs. Gurleen applied within this quota, and was rejected
based on the observation that she was not a Sikh because she
had dishonored her kesh. Her claim is that she is still a Sikh
and wants the court to rule in her favor and allow her
admission.
What the controversy is truly about is the question in the
newspapers, internet etc. The answer depends on one’s
agenda. SGPC bashers say it is truly one more reason why it
(SGPC) should be thrown into the dustbin of history. Shame
on them because they cannot even decide who is a Sikh.
Never mind the fact that the SGPC can only be as good or
bad as we Sikhs would allow it to be. Sikhs, like everybody
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else, get the institutions they deserve. Never mind also that
all these decades, Sikhs have not bothered to practice the
SRM of the SGPC. It is only through its widespread practice
that its defects and remedies could have emerged in a timely
manner. How were we to know that it had errors if we put it
on the shelves to gather dust? Others have joined the fray to
bash Kesadharis, Amritdharis, Khalsas, and Pagree-dharis.
Some others have said the case is about the rights of nonkesadhari Sikhs to be Gurdwaras parbhandaks.
Dr Sidhu (SB Vol 3&4, 09) in his portion titled “The Crux
of the Crisis” says “(f)rom all that has been said and done
by the SGPC, it is clear that it is really a matter of “hair”
and nothing else. He adds “do not exclude anyone who
claims to be a Sikh simply because he ‘cuts his/her hair’. Or
the next step for the “trimmers” and such may well be a
‘Protestant’ move.” Personal beliefs don’t count, but I hold
to one that says Sikhs may already have more “protestant”
groups than those envisaged by Martin Luther in the 1500s.
How else would one categorize the 9,000 deras in Punjab?
Only difference is most of our protestant groups have no
clue what they are protesting against.
To be able to make meaningful contribution from the Sikhi
and Gurmat point of view, there is a need to take and keep
the debate a notch or two higher in order to detach it from
our agendas. From the Sikhi point of view, the actions of
SGPC and the Medical College are clearly wrong. They are
wrong, not so much because Gurleen was denied admission
per se, but wrong because hundreds, perhaps thousands
other qualified students may have been denied admission
over the years – systematically and continually – in the
name of Sikhi! It is also wrong because many unqualified
students may have got admitted simply on the basis that
they looked Sikhs. Many qualified students possibly got
excluded or didn’t bother applying because they were nonSikhs, or were Sikhs who did not have the appropriate
kakars on them. It is further wrong because the practice of
reserving seats based on criteria such as race, religion etc is
discrimination – plain and simple. Finally, it is wrong
because Sikhi, Gurmat and the GGS is dead against any
form of discrimination. Line after line, verse after verse, and
page after page – the GGS condemns, critiques and
rubbishes discrimination. And here we have a Sikh
organization, a Sikh religious organization, a Sikhipropagating
institution
blatantly
institutionalizing
discrimination. And Sikhs in Punjab (and elsewhere) have
condoned it.
If we reduce this issue to “hair and nothing else” then we
are effectively saying this: carry on with the discrimination,
keep this nonsense thing called “quota for Sikhs,” keep
denying more qualified persons places and keep taking less
qualified but Sikh students. We are further saying: all you
(SGPC) need to do is to tweak the definition of a Sikh.
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Matter resolved. We will not bother you anymore. It does not
matter that the most basic principles of Sikhi, Gurmat, and
the GGS get trampled by a Sikh institution that hypocritically
claims its objective is the betterment of Sikhs and Sikhi. All
we want is our little agenda to come alive.
What happens when we are overly concerned with our
agendas is the following. First the debate is debased. Second,
the crux of the issue gets buried. Third we lose sense of
priorities - shouldn’t getting rid of discrimination in Sikh
related institutions be of highest priority? Fourth the debate
eventually turns into people with agendas against other
people with other agendas. Fifth, nothing gets resolved, and
we end up in square one, waiting for the next round. Spin this
cycle long enough, and Sikhi and everything connected to it
will be subject to our agenda wars - nothing more, nothing
less.
THE ATTACK ON AMRITDHARIS.
Reading Bawa Singh Jagdev’s article (SB Vol 3 & 4/ 09)
gives one the impression that amritdhari Sikhs are the cause
of all our ills. Asking “how pure are these pure ones,” and
narrating one story of a crooked (amritdhari?) granthi he
declares “modernism is antagonistic to amritdharis.” He has
derogatory names for amritdhari’s. They are “day dreamers,”
(have) “extraordinary capacity for self deception,” are
“chameleon like” and “their souls are contaminated with
apartheid…” Such is the derision for amritdharis that he
writes about getting a standing ovation at a forum and how
well he answered a delegate’s question as compared to how
badly an imaginary amritdhari would have. He writes: “I am
sure an amritdhari would have brought (sic) amrit ceremony,
creation of Khalsa and beheading of five pyiaras in the
explanation and further confused the questioner and the
audience. Gone are the days when a child accepted without
questioning the answer from his mother ‘I got you from the
midwife or from the hospital’ to the question ‘mum where
did I come from…”
The attack on amritdharis is so disdainful that a response
becomes necessary. The kind of amritdharis Bawa Singh
may be mixing with notwithstanding, I personally know
many who would have given superb answers to the question
posed to him by the delegate; in place of the condescending
type given by him. I also personally know many amritdharis
who will suffer no cowardice for speaking proudly about the
amrit ceremony, the creation of the Khalsa, the asking of
their heads by the tenth master and the courage shown by the
panj pyiares. In 2001, I personally witnessed a Mexican
American amritdhari speak about these matters to a largely
non-Sikh crowd of about 300. I distinctively remember how
he began with words to the effect: “Close your eyes and
imagine as I take you through an incredible journey of
spirituality. It is a story of supreme sacrifice, of unconditional
love, of Godly genius and of re-inventing humanity.” With
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eyes closed this crowd listened as he spoke out the entire
Khalsa initiation narrative. There were no standing ovations
or applause. Only pin drop silence - within which he moved
many in this mesmerized crowd of MIT and Harvard
students to tears. Afterwards, many went up to him to know
more about the Khalsa, amrit and Guru Gobind Singh –
even if they could not pronounce these words right. Surely
his was no “I got you from the midwife” stuff. Why must
we be ashamed to talk about something that is so integral to
the existence of our tenth Guru? Why must we think such
narratives will “confuse” anybody, unless we ourselves are
confused? Two billion people in the hold their heads high
and talk about a virgin giving birth to God’s progeny, about
God sending his biological son to walk the earth, about a
corpse rising to life after three days in a grave and about his
second coming! And we Sikhs must refrain from talking
about a Guru playing a game of love and sacrifice with his
Sikhs, because if we did we may be denied a standing
ovation? Is such gutless refraining the hallmark of the
“modernism that is antagonistic to amritdharis.”
Guru Nanak says on page 1412 of GGS:
Jao Tao Prem Khelan Ka Chao. Ser Dhar Talee Galee Meri
Aao. Et Marag Payr Dhareejay. Ser Deejay Kaan Na Kijai.
[Meaning: If you desire to play the game of love, place your
head on you palm and come to me. Once you step onto this
path have no second thoughts about giving your head]. By
measure of the inner message of what the tenth master asked
and what the five beloved ones delivered in 1699, there is
no difference with what Guru Nanak was asking 200 years
prior to that. Are we also going to stop reciting, discussing
and bringing the above verse (and other similar ones) into
our narratives because we are confused, ashamed or simply
because we think they are “antagonistic to modernism?”
The fixation with standing ovations further needs to be put
into perspective. Bawa Singh writes: “I got the standing
ovations when on the equality of women I recited the Hymn,
“Tis Keyon Manda Aakhiay…” This verse is wrong as it is
stated. So in essence, Bawa Singh got an ovation for reciting
banee wrongly. As a matter of fact all (four) Gurbanee
verses used in Bawa Singh’s entire essay are erroneous.
One, “Manas ki jaat” is used twice and both versions are
different, and both are wrong. The disregard for quoting
Gurbanee accurately is too obvious to ignore. Starting a
sentence with “Gurbani says” or “Here is what Gurbani
says” and following that with non-Gurbanee quotations is
sloppiness. At one point Bawa Singh writes “Here is how
Guru Gobind Singh defined who is a Khalsa,” He then
quotes three sentences from McAuliffe, and concludes
“there is no mention of Amrit, unshorn hair, physical
features or dress for becoming a Khalsa.” Two things are
wrong about such a method of making deductions. First, the
three sentences are what McAuliffe said, or what McAuliffe
thinks Guru Gobind Singh said. Second, there is no mention
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of Amirt, unshorn hair in these three sentences of McAuliffe.
Are these three sentences the only ones about Khalsa that
Guru Gobind Singh (and McAuliffe) made? To say that there
is no mention of Amrit in all of McAuliffe’s writings, and all
of Guru Gobind Singh’s writings (which are implied in Bawa
Singh’s conclusion) require more than quoting three
sentences. But Bawa Singh seems to read into the “soul” of
Guru Gobind Singh just as he read into the souls of
amritdharis as being “contaminated with apartheid” and
declares “He (Guru Gobind Singh) wouldn’t have said that
(amrit, unshorn hair, physical features, dress) anyway…”
Wouldn’t have? Are we in the business of reading minds?
The three sentences of McAuliffe are taken from the Sarab
Loh Granth and attributed to the writing of Guru Gobind
Singh. Within the same rendition, we have the following
statements: Khalsa Mero Roop Hai Khas. Khalsey Mein Ho
Karo Niwas. “Roop” refers to physical features, dress etc.
Not only does it confirm that Khalsa has a physical form, but
that form and dress is special (khas) in that it was also the
Guru’s own form and dress. Thirty five verses down, we have
this verse: Ya Meh Ranch Na Mithiya Bhakhee, Parbhram
Guru Nanak Sakhi. Meaning, with God and Guru Nanak as
my witness, I say that there isn’t an iota of difference
between me and my Khalsa.
It should be clear by now that my criticism is not against
quoting McAuliffe (or any other) about what our Gurus said.
My concern is with the integrity and accuracy of our
deductions. Integrity should not be sacrificed at the altar of
our personal agendas. McAuliffe comes a century and half
after the demise of the tenth master. Here is what another
writer, a contemporary of Guru Gobind Singh for 26 years
wrote in Persian on the same matter: Nishane Sikhi-ee as en
Panj Haraf Kaaf. Harghiz Na Bashed Azin Punj Muaaf.
Kara, Kaardo, Kach, Kangha Bidaan. Bina Kesh Hech Ast
Jumla Nishaan.(Tankhanama by Bhai Nand Lal Goya).
Meaning: The recognition of Sikhi is encapsulated in five
symbols bearing words beginning with the alphabet ‘K’.
Their absence renders one the necessity to seek forgiveness.
The Kara, Kard, Kach, Kangha together are incumbent, yet
without the Kesh, they are all in vain. This should put Bawa
Singh’s “wouldn’t have said” argument into perspective.
So strong is Bawa Singh’s desire to pour scorn on
amritdharis that he has (inadvertently, I hope) dragged the
Gurus into his derisory arguments. “Dare I say that if Guru
Gobind Singh were to be born again, he would be the (sic)
unhappy and distressed person to see what a mess and
mockery these amritdharis have made of the noble faith of
Guru Nanak.” And again “…the world has changed
tremendously and progressed in the means of transport from
horse backs to rockets and they (amritdharis) are still
hibernating exactly where the Guru left them.”
Let us
display some reverence to our Gurus. If at all the Guru “left
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us” anywhere, he anchored us light years into the future of
Godly spirituality. And to suggest that a Guru – who felt
gratitude even upon knowing that his entire family was
wiped out - would be distressed over someone making a
mess is distressing.
THE ATTACK ON THE KHALSA.
Bawa Singh (SB 3 & 4 / 09) says “however, he (Guru
Gobind Singh) created the Khalsa, the fighting force, to
fight the tyrannous regime of Aurangzeb…” The
implication is simple: the Khalsa was created for a single
purpose: to fight wars against Aurangzeb. This purpose
does not exist now. Aurangzeb does not exist anymore.
There are no wars now. The Khalsa thus has no purpose and
utility. Assign the Khalsa to the dustbin of history. The
following five observations may help us evaluate if Bawa
Singh’s deductions hold water.
First, Guru Hargobind fought four wars – without the
Khalsa. His successor, the seventh master maintained an
armed force of about 2,000. Neither of them felt the need to
create a different looking fighting force. Why the injunction
for the tenth Guru to create the Khalsa specifically to fight
wars? Are we suggesting that the sixth and seventh Gurus
were incapable of creating the Khalsa? A majority of Guru
Gobind Singh’s battles were with the Hindu Hill Rajas.
Why did he need the Khalsa suddenly and specifically
against Aurangzeb’s forces?
Second, the Khalsa was created in 1699. A number of the
tenth master’s battles were fought prior to this period. Why
a sudden need to create the Khalsa for the post 1699 battles?
He was losing the fights and needed re-branding? But his
worst defeat (in military terms) came after the Khalsa was
created. In essence therefore, if the Khalsa was a war effort
by the Guru, it was a failure!
Third, there were Hindus, Muslims, Pathans etc in Guru
Gobind Singh’s battles. (Bawa Singh admits to such by
quoting Ac Banarjee). Pir Buddhu Shah had 700 of his
Muslim soldiers in the Guru’s army. This was the third
Anandpur battle of 1704 (five years after the creation of the
Khalsa). Where would these soldiers fit - if the Khalsa was
created to fight wars? Once you create a Khalsa to fight
wars, then all non-Khalsas should go sit under the shade.
Wouldn’t it be a mockery to create a Khalsa to fight wars,
and have half your armies consist of non-Khalsas?
Fourth, given the uneven playing field in all of the Guru’s
battles (in terms of numbers, weaponry etc), a good portion
of the Sikh fights took the form of guerilla warfare, sneak
attacks, hit and run type disruptions on the enemy. Why
provide a starkly distinctive new look to your soldiers, then?
That a Khalsa stands out in a million may be well and good,
but is it all that intelligent to make him stand out, if his
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mission was to enable his Sikh to undertake a stealth attack
against the million?
Fifth, anyone who has studied Guru Gobind Singh’s life and
philosophy would agree that the master had no intentions of
fighting any war whatsoever. In the Zaffarnama (verse 22),
he writes: Chu Kaar Azhma Heeltay Dar Guzast. Halal Ast
Burden Be Shamsheer Dust. [Meaning, all other means
having been tried and failed, I am forced to accept that it is
righteous and just to resort to my sword]. This is a pained
decision, arrived at torturously. It is clear that in the Guru’s
mind, resorting to the sword remained an unjust action right
till the very end. How could the Guru have planned to create
the Khalsa to fight any war, if he had no intentions of
fighting any one at all? All his wars were defensive, inflicted
upon him for what he stood for. He never even had a choice
over the battleground or its timing. In a number of his battles,
he called for duels between himself and the opposing general
– with the aim of avoiding a full fledged war. In the
Zaffarnama, he told Aurangzeb: “Come Forward yourself
armed for a duel, so that innocent creations of God can be
spared,” (Letter portion verse 23). So reluctant was he that
when such duels materialized, he allowed the enemy general
up to three attacks on him before he responded.1 How can
such a reluctant warrior be identified with planning a special
army (Khalsa) for war? Yes, if he created the Khalsa, he
obviously planned. But the plan was something he wanted
done, not something he wanted to avoid at all costs!
Nevertheless, if one must say that the Khalsa is no more than
an army designed to fight wars that are already ended, then
the following verses attributed to the tenth master must be
considered: Khalsa Akaal Purakh Ki Fauj. Pargeteyo Khalsa
Parmatam Ke Mauj (Sarab Loh Granth). Meaning: the
Khalsa is the army of Akaal Purakh. Its existence was at the
pleasure of the Parmatma. Here the Khalsa is defined as the
1
The Guru recorded the Battle of Bhangani with Raja Hari Chand’s forces
as follows: Hari Chand Kope Kamanang Smbharang. Pirtham Bjiyang Tan
Banang Perhranag [When the duel was accepted, Hari Chand mounted his
arrow on his bow and shot it at me with great anger. I managed to block his
arrow, and accorded him another opportunity] Duteye Tak Key Teer Mo Ko
Chalyo. Rakheyo Deyev Mein Kaan Chvai Key Sidhrang. [The second arrow
was aimed at my person (battle cunning meant that Hari Chand aimed his
first shot at the Guru’s horse with the intention of making the master’s
escape impossible) God protected me and the arrow whizzed past my ear. I
was not yet provoked to take my turn]. Triteye Ban Mareyo So Peti
Majharaung. Bidhiang Chilkatang Doal Parung Pdharung. .[His third arrow
struck my leather belt which was draped in silk and wrapped around my
waist.] Chubee Chinch Charmung Kchoo Ghae Na Aiyung. Klung Kevlung
Jaan Dasung Prdharung [The arrow pierced, but did not cause serious
injury]. Jabay Baan Lageyo, Tabe Ros Jageyo.[As the arrow pieced, my
valor awakened. It was now my turn]. Krang Lai Kamanung Hnung Baan
Tanung [I took out an arrow and mounted it on my bow]. Tabey Taak
Banung, Haeyo Ek Juanung. Hari Chand Marey, So Jhoda Litarey. Ranung
Tyag Bhagey. Bhayee Jeet Meri, Kirpa Kaal Keri. [I took aim and released
my arrow. It pierced his mighty body, He fell to the ground. Hari Chand was
dead, his army left the battle ground. Victory was mine, given to me by
God.] Bhangani Yudh, Vachitar Natak, Verse 28 – 34.
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armies of a war that never ends. Has humanity’s fight
against tyranny, injustice, ignorance, oppression, religious
bigotry, discrimination, and prejudices already ended? If the
Khalsa is the beacon of hope for any and all of
mankind’s ills – then he must stand readily identifiable
in a crowd of a million, and shine like a lighthouse in the
darkness. Should any human or any life form suffer any
injustice, then the first recourse ought to be the Fauj of
the Akaal Purakh – who should be readily identifiable
and ready to take up the cause. I argue that it was the
Khalsa’s duty to take up the cause of the 6 million
Holocaust victims, 2 million victims of Pol Pot, 20
million killed by Stalin and others. It is the Khalsa’s duty
to champion the cause of the ongoing atrocities – Africa,
Middle East, Central Asia etc. Failure of the Khalsa to
perform its duty is our failure, not the failure of the
tenth Master or the concept of Khalsa itself.
If the Khalsa must be rubbished, then its critics must come
up with more than just regurgitating the spew that has been
churned by the Bippar descendents of the Hill Rajas,
Bhramanwaad, Mahants, Sants, and Derawads for centuries
and periodically given new spins by unthinking Sikhs.
Given that Bawa Singh’s piece is titled “Who is a Sikh” and
that the SB issue in which it appears is dedicated towards
the issue of defining a Sikh, one can assume that the real
agenda of the derisory attack on amritdharis and khalsa is to
eliminate, from the definition of a Sikh, the symbols
associated with them namely kes, amrit (khande da pahul)
and the kakars. Calls for their elimination, to be considered
seriously must be rooted in sound philosophical basis
grounded in understanding (or even re-understanding),
evaluation (or re-evaluation, if necessary) and/or the
discovery of hitherto unknown principles of Gurmat,
Gurbanee, Gurithias and other credible sources.
The position of this article is that the heart of Sikhi is big
enough to accommodate those with all the symbols, those
with some, and those without any. There is room also for
die-hard critics of these kakars as much as there is for Sikhs
who chose to wear all these symbols all the time. Any Sikh
who argues for non- accommodation of any group of
humans as Sikhs is displaying his personal fallibilities.
Sikhs can be narrow, but Sikhi is never such. If the
compassion of the GGS is spread wide enough to allow
Muslim and Hindu Bhagats to reside within and share the
throne of spirituality with our Gurus, why are we so bent on
eliminating those who different in terms of their kesh or any
other symbol? By this token then, kakardharis who insist
that those without the kakars cannot be defined as Sikhs
are as blinkered as those who want to take amritdharis
out of the definition.
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THE SRM DEFINITION.
Despite the criticism, this definition suffers only technical
difficulties – all of which are rectifiable. The major limitation
may be that it has failed to include “a child born to a Sikh.”
Given the prevalence of Hindu families bringing up the eldest
male child as a Sikh, this limitation may not have been
viewed as such then. There were clear cases of Sikhs who
were born into non-Sikh families. The technical difficulties
relate to the use of the term “banee of the ten Gurus.” The
GGS contains the compositions of six gurus. It can be argued
that this is not a flaw because philosophically the banee of
GGS, once it has been given the position of a Guru, must
represent all ten Gurus. Once the GGS is considered a Guru,
then no distinction need be made between the banee and
teaching of Guru Nanak (a composing Guru), and Guru Har
Rai (a non-composing Guru) or even that of Bhagat Kabeer
(a composing non-Guru). So the GGS as Guru is the Jot, the
essence, the philosophy, the embodiment, the ideology and
spirituality of all the Gurus. The fuss over Khande da Pahul
is also misplaced. No where does it say one has to be
Amritdhari to be defined as a Sikh. The definition uses the
word nischa rakhda which translates as believes in, or has
faith in. Given that the SRM definition sentence is rather
complex, the word nischa is also applicable to the other
tenets namely “One God,” “ten Gurus,” and Banee.”
One can safely conclude therefore that the SRM definition is
acceptable. That should not however stop Sikhs from
attempting to improve on it.
ONE SIKH OR MANY.
Prof Devinder Singh Chahal (SB Vol 3 & 4 /09) has, after
examining the Sikh Gurdwara Act (SGA) 1925, Mahan
Kosh, SRM, and the Delhi Gurdwara Constitution found the
use of terms such as Sehejdhari, Keshadhari, Amritdhari,
Khalsa, and Singh. To this one may add a plethora of other
terms such as Kirpandhari, Kharagdhari and Dastardhari.
Then there is the term ‘patit.” Both Prof Chahal and Dr
Sidhu have argued regarding the lack of consistency and
precision in the terms as well as some technical difficulties
with the SRM definition.
If one examines these terms carefully one will inevitably see
a common thread. They are all invented to circumvent the
issue of the kakars. Some of the terms refer to those who
have all the kakars (amritdhari, khalsa,) some to those who
have some of the kakars (kesakhari, kirpandhari,
kharagdhari) some to those who have none (sehejdhari,) and
one to those who had them at some point of time (patit). It
does not take much thought to figure out that some of these
terms are descriptive and applied without much thought.
Hence the absence of precision and considerable overlaps.
The most derisory of the terms are sehejdhari and patit. From
existing definitions, the former is a euphemism for sluggish
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Sikhs and the latter for sinner Sikhs. In layman’s language
sehej means slow, while the antonym of patit is pavan or
perfect to the point of purity. I would submit that based on
our progress, we are all sluggish Sikhs. In 300 years Sikhs
have not yet figured out where the mool mantar (the
epilogue of paragraph one of page one of 1430 pages) ends!
If this is not evidence of our slowness and sluggishness,
what is? Given our fallibilities, we are also all patits.
Amongst the many names of God in the GGS, one of them
is patit-pavan meaning God can turn a patit to a pavan. On
page 93 of the GGS, Bhagat Beni has this rhetorical
question for a verse: Jao Pey Hum Na Paap Karenta, Ahey
Ananta. Patit Pavan Naam Kaisey Hunta. Meaning: If I did
not sin, O Limitless God, why the need to call You Patit
Pavan? Putting my faith in Bhagat Beni, I am prepared for
rebuke should anyone wish to take issue with my claim that
all Sikhs are sehejdhari and patit. Let any Sikh who
believes he/she is on fast track (meaning not sehej) and
further believes he/she is perfect pavan (meaning not patit)
cast the first stone.
In our fervor with such vague terms and in our struggle to
prove one category is better than the other or that the other
is less worthy, the root word “Sikh” has somewhat
disappeared. That is why it is so much a struggle to get back
to this one original term. Going back to the basics can be
tough if one has gotten lost in the complexities for too long.
I argue therefore that these multitudes of terms are artificial
and self serving entities especially if we consider then as
different types of Sikhs – which they are certainly not.
They must be looked at as adjectives or different points on
a spiritual journey – if one prefers. Even then, they have no
real utility. The spiritual journey has no forward or
backward positions. The journey is called Sikhi. Every
individual on this journey is a Sikh. Sikhs are free to walk
on this journey – forwards, backwards, or keep standing in
one place. Sit if you like and take a break. So long as they
are on the journey, they are Sikhs. Judging other travelers is
not the business of fellow travelers. What appears forward
may actually be backward and what appears progress may
actually be stagnation. So why bother even defining “finish
line Sikhs,” “slowly getting there Sikhs,” “fast-track
Sikhs” or “getting nowhere Sikhs.” Judging is the task for
the Guru. So why get into that?
The concern should then be to define Sikh as precisely as
possible and accept that the sub-categories (different points
on the journey) will inevitably have overlap and lack of
exclusivity. These should not be in the definition, but if they
simply must be somewhere, then put them in the body
proper of the philosophy of Sikhi.
THE ISSUE OF KES.
In my suggested definition, I have not included kesh as a
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specific criterion. The basis for my exclusion is that the
argument for (or against) kesh ought to be seen from the
perspective of it being a Sikhi trait (or otherwise). There are
a multitude of Sikhi traits or values – honest living, service to
humanity, remembrance etc. All these values cannot be
included in the basic definition of a Sikh because they are too
many. We would then have a definition running into
hundreds of pages. To include some of these values in the
definition would create a problem of selection – which to put
in and which to take out – leading to endless debate. To
include one or two very prominent ones would spark a debate
over why a particular value or trait is more prominent than
others.
The compromise therefore would be to not
specifically list out any of the Sikhi traits in the definition,
but to include the source of all these traits – namely the
GGS and its abidance by an individual as prequalification to
be defined a Sikh. In other words, once an individual abides
by the GGS, he/she is abiding by all the traits contained
therein.
It must be pointed out that not mentioning one trait (even if
considered critical or basic by some Sikhs) in the definition
of a Sikh, does not mean I am suggesting it is not a trait of
Sikhi, or not a critical trait. I am merely suggesting that these
two issues (something being a trait, and the need to mention
it in the definition) be viewed separately. This does not also
mean that by adopting the definition I am proposing, the
debate over kesh is anyway settled in one way or other. The
debate can go on, will go and probably should go on – so
long as everyone has a right to partake as Sikhs.
If one must set about establishing Sikh values and traits, then
GGS must be the source. And if it gets established that x,y,z
are the values and traits of Sikhi, then all of x,y,z go into the
definition of a Sikh, without having anyone spell them out
specifically in the language of the definition. This is so
because the source of the traits (GGS) is spelt out as an
integral part of the definition. For those Sikhs who firmly
believe that the kesh, amrit and khalsa is and ought to be the
basis of Sikhi – then establish such through the GGS,
especially if we seek finality and consensus. The word amrit
appears in some 5,000 verses throughout the 1430 pages.
And for those Sikhs who feel that kesh is an artificial trait
and or alien to Sikhi, then the criteria for establishing such is
the same.
If the writer’s view regarding kesh must be stated here, then
my view is that kesh is an integral part of Sikh philosophy as
contained in the GGS. I am however subject to my own
suggestions above that such a view must be established on
the basis of the banee of the GGS. I will endeavor to provide
a separate essay on kesh to the editor of the SB for
publication in due course.
CONCLUSION.
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At first glance, the two-criteria (child of a Sikh parent &
abiding by GGS) definition suggested herein appears to be a
relaxing or loosening of the definition. Indeed it is, and it is
by design. Such relaxing and loosening is necessary to
broaden the base for Sikhi and to eliminate the possibility of
excluding those who desire to be Sikhs. It is thus an
inclusive definition. On the other hand, the definition
allows for the most stringent application of Sikh values and
traits provided it can be established that they are indeed so
as sanctioned by the GGS. In this sense this definition
allows for dynamic debate on what constitutes a Sikh while
keeping everybody in. More importantly it provides every
Sikh a fixed, permanent, authoritative and commonly agreed
basis for the debate, namely the GGS. End

*****
ATTACK ON SIKH HOUSES
India conveys concern to Pak
Ashok Tuteja
Tribune News Service
New Delhi, May 1, 2009

Concerned over reports from Pakistan that Taliban militants
had demolished the houses of members of the Sikh
community, India today took up the matter strongly with the
neighbouring country. “On seeing reports about Sikh
families being driven out of their homes and being subject
to ‘jaziya’ and other such impositions, the Government of
India has taken up the question of treatment of minorities in
Pakistan with the Government of Pakistan,” an External
Affairs Ministry spokesman said in a statement.
Pakistan High Commission sources confirmed that Janbaz
Khan, first secretary in the high commission, was called to
the foreign office here and asked to convey New Delhi’s
concern in the matter to Islamabad.
Sources said foreign office mandarins were quite disturbed
as soon as they learnt of the reports that Taliban militants
had demolished 11 houses of members of the Sikh
community in Pakistan’s restive Aurakzai region after they
failed to pay ‘jaziya’. The Sikhs had discussed the
possibility of leaving the area at a meeting of the
community but were unable to arrive at a decision. India has
been deeply worried over the advances being made by the
Taliban in Pakistan, posing a threat to the security of this
country as well. Islamabad has repeatedly been cautioned
not only by New Delhi but also other world powers to meet
the challenge posed by the militia head on rather than
capitulating to it.
Only last month, there were reports of attacks on Christians
in Karachi after pro-Taliban slogans, calling on members of
the community to convert to Islam, appeared on the walls of
some churches. Foreign affairs experts, meanwhile, asked
the government to take up the matter with Pakistan with all
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the force at its command.
Veteran diplomat KC Singh recalled that even in the past
when the Taliban controlled Afghanistan from 1996-2001, it
was indulging in similar antics. “This is further confirmation,
if any is required, of the intolerance and instability that the
Taliban in Afghanistan and its Pakistani clones are
propagating in the region,” said Singh, who also headed the
joint anti-terror mechanism between India and Pakistan.

*****
A TALIBAN OUTRAGE “JAZIYA” ON SIKHS IS
UNACCEPTABLE
Editorial, The Tribune May 1, 2009
The razing of the 11 houses of minority Sikhs in troubled
Aurakzai tribal region of Pakistan after they failed to pay
“jaziya” (tax levied on non-Muslims) has revived memories
of similar unequal treatment that the Hindus and Sikhs had
faced in Aurangzeb’s times. The outrage is all the more
condemnable now, considering that it is happening in modern
times. It is a shame for the Asif Ali Zardari government
which signed the February agreement with the Taliban and
allowed imposition of Shariah law on Swat’s 1.2 million
inhabitants and an object lesson for US President Barack
Obama who used this agreement as a model in his stated
quest for “moderate Taliban”.
Imposing a tax on the basis of religion militates against all
tenets of civility, but what Taliban had enforced was outright
blackmail. Sikhs were told to pay Rs 5 crore as tax and when
they could not, they were targeted unsparingly. What better
can be expected from the marauding killers who think that
educating girls is a sin and all non-Muslims are kafirs! This is
a strange interpretation of Shariah law indeed.
Pakistan being a theocratic state may not find such treatment
as unacceptable, but civilised world must raise its voice
against the outrage. Minorities have been systematically
targeted in Pakistan all these years but this is the limit. If
Taliban are allowed to get away with it, they may come up
with even more draconian fatwas in future. International
community must intervene effectively to curb this
discrimination. India has a special responsibility. Taliban
attacks have forced more than 50 Sikh and Hindu families to
vacate their homes and take shelter in gurdwaras at Nankana
Sahib and Peshawar. Many others have had to bid adieu to
their homeland forever and have decided to settle in
Amritsar. Those who swear by human rights must raise their
voice unitedly against such inhuman acts.

*****
PAKISTANI SIKHS FLEE SWAT
BATTLEGROUND

Members of the Sikh community have taken refuge at a Sikh shrine in the
town of Hasanabdal. —AP

HASANABDAL: Members of Pakistan’s tiny Sikh
community have joined an exodus of hundreds of
thousands of people fleeing fighting in the northwest and
rising fears of a protracted humanitarian crisis.
Most of the people fleeing from Swat are staying with
friends, relatives or in rented accommodation, with only
about 20,000 in camps, a UN official said. Up to 2,500
members of predominantly Muslim Pakistan’s small Sikh
community have taken refuge at a Sikh shrine in the town of
Hasanabdal, 33 kilometres northwest of Islamabad.
Members of the community said the Taliban, who were in
almost complete control of Swat for months before last
week’s offensive, had not persecuted Sikhs. It was the war
that forced them and their Muslim neighbours to flee, they
said. ‘Our children were so scared of the shelling and
bombing,’ said mother of three Kuldip Kaur, 35, as she
stood on a balcony of a pilgrims’ hostel at the shrine. ‘They
were screaming ‘mother get us out of here’.’
Kaur’s husband said the family had decided to go after their
Muslim neighbours had either fled or were about to leave:
‘So we followed them.’ Authorities have vowed to help the
displaced and have appealed for international aid.
In the meantime, the United Nations said it was preparing
for more people to pour out of the war zone. The tally of
360,000 people who have fled the latest fighting was only of
those who had registered with the authorities. Many were
believed not to have bothered to register. ‘This is only a
percentage of the people who have left,’ Manuel Bessler,
head of the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs, said of the tally. ‘We have to be prepared for a
much higher number ... This will not be over next week or
in two weeks. We’re looking at a protracted displacement
crisis,’ he said.
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Arvinder Kumar, a Sikh cloth merchant from Mingora, the
main town in the Swat valley, which until a couple of years
ago was a tourist destination, said he and other Sikhs had
lived ‘like brothers’ with the Taliban. ‘They never bothered
us ... they did not expel us,’ said Kumar, who was overseeing
the cooking of food in huge vats at the shrine’s kitchen. ‘This
is our motherland.’

*****
WORLD WAR I THROUGH SIKH SOLDIERS’
LETTERS
Bhupinder Singh Holland

Born in Amritsar, Dutch citizen
Bhupinder Singh is a persevering
researcher and public leader in the
Netherlands engaging with the Sikh
community and Dutch society. A
former Accounting Analyst with
IBM Netherlands, he now spends
time in further exploration of Sikh
linkage with Europe in the last
century. He may be reached at
bsingh@upcmail.nl
29 April 2009
The British had fought 8 wars against the Sikhs and they
knew very well the martial spirit, war tactics and supremacy
of the Khalsa army in all the battlefields. Though the Khalsa
Army was banned after the close of the Second Anglo – Sikh
War and the subsequent annexation of the Punjab in 1849 by
unfair means (read History of the Sikhs by Dr. Harjinder
Singh Dilgeer) but Sikh Army was reorganised again in 1858
and took part in all the major wars of the British including 1st
and 2nd World Wars.
In Europe, the Sikhs fought in Belgium-Flanders at Ypres
twice from 22 October 1914 till 31 October 1914 and from
22 April 1915 till 1st of May 1915 and in France at La
Bassee, Neuve Chapelle from 10 to 13 March 1915, Auber’s
Ridge, Festubert, Loos on 25 September 1915, Givenchy and
Somme from July 1916 to November 1916.
Letters:
Love and regards for the family of Maharaja Ranjit
Singh
“And my friend, this is the photo of our King’s
granddaughter – he who was King of the Sikhs, Ranjit Singh.
She has distributed her photo amongst Sikh brethren at the
depot (Milford) on the evening of the 23rd February (1916)
at five o’ clock.”
Written on the back of a photo of a lady friend, signed Sophia
A. Duleep Singh 1916) by Kartar Singh (Sikh, 15th Sikhs) to
Gurdit Singh, Raswind, Punjab from Milford –on –Sea on
24th February 1916 via letter number 253 in Gurmukhi.

Maharaja Bhupinder Singh of Patiala with Belgian Generals in april
1915. Photo Courtesy Belgian Army Museum, Brussels.

Chardikala of Sikh soldiers:
“You say that you have heard that the entire Indian Army
has left France. This is not so. The infantry have left but the
cavalry is still upholding the honour of the Government
here. By the Grace of God the cavalry are flourishing like
fields of Sarson (rape seed) in the spring. At the present
time much rain and snow are falling and consequently the
cold is very severe. The snow accumulates all day….. Sirdar
Buta Singh of Rawalpindi has sent a copy of the Granth
Sahib. He has conferred a great favour on us, since we can
have worship celebrated during our sojourn in a foreign
land.”
--Letter of Mohan Singh (Sikh) to Sirdarni Bishan Devi,
Lyallpur District, Punjab. The letter number 254 is written
in Urdu on 25th February 1916 from 6th Cavalry, France.
France –the land of cold, milk and a golden future
“Here (France) is very cold at present. It snows much. The
little discomfort that we experience is due to cold and rain.
Otherwise the country is like heaven. It rains frequently.
You are, no doubt, astonished at what I say and wonder how
this country can be heaven. Listen to one little thing. Here
no one drinks water. When they desire to drink, either at
meals or any other time, they drink the juice of apples. So
many apples are produced that the people press the juice and
store it in barrels, (from) which they drink throughout the
year. They let us have a bottle full for two pica (paisa). All
the men drink it. There is no prohibition – you may bring as
year. They let us have a bottle full for two pica (paisa). All
the men drink it. There is no prohibition – you may bring as
much as you like inside the house. Barrels upon barrels are
full of it. Moreover there are barns full of apples.
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good opportunity of sacrificing my life and I hope to pay
my debt with loyalty.
Letter no. 209 from Sowar, Natha Singh (SIKH) to Sapuran
Singh, Lyallpur District, Punjab wrote in Urdu from FPO
19, France on 4th January 1916

Sikh soldiers in Marseille, France in September 1914. Imperial War
Museum, London.

If I return alive I will tell you all about this country. You
shall be staggered at all I shall tell you. It is real heaven.
There is plenty of milk, but only cow’s milk. The people,
however, drink very little milk. They milk the cows and then
they extract the butter at the rate of a mound (40 kilo) of milk
in ten minutes. The skimmed milk they give to cows, calves
and pigs. The people are very honest. There is no sign of
theft. Goods to the value of lakhs (hundred thousands) of
rupees lie in glass houses. No one pays any regard to them.
Grain, potatoes and such like things lie in the fields
unguarded.
In short, the cat plays with pigeons and chicken and the dog
plays with the cat and tends the sheep, churns the butter and
draws a cart and guards it too. When a cow calves, they
immediately take away the calf and do not let the cow see it.
They rear it on skimmed milk. They milk the cow daily – two
or three times daily – without the calf being present. The
cows in fact do not know whether they gave birth to a calf or
not. It is the golden age.”
Letter number 255 from Bakhshis Singh (Sikh) of Sialkot
Cavalry Brigade in Gurmukhi from France on 27th February
1916 to Sher Singh, Ferozepur District, Punjab.
A good opportunity of sacrificing my life…
“The country is exceedingly pleasant. In it, India is forgotten.
I do not wish the war to end soon. I should like to die in this
country and I have no intention of returning to India. If you
want anything, write to me. May the Holy Guru save me
from India? I hope you will answer this quickly, telling me
you are well. I am in great comfort as I am always away from
the squadron. Tell Basant Kaur from me to look carefully
after the children and have them well schooled, fed and
clothed. There is no need to think of the cost. She can spend
as much as she likes on them. But I have no hope of seeing
them again – nor do I wish to see them for I have found a

…a man who keeps a dog has to pay five rupees a month
to the King
The battle is being carried on very bitterly. In the Lahore
Division only 300 men are left. Some are dead, some
wounded. The division is finished. Think of it –in taking 50
yards of German trench, 50,000 men are killed. When we
attack they direct a terrific fire on us – thousands of men die
daily. It looks as if not a single man can remain alive on
either side – then (when none is left) there will be peace.
When the Germans attack they are killed in the same way.
For us men it is a bad state of affairs here. Only those return
from the battle field that are slightly wounded. No one else
is carried off. Even Sahib (English officers) is not lifted
away. The battleground resounds with cries……. Here
things are in a very bad way. In France the news is that dog
churn milk in machines and look after the cattle. A man who
keeps a dog has to pay five rupees a month to the King.
Do not be anxious about me. We are very well looked after.
White soldiers are always besides our bed – day and night.
We get very good food four times a day. We also get milk.
Our hospital is in the place where the king used to have his
throne (Brighton Pavilion). Every man is washed once in
hot water. The King has given strict order that no trouble be
given to any black man in hospital. Men in hospital are
tended like flowers and the King and Queen sometimes
comes to visit them.”
In letter number 63, Isher Singh (Sikh, 59th Rifles) to a
friend (50th Punjabi, Punjab) wrote in Gurmukhi on 1st
May 1915 from Indian General Hospital, Brighton
describing the war of New Chappell.
The spirit of the Khalsa
The Sikh roars like a lion on the field of battle,
And yields up his life as a sacrifice
Whoever is fortunate enough to be born a Rajput
Never fears the foe in battle
He gives up all thought of worldly pleasure,
And dreams only of the battle field
He who dies on the field of battle,
His name never dies, but lives in history
He who fronts the foe boldly in battle,
Has God for his protection
Once a Sikh takes the sword in Hand,
He has only one aim -Victory.
This poem marked number 295 was written in Gurmukhi by
Dafadar Nathan Singh (Sikh) to Sowar Paran Singh of State
Cavalry, Jind State, Punjab on 18th April 1916 from 2nd
Lancers, France.
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Gyan Singh (Sikh) wrote in letter number 52 to his brother
in Punjab in Gurmukhi on 15th April from Indian Army
Depot Milford–on –Sea.

Sikh soldiers attacking the German trenches at Ieper in April 1915.
From a German postcard.

Chur Singh attains martyrdom
“Chur Singh has suffered martyrdom in the war. The 47th
Sikhs were charging. The Sahib (English officer) said,” Chur
Singh, you are not a Sikh of Guru Gobind Singh, (you) who
sit in fear inside the trench. Chur Singh was very angry. Chur
Singh gave (the) order to his company to charge. He drew his
sword and went forward. A bullet came from the enemy and
hit him in the mouth. So did our brother Chur Singh become
a martyr. No other man was like Jamadar Chur Singh. A
sepoy of the 47th Sikhs (Sikh) wrote in Letter number 199 to
a friend in Punjab from Brighton Hospital in Punjabi
language on 14th December 1915.
What is the news back home?
Here it is said that men are being forced to enlist by order in
India and they also say that plague is very rife. Write me
some news of our country…… so long as the war goes on, no
sound man can return to India – only those who have lost a
limb can return. In my heart I feel that I shall have to go back
to the war.”
Sepoy Gurdit Singh (Sikh) to his father in Amritsar District,
Punjab wrote in Gurmukhi from Brighton Hospital on 6th
April 1915 in letter number 48.
Germans are strong:
The German is very strong. His planes sail the clouds and
drop shells from the sky: his mines dig up the earth and his
hidden craft strike below the sea. Bombs and blinding acid
are thrown from his trenches which are only 100 to 50 yards
from ours. He has countless machine guns which kill the
whole firing line when in attack. When he attacks we kill his
men. The dead lie in heaps. England is full of wounded. No
man can return to the Punjab whole. Only the broken –
limbed can go back. The regiments that came first are
finished – here and there a man remains. Reinforcements
have twice and three times brought them up to strength but
straightaway they were used up. The German is very strong.”

Sikh soldiers using gasmasks while defending Ieper in April, 1915.
Photo Courtesy Inflanders Field Museum, Ieper.

They don’t grow weary while caring:
They take great care of us here as no one else would take
except a man’s mother, not even his wife. If a man falls sick
at home and remains ill for a month the whole household
grows weary of his illness, but these people do not grow
weary. The arrangements for our food are very good
because men have been selected from the regiments to look
after it and every man is served by his caste–fellows.
First we suffered because the trenches were badly made but
now they are very strong and there are no losses in the
trenches and no hardship. Much rain falls and if you dig
down a little way in the ground you come upon water. It is
very cold but we have plenty of clothing and get good
rations. Our regiment has got the better of all the other
regiments. They agreed to eat biscuits and European bread
but our regiment refused. So now we get atta and the other
regiments get biscuits – and bad (ones) at that. People told
us that there was no atta in this country and we should have
to eat biscuits; but, where there are inhabitants, there atta
must be obtainable. Besides, there are plenty of mills.
Bir Singh (Sikh, 55th Rifles) to Ganga Singh (55 Rifles,
Kohat, NWFP) wrote in letter number 98 from a Hospital
in England in Gurmukhi on 17th July 1915.
They fight in the Sky…
What you say in your letter about not being disloyal to the
Emperor and it being the religion of Sikhs to die facing the
foe – all that you say is true. But if only you yourself could
be here and see for yourself!
There is no fighting face to face. Guns massacre regiments
sitting ten miles off. Put swords or pikes or staves in our
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hands and the enemy over us with like arms then indeed we
should show you how to fight face to face! But if no one
faces us what can we do? No one stands up to fight us.
Everyone sits in a burrow underground. They fight in the sky,
on the see in battleships, under the earth in mines. My friend,
a man who fights upon the ground can hardly escape. You
tell me to fight face to face with the foe. Die we must – but
alas, not facing the foe! My friend, the cannons are such that
they throw a shell weighing twelve maunds (12x40 kgs)
which destroys the earth five hundred paces round about
where it falls.

create change. With everyone on the same page, our
message will undoubtedly be heard!

We are in France. It is very cold country….. It is a fair
country and the people are like angels. All they lack is
wings….. The fighting is along a line of 300 miles. England,
France, Italy, Belgium, Russia – these five are on one side;
Germany, Turkey, Austria, Hungary, Bulgaria – these five on
the other. The battle sways evenly balanced. None can kill
the other. When it ends there will be peace. No one knows
when this will be.”
A Sikh wrote in letter number163 in Gurmukhi from FPO. 13,
France to Mahant Partab Das (Patiala State, Punjab) on
18th October 1915.

"There shall be equality of treatment and opportunity for all
persons in the armed forces without regard to race, color,
religion or national origin." President Harry Truman, July
26, 1948.

*****
U. S. ARMY DISCRIMINATES AGAINST SIKHS
Community Voice is Key to U.S. Army Accepting the Sikh Identity
The Sikh Coalition
April 9, 2009

[The following email and this petition were forwarded to the readers of
The Sikh Bulletin on April 10, 2009 asking them to sign the petition.
ED]

We urge all the readers of The Sikh Bulletin to sign this
petition in Support of Sikhs' Right to serve in the United
States Armed Forces. We have not only the words of
President Harry Truman to support our cause but recent
precedent of Dr. Sekhon and Dr. G. B. Singh serving in full
Sikh identity is also with us.

Turbaned Sikhs have served in the United States Armed
Forces since this declaration in full Sikh Identity. We cannot
allow the United States to back away from this already
established practice. Please sign the petition and pass it
along to your family and friends to sign.
Hardev Singh Sheregill, Editor-in-Chief.

*****
ARMY OPEN TO REVIEWING POLICY
THAT EXCLUDES SIKHS
The Sikh Coalition

(New York, New York) June 2, 2009 - In a significant
development in our campaign to end the exclusion of Sikhs
from the U.S. Military, the Army has written to the Sikh
Coalition stating that "senior leadership" is aware of Sikh
community concerns. The letter also acknowledges "the
importance of reviewing the rationale behind our current
policies when circumstances warrant."

Waheguru Ji Ka Khalsa, Waheguru Ji Ki Fateh!
As you've no doubt heard, two young Sikhs, Captain
Kamaljit Singh Kalsi, a doctor, and Second Lieutenant
Tejdeep Singh Rattan, a dentist, will not be allowed into the
U.S. Army with their religiously-mandated turbans and
unshorn hair. Disallowing Sikhs from participating at any
level of society because of our identity is simply
unacceptable.
Please help reach our target of 15,000 signatures by
signing this historic petition!
There has never been an action in Sikh-American history
where 15,000 of us pulled together in a unified voice to

A Welcome Development
The Army communicated with the Coalition via a letter
from Major General John R. Hawkins III to the Sikh
Coalition's Executive Director. The letter states that the
Army's Human Resources Policy Directorate is currently
gathering information "to assist our leadership in making an
informed decision" about the cases of Captain Kamaljit
Singh Kalsi and Captain Tejdeep Singh Rattan.
The Sikh Coalition welcomes the Army's commitment to
reexamine policies that effectively exclude Sikhs from
service. We believe that once the Army fully reviews the
policy, it will agree that Sikh practices have in no way acted
as an impediment to succesful service in any military in the
world.
Background
On January 26th, the Sikh Coalition sent a letter to Defense
Secretary Robert Gates regarding two Sikhs who have been
told they would have to give up their Sikh religious
practices in order to continue their service in the United
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THREE SIKHS NAMED IN "CANADA'S TOP 25
IMMIGRANTS"

Cpts. Kalsi and Rattan were recrupart of an Army program
that pays for medical education in return for military service.
At the time of their enrollment, military recruiters assured
both men that their turbans and unshorn hair "would not be a
problem."
Cpts. Kalsi and Rattan maintained their Sikh identity
throughout graduate school, during specialized Army
training, at Army ceremonies, and in Army medical
facilities. Four years later, the Army is now telling the two
Sikhs that the recruiters' assurances were false and that they
will have to forsake their religious practices.
What's at Stake and Next Steps
The Secretary of Defense's response letter gives us hope that
the United States Army is open to reviewing whether the
Sikh articles of faith truly hinder one from ably serving in the
Army.
The Coalition will respond to the Army's letter with recent
information gathered from Sikhs who served or are currently
serving in the US Military with their articles of faith intact.
Various community members have kindly shared their stories
of how their turbans and beards did not pose safety problems
or threaten group cohesion in the line of duty.
If you have a similar story or know of someone who has
served, please contact us. The more evidence we can gather,
the stronger claim we can make to support the "Sikh Right to
Serve.
In addition to information gathering, the Coalition is also
currently working with Members of Congress to garner their
assistance in persuading the Army to end their policy of Sikh
exclusion.
We would like to thank the community for supporting
this campaign by signing the Army petition and giving
financial support. Your support has reminded our
government officials to remain accountable to Sikh
community concerns. Your continued support is invaluable to
ensuring our right to practice our faith is protected in all
segments of American life.
As always, the Sikh Coalition urges all Sikhs to practice their
faith fearlessly. If someone tell you to remove your articles
of faith, please report the incident.

*****

NEWS REPORTS
http://www.sikhchic.com/article-detail.php?cat=8&id=850

A nationwide survey involved three stages: the initial one of
inviting nominations from across Canada for a list of
people's favourite and most respected Canadian immigrants;
the second stage of identifying 75 of them who received the
highest number of votes from Canadians; and the final stage
of selecting those who were voted therefrom as
Canada's Top 25 Immigrants! The final list of 25 includes
three Sikh-Canadians:
Dr. Birinder Singh Ahluwalia
hails from Amritsar, Punjab.
He came to Canada in 1986
with a medical degree from
Guru Nanak University. Like
so many other immigrant
doctors and professionals, he,
too, encountered seemingly
insurmountable
hurdles
placed in his path by
bureaucrats on the path of
getting
his
educational
qualifications translated to the
Canadian system.
Dr. Birinder Singh Ahluwalia

So he turned to the field of Diagnostic Imaging and retrained at the Toronto General Hospital. He then started
opening radiological diagnostic centres in the city. Now, as
the President of BSA Diagnostics Limited, he oversees four
busy locations with a successful business model, offering
quick turn-around next-day services for his patients.
Those who matter - his patients, as well as the College of
Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario - have commended his
centres for the decreased time in diagnostics! Not
surprisingly, his clinics now employ dozens of doctors and
other medical personnel - all immigrants from every corner
of the globe - and his clinics are acclaimed as amongst the
best and most prestigious in Canada!
He is also widely known as a philanthropist and a patron of
education, arts and culture. He is a founder of The Spinning
Wheel Film Festival movement - which has, to date,
inspired film festivals focused on the Sikh ethos in locations
around the world, including Toronto, New York and Los
Angeles.
He is also a founder of sikhchic.com. He serves as one of
three Trustees of The (Sikh) Centennial Foundation, which
is based in Toronto and recently held its 21st annual gala at
The Royal Ontario Museum. This year, he has taken over
responsibilities as Chair of its overseeing Board of Trustees.
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him on a journey he never could have anticipated when he
first emigrated from Malaysia after his father passed away.
He started life in Canada humbly picking berries on local
farms. But he says this experience taught him that there was
nothing that he and his family could not overcome.
It was this same fortitude that saw him win the right to wear
his turban and serve Canadians as a police officer. While
this Sergeant from Surrey, British Columbia, never intended
to become an icon for multiculturalism, he says he has
endeavoured to use this attention to inspire others in
pursuing their dreams and not compromising their personal
commitments.
UJJAL DEV SINGH DOSANJH

If the name Baltej Singh Dhillon rings a bell, you will
probably remember the controversy that erupted when he
asked to be allowed to wear his turban on duty as an RCMP
officer. He was told to choose between his faith and his
career.
Dhillon's ensuing fight to practise his religious freedom as a
Sikh, while serving the longstanding Canadian institution, led

For Ujjal Dev Singh Dosanjh, Canada is more than just a
country - it's a place he loves for its diversity and for its
caring, compassionate and just society. It's his home, his
children's home and his grandchildren's home.
Canada is also a place that has allowed this Sikh immigrant
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from Punjab to rise from sawmill worker to lawyer to
Premier of British Columbia. He then moved into federal
politics, becoming the Member of Parliament for Vancouver
South. He served as Canada's Federal Minister of Health.
Ujjal, influenced by the likes of John F. Kennedy, has
embraced a life of social activism in the area of human rights
and community participation. He has worked with many
organizations, such as the British Columbia Civil Liberties
Association, MOSAIC, South Vancouver Neighbourhood
House and the Vancouver Multicultural Society, helping
newcomers and established Canadians live rich, fulfilling
lives.
[For a complete list of the "Top 25 Canadian Immigrants":
http://www.canadianimmigrant.ca/top25 ] May 25, 2009

*****
CA KIRPAN EDUCATION BILL PASSES 59-0
FULL ASSEMBLY VOTE
The Sikh Coalition

June 3, 2009 (Sacramento, CA) - The entire California State
Assembly yesterday passed a proposed law that would train
law enforcement personnel about Sikhs and kirpans. The bill
now goes on for a vote by the California State Senate, and
then to the Governor's Desk to hopefully be signed into law.
Yesterday's Assembly vote passed 59-0. Extensive advocacy
efforts led by the Sikh Coalition and local sangat members
resulted in bipartisan support of this legislation.
Should it become law, this would be the first law specifically
pertaining to the kirpan in the United States. The California
State Assembly, and Assemblymember Warren Furutani in
particular, should be commended for their hard work and
pioneering spirit in passing this bill.
AB 504
The proposed law (AB 504) would create and include
training about the kirpan in the state curriculum for law
enforcement officer training. The bill states explicitly, "It is
the Legislature's goal to promote education and awareness of
the carrying of the kirpan by Sikhs in California." The
training would advise officers about "how to recognize and
interact with persons carrying a kirpan."
The legislation arose out of a number of Sikhs being arrested
for carrying kirpans because police mistakenly believe them
to be in violation of concealed weapons laws. Such arrests
violate Sikhs' rights and are a waste of taxpayers' money. Our
hope is that being educated about the kirpan and its religious
significance will decrease the number of wasteful arrests.
Assemblymember Warren Furutani: A Champion for
California's Sikhs

May-June 2009

The bill was introduced by Assemblymember Warren
Furutani (D-Long Beach) in February 2009. Since then,
Assemblymember Furutani and his staff have worked
tirelessly with the Sikh Coalition and local Sikh activists to
ensure that the bill is a priority for the legislature and for the
California Asian Pacific Islander Legislative Caucus. Under
his guidance, the bill passed unanimously through both the
Public Safety Committee and the Appropriations Committee
of the State Assembly. We thank Assemblymember
Furutani for his strong leadership on this issue.
Numerous Sikhs have also contributed to the passage of this
bill. Over 150 people emailed their local assembly person to
ask for support over the past week. The Coalition would
also like to thank Nitasha Kaur Sawhney, Niranjan Khalsa
and Darshan Mundy, each of whom took the time to
personally meet with members of the Assembly asking them
to support the legislation.
Next Steps
The bill will now make its way to the Senate side of the
legislature. There, it will first be voted on by the Public
Safety Committee and then by the Appropriations
Committee before making it to the Senate floor for a full
vote in September. If the bill is passed by the Senate, it will
end up on the desk of Governor Schwarzenegger to be
signed into law!
For more information about AB 504, or to join our lobbying
efforts
for
this
bill,
please
email
us
at
legislative@sikhcoalition.org.

*
June 22, 2009 (Sacramento, CA) - After last month's
unopposed Assembly vote for the California Kirpan
Education Bill, the legislation has moved on to the
California Senate. It will be voted on by the Senate Public
Safety Committee on Tuesday, June 30, 2009. Help ensure
a smooth vote in this committee by asking the Senators to
approve this bill.
Click here to send an email to the Public Safety Committee
Senators. http://tinyurl.com/mx4ygf
AB 504
AB 504 was introduced by Assembly Member Warren
Furutani (D-Long Beach) to train all California law
enforcement officers about the kirpan. If it passes, this
would become the first law pertaining specifically to the
Sikh kirpan anywhere in the United States.
The legislation arose out of the large number of Sikhs who
have been arrested for carrying their kirpan - a mandatory
article of the Sikh faith. The bill would teach officers how to
recognize and interact with Sikhs carrying a kirpan.
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Earlier this month, the bill passed a vote by the entire
California State Assembly without a single vote in
opposition. If it passes the CA Public Safety Committee, the
bill will go on for a vote by the California State Senate, and
then to the Governor's Desk to hopefully be signed into law.
Why It Matters
This legislation is a test of our community's political power
and our engagement in civic life. Each time a Sikh makes a
lobby visit to a legislator, doors are opened for our
community. It reminds our government officials to remain
accountable to the needs of the Sikh community they serve,
while educating them about Sikhs and our faith.
Help us demonstrate Sikhs' commitment to our state and
strengthen our community.

May-June 2009

Bright sun does not help the gloom
It's June again ...
Hands tied, brains blown out
Legs tremble at the walking trail
It's June again ...
Poisonous gas suffocates
Morning air, lungs refuse to inhale
Its June again ...
Tanks roar, machine guns blast
Chirping birds deafen
It's June again ...

Click here to send an email to the Senate Public Safety
Committee now. http://tinyurl.com/mx4ygf

Throat parches, stomach growls
Water is red, fruits stench
It's June again ...

The Sikh Coalition is a community-based organization that works towards
the realization of civil and human rights for all people. The Coalition serves
as a resource on Sikhs and Sikh concerns for governments, organizations and
individuals. The Sikh Coalition relies on your financial support to sustain its
initiatives and broaden its services. In addition to supporting the Sikh
Coalition directly, we encourage you to use matching donation programs
offered by many employers. The Sikh Coalition is a 501c (3) non-profit
organization. Thank you for your support.

Child terrorists? Girl militants?
Old Bibi and Baba separatists?
Kill the saints, butcher the innocents
It's June again ...

[Senators do listen to the voters. Within minutes of my signing this petition I
received automatic responses from Senators Huff, Wright and Steinberg and
that was at 4:00pm on Saturday June 27, 2009. ED.]

*****
1984 & I:IT'S JUNE AGAIN ...
A POEM BY GURMEET KAUR

This year, 2009, marks the 25th Anniversary of 1984,
when horrendous crimes were committed against the
Sikhs in the very land of their origin. To commemorate
this sad milestone, we at sikhchic.com have asked our
regular columnists, as well as our contributors and
readers, to share with us the impact 1984 has had on their
lives. We have also sought out personal stories and
anecdotes, in an attempt to capture the inner thoughts
and deepest ruminations of those touched in any way by
the events of that fateful year, on what 1984 means to
each one of them and their loved ones - without going into
a litany of facts and figures or a listing of the injustices to
date, all of which will invariably be covered with due
diligence elsewhere. We intend to present these personal
perspectives to you throughout the twelve months of 2009.
The following is the 27th in the series entitled "1984 &
I".
IT'S JUNE AGAIN ...

Heart hurts, eyes dampen

June 4, 2009

*****
SIKH REFERENCE LIBRARY: 1984
PRESS NOTE
Amritsar, 23rd June 2009
Prof. Gurterj Singh, Chandigarh

Prior to the Indian armed forces’ attack of June 1984
on the Guru’s Darbar at Amritsar, the Sikh Reference
and Research Library had at least 15,000 books and
more than 5,000 rare manuscripts including handwritten, hundreds of years old, volumes of Guru
Granth Sahib. Besides that there were other invaluable
manuscripts. The detailed list of these is available with
the SGPC. But very few of the items then present in
the Library are available today.
The Sikh people world-wide and all right-minded
individuals want to know what has happened to their
precious heritage of a section of the human race.
The government of India has taken various
contradictory positions on this important issue such as:
a) Everything was burnt in the fire that
‘accidently’ raged in the Library on June 6,
1984. (Eye witnesses who were present in the
complex, including Giani Puran Singh, say
there was no fire on the 6th June 1984. Some
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items were later returned).
b) Government took away nothing.(Reply filed in
Satnam Singh’s suit in the High Court.)
c) It returned every thing it had taken away.
(Latest statement by A.K. Antony in the
Parliament). This is supposedly based on the
‘affidavit’ furnished by the SGPC to the
Government. (There is no such affidavit. In a
typed list of some returned items, a handwritten
single line is inserted above the signing parties’
names to say ‘the SGPC has no further claims
against the army or the government.’ One of
those who signed the document says this matter
was never discussed and the document he
signed had no hand-written line. It is clearly a
mischievous
interpolation
by
someone
representing the government).
d) Defence Minsiter George Fernandes’ letter to
SGPC says everything was handed over to CBI.
e) Shri Chandra Shekhar, the then Prime Minister
of India, told one member of the present factfinding Committee (Gurtej Singh) that
everything was lying at the Sikh Regimental
Centre, Meerut and will be returned.
In a meeting of some right-minded people at
Chandigarh, a Committee of five persons was appointed
to look into the evidence available and to find out the
truth about the Library.
This committee has received some information from the
government under the RTI Act and has sought
information from the SGPC. The required information
has been pin-pointed and the Secretary SGPC has
promised to give photo-copies of certain letters, lists
and so on. After receipt this information will be sifted
and joint suit will be filed in the appropriate court
asking the government to clearly state its position and
to return the Sikh heritage. In the alternate, it must
compensate and pay for reconstruction of the Library to
the extent it can be done.
The possibility that in one of the most rare barbaric act
in all human history the invading forces set fire to the
priceless Sikh heritage after its ‘great victory’ over
unarmed priests, Gurdwara servants, innocent pilgrims
of all ages and less than forty defenders led by Sant
Jarnail Singh Khalsa Bhindranwale will be explored.
This was done by way of celebrations on June 7, 1984
at 11:30 A.M. If this is the position then the world will
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be entitled to ask ‘the largest democracy’ to answer
why it deliberately wants to destroy a culture believers
in which have served the causes nearest to human
hearts for all five and half centuries of their existence?
Allied questions will be asked emphatically by the
Sikh people all over the world. The faces of all
perpetrators will be blackened for history to exhibit
their dark, sinister souls behind the masks they wear.
This is what the Committee for discerning the truth has
at present to report to the Sikh people worldwide,
aware citizens of the world and their countrymen over
the Sikh Reference (and Research) Library.
*****

bfby nfnk dy kRFqI aqy kilafxkfrI AupdysL
avqfr isMG imsLnrI (510-432-5827)

jgq gurU bfby nfnk ny sMsfr nUM jo
AuupdysL idwqf Auh sLuwD rUp ivwc AunHF dI
pivwqr bfxI ivwcoN hI smiJaf jf skdf
hY ikAuNik purfqn gRMQF, jnm sfKIaF,
hor bRfhmxvfdI-krmkFzI ihMdU aqy
musilm ilKfrIaF aqy ajoky zyrfvfdI
sfDF ny gur AupdysL nUM afpo afpxy
njLrIey, ZMg-qrIky ivsLvfsL nfl iliKaf
hY, pr gurU jI dI pivwqr bfxI dI iPlfsPI anusfr nhIN.
kuJ tFvyN gurU ipafry ilKfrIaF nUM Cwz ky bfkI sB ny gur
AupdysL nUM rl-gwz kIqf hoieaf hY. ies rly nUM smJx dI
loV hY, ijvyN sony ivwc hor bhuq sfrIaF DfqF rlf idwqIaF
jfx qF isafxf suinafrf Aus sony nUM pihlF ksvwtI qy
prKdf hY qF pqf cwl jFdf hY ik sony ivwc ikMnF lohf,
ipql, qFbf aqy ijsq afidk hY. ievyN hI sfzy pfs
gurbfxI hI asl ksvwtI hY jo sdIvI swc hY jo iPlfsPI
gurU nfnk jI dI bfxI nfl nhI imldI Auh gur AupdysL nhIN
ho skdI. iPr vI sfnUM ienHF sroqF qoN gur ieiqhfs bfry kuJ
hYlp imldI hY ijs nUM gurbfxI dI rOsLnI ivwc vfcx dI loV
hY nF ik lkIr dy PkIr bx ky jo vI sfnUM koeI suxfeI jfvy
asIN siq krky suxI jfeIey BfvyN Auh gurbfxI gur isDFq dy
ivruD hI ikAuN nF hovy.
igafn df sUrj ciVHaf-imtI DuMd jig cfnx hoaf (Bf[gu[)
gurU nfnk dyv jI bfry BwtF ny vI iliKaf hY-bilE crfgu
aMDHfr mih[[](1387) Bfv Aus vyly vihmF, BrmF, pfKMzF,
pfpF, aigafn aqy Dfrimk qy rfjsI DwkysLfhI df Gor
aMDyrf Cfieaf hieaf sI qdoN-suxI pukfru dfqfru pRiB gurU
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nfnk jg mfih pTfieaf.(Bf[gu[) jd gurU igafn df sUrj
ciVHaf Bfv lokF nUM scfeI df pqf lwgf ikAuNik-prjf aMDI
igafn ibn(Bf[gu) prjf Bfv lokfeI aigafnqf dy aMDyry
ivwc vihmF-BrmF, jfq-pfq, CUaf-Cfq, suwc-iBwt, idsLfivsLf, sLgn–apsLgn aidk Pokt krmF ivwc Drm qy rfj dy
TykydfrF AulJfa idwqI sI-hAuN Bfil ivkuMnI hoeI aMDyry rfh
n koeI.(Bf[gu) iswDf rsqf koeI nhIN sI dws irhf Dfrimk
afgU kih rhy sn, dyvI dyviqaF aqy pIrF dI kropI qoN bcx
leI hvn kro, jwg kro, joqF bflo, dfn puMn kro aijhf awj
vI ho irhf hY gurU igafn dI QF qy dIvy bfly qy joqF jgfeIaF
jfdIaF, DUPF hI DuKfeIaF jFdIaF, mwQy hI tyky jFdy hn aqy
suhxy-suhxy rumfly aqy Bytf hI cVHfeIaF jFdIaF hn. aOKyaOKy igxqI imxqI dy pfT aqy jp-qp hI kIqy qy krfey jf
rhy hn.
mUl AupdysL (pRmysLr df srUp aqy gux)
ÃÄ siqnfmu krqf purKu inrBAu inrvYru akfl mUriq
ajUnI sYBM gur pRsfid]
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krqy afpxI ikrq ivwc nhIN vsdy pr Auh krqf purK
afpxI ikrq isRsLtI dy kx kx ivwc smfieaf hoieaf hY.
inrBAu-Auh BY rihq hY bfkI sfrI dunIaF BY ivwc hY-BY

ivic sUrju BY ivic cMdu][[[[sgilaF BAu iliKaf isir lyKu]
nfnk inrBAu inrMkfr scu eyku](464) jo vI aYsy inrBAu

pRBU df jfp krdf hY Aus dy BY imt jFdy hn iPr Auh kdy
ibwlI dy rsqf kwt jFx, Koqy dy hINkx, iksy sMq-sfD dy
srfp, cMgy mMdy idn vIr sLnI afidk gRYhF qoN nhIN zrdf-

inrBAu jpY sgl BAu imtY](293)

inrvYru-Auh vYr rihq hY, iksy nfl vYr nhIN rwKdf pr
kIqy krmF df Pl hryk nUM idMdf hY-pRB Gfilaf iksy kf
ieku iqlu n gvfeI] ijvyN iewk bfp afpxy bwicaF nUM glqI
krn qy zFtdf hY AunHF dy suDfr vfsqy pr idl ivwc vYr
nhIN rwKdf, ievyN hI pRmfqmF inrvYr hY-jYsf bflku Bfie

suBfeI liK aprfD kmfvY] kir Aupdys iJVky bhu BFqI
bhur ipqf gil lfvY] ipClY aAugux bKs lY pRB afgY
mfrg pfvY](624) ievyN hI inrvYr df jfp krn vflf BfeI
GnweIey vFg inrvYr ho jFdf hY.

ÃÄ-rwb iewk hY do nhIN ies krky eykf igxqI vfck
rwiKaf ik iksy nUM koeI BulyKf nf rih jfvy aqy koeI ies iewk
dy vwKry-2 arQ nf kry ijvyN aWj dy sMprdfeI tksflI
zyrydfr gurbfxI nUM vydFq dI rMgq dy ky iewk sLbd dy keIkeI arQ kr rhy hn. gurU jI jpujI sfihb ivKy hI ies dI
ivafiKaf krdy hn-sBnf jIaF kf ieku dfqf[[](jpujI)
EaMkfir eyko riv rihaf(1310) BfeI gurdfs jI vI ilKdy
hn-eykf eykMkfr iliK vyKfilaf. AUVf EaMkfr pfis
bhfilaf] Auh sBnF ivwc rimaF hoieaf hY aqy sB idsdy
anidsdy Aus dy hI akfr hn.
siqnfmu-siq df arQ hY sdIvI hoNdvflf Bfv-afid scu
jugfid scu] hY BI scu nfnk hosI BI scu] hY. dunIaF mukfmyN
PfnI hY. koeI vI sfD sMq jF aKOqI bRhm igafnI sdIvI hoNd
vflf nhIN ho skdf. ies krky sfnMU swcy akfl purK df hI
nfm jpxf (Bfv Aus nUM hI sdf Xfd krnf) cfhIdf hY.
krqf-Auh iewk hI sMsfr df krxhfr hY. imQhfsk ihMdU
gRMQF anusfr mMinaF jFdf hY ik bRhmF isRsLtI rcdf, ivsLnUM
irjLk dfqf aqy isLvjI lYqf krdf hY. bfbf nfnk jI PurmFdy
hn ik Auh pRmfqmF iewk hI sfry sMsfr df krqf-Drqfhrqf hY.
purKu-prK dy KwKy nUM aONkV iewk vcn df lKfiek hY. Auh
iewk hI krqf purK hY bfkI sB jIv iesqRI rUp hn-iesu
jg mih purKu eyku hY hoir sglI nfir sbfeI](591) sMsfrI

akfl mUriq-kfl df arQ hY smF aqy mUrq df arQ hY
srUp Bfv Aus df srUp smyN dI hwd bMdI qoN rihq hY. Auh
sfzy vFg kdy bwcf jvfn qy buwZf nhIN huMdf. ies krky Aus
dI mUriq bxfeI hI nhIN jf skdI-Qfipaf nf jfie kIqf nf
hoie](jpujI)
ajUnI-Auh jUnF qoN rihq hY Bfv jnm-mrn ivwc nhIN
afAuNdf-so muK jlAu ijqu khih Tfkuru jonI] pr[[[BRm BUly

nr krq kcrfiex] jnm mrn qy rihq nfrfiexu](1136)

Auh mMUh sV jfvy ijhVf kihMdf hY ik Tfkru (sMsfr df
mflk) jUnF ivwc afAuNdf hY. jo lok aijhIaF kwcIaF
(JUTIaF) gwlF krdy hn Auh Brm BulyiKaF ivwc pey hoey
hn. iesy krky avqfrF, gurUaF (AupdysLkF) nUM hI Bgvfn
khI jf rhy hn.
sYBM-Auh svY pRkfsL hY, Aus nUM iksy ny pYdf nhIN kIqf Bfv
Aus df koeI mfeI bfp nhIN ijvyN sfrI kfienfq ivwc bfkI
sB jIvF dy mF bfp hn. vwzy-2 avqfr gurU pIr Bgq
afidk sBnF dy mF bfp hn. ieh JUT nhIN hY rfm, ikRsLn,
eIsf, mUsf, muhMmd aqy siqgurU nfnk afidk sB srIr
krky mF bfp dy Gr hI pYdf hoey hn. ieh gwl ilKqI rUp
ivwc purfqn gRMQF qy ieiqhfs ivwc ilKI hoeI hY. gurpRsfidgur df arQ hY igafn dfqf aqy pRsfd df arQ hY ikRpf.
aYsy gurU duafrf hI AupRokq guxF vfly pRmfqmF awlf qflf
rfm rhIm gfz akfl purK vfihgurU nUM jfixaF pCfixaF
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mfixaF qy pfieaf jf skdf hY-gur ibnu Goru aMDfru gurU ibnf
smJ nf afvY] gur ibnu suriq n isiD gurU ibnf mukiq n
pfvY](1399) jd iswDF ny puiCaf nfnk qyrf gurU kOx hY qF
bfby nfnk ny Prmfieaf-sbdu gurU suriq Duin cylf](943)
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kir Drm dI[[.gurmuiK gfzI rfhu clMdf.(Bf[gu[) Bfv dsF

nOhF dI ikrq ivrq kridaF vMz CkidaF, nfm jpidaF
aqy Gr bfr ivwc rihMidaF hoieaF mnuwKf jIvn nUM sPl
bxfieaf aqy pRmfqmF nUM pfieaf jf skdf hY-siB ikCu Gir

Bfv rwbI igafn jo kdy nfs nf hovy sdf hI rosLn rhy Auh
myrf gurU hY. iesy sLbd gurU dI sLkqI nfl hI gurU jI ny
hMkfrI iswD mMzlI nUM ijiqaf sI-sLbid ijqI isD mMzlI
kIqosu afpx pMQ inrflf.(Bf[gu[) gurU rfmdfs jI vI aijhf
hI PurmFdy hn-bfxI gurU gurU hY bfxI ivic bfxI aMimRq
sfry](982) gurU goibMd isMG jI vI igafn nUM Bfv sLbd nUM
hI gurU kihMdy hn aqy sfnUM qfgId krdy hn ik swcy suwcy
igafn df BMzfr- gurU gRMQ jI mfinEN pRgt gurF kI dyh] jo
pRB ko ilbo chY Koij sLbd my lyh] hI hY. gurU nfnk dyv jI
df qF sfry sMsfr nUM sFJf Aupdys hY-

mih bfhir nfhIN ] bfhir toly so Brm BulfhI] gurpRsfdI
ijnI aMqir pfieaf so aMqr bfhr suhylf jIE]

ikrq kro-vMz Cko-nfm jpo

bRfhmxI jfl ktidaF jnyAU afidk PokIaF rsmF qoVIaFjd bfbf jI 9 sfl dy hoey qF kul df pRoihq pMizq
hridafl Dfgy df mMiqRaf hoeaf jnyAU pfAux lwgf qF bfby
nfnk ny BrI sBf ivwc rok idwqf qy puiCaf ikAuN pf rhy ho?
qF pMizq ny ikhf ieh lok pRlok rwiKaf krdf hY, Auc jfqI
dI insLfnI hY qF gurU jI boly jy ieqny gux ies ivwc hn qF
iPr sB qoN pihlF myrI BYx nfnkI dy gl pfieaf jfvy
ikAuNik Auh myry qoN pMj sfl vwzy hn. jd BrI sBf ivKy
bfby ny aijhf ikhf qF sfry sLnftf Cf igaf. nhIN nhIN
jnyAU kyvl mrd hI pf skdf hY aOrq nhIN dIaF avfjLF
afAux lwgIaF qF bfbf boilaf mY aYsy kwcy Dfgy nUM kdI vI
nhIN pihrFgf jo mrd aqy aOrq ivwc BYx aqy Brf ivwc
AUc nIc pYdf krdf hY, sfry dMg rih gey iksy nUM koeI
jvfb nf afvy ikAuNik bfbf nfnk mUMh qy swc kih idMdf sIsic suxfiesI sc kI bylf](gurU gRMQ) jy bfbf nfnk sInF
bsInf cwlIaF af rhIaF PokIaF rsmF nUM glooN lfh skdy
hn iPr awj asIN sInf bsInF clI af rhI bRfhmxI
mrXfdf df iqafg ikAuN nhIN krdy. asIN ikAuN lkIr dy
PkIr hI bxy hoey hF. joqF DUpF nfrIal lfl kpVf pMuinaf,
misaf sMgRFdF mVIaF afidk hI pUjI jf rhy hF. ikAuN nhIN
htdy? ikAuN ByKI sfDF df KihVf nhIN Czdy?

inrMkfr krqf aqy sMsfr ikrqI hY. iswK Drm ivwc qF ikrq
pihly nMbr qy hY, vMz Cwkxf Bfv syvf dUjy nMbr qy aqy nfm
jpo Bfv pRBU nUM hr vyly Xfd rwKxf qIjy nMbr qy hY. so jo
afp ikrq nhIN krdf sgoN dUijaF awgy hr vyly hwQ awzdf
hoieaf vyhlIaF KFdf hY Auh gurU nfnk df iswK nhIN ho
skdf. pr awj dy sMpRdfeI zyrydfrF dIaF DfVF Bfv ivhlVF
dy toly hwQIN ikrq krnI Cwz ky aqy anyk qrHF dy ZONg rc
ky, ikrqIaF dI hwz BMnvIN kmfeI sLrdf aqy Bytf dy nF qy
luwt ky afpxIaF gogVF vDf rhy hn. kI qusIN ienHF ivhlVF
nUM bfby nfnk dy iswK afK skdy ho? ikrqIaF dy Drm nUM
ienHF ivhlVF ny pujfrIaF df ikwqf bxf Cwizaf hY. bfby nfnk
nfl vI ienHF ByKIaF ny BuwKy ivhlV sfDF nUM pRsLfdf CkfAux
dI mn GVq khfxI ilK mfrI hY. kI ikrq krn nUM pihl
dyx vflf bfbf kdy ivhlVF dy toly nUM mfl pUVy Ckf skdf
hY? jo hr vyly ieh AupdysL dyvy-Gfil Kfie ikCu hQoN dyie]
nfnk rfh pCfxY syie](gurU gRMQ) afpxI pUjf aqy zyry cldy
rwKx vfsqy aijhIaF anykF hI mn GVq khfxIaF ienHF
ivhlV zyrydfrF ny bfby nfl joV rwKIaF hn. ijhVf bfbf
mlk Bfgo dy pkvfn kbUl nhIN krdf sgoN ikrqI lflo dI
koDry dI rotI pRvfn krdf hY Auh kdy vI ivhlV sfDF df pwK
nhIN pUr skdf. Bgq aqy gurU sihbfn ikrqI qy igRhsqI
sn. Gr-bfr iqafg ky jMglF ivwc jf ky mwT jF zyry bxf ky
nhIN bYTy sn. awj dy zyrydfr ikrq nUM qF iblkul Cwz cuwky
hn jo mnuwKqf df pihlf AuWqm PrjL hY. BuwKf BgqI nhIN kr
skdf-BUKy Bgiq n kIjY](652) pMjfbI dI vI khfvq hY"pyt nF peIaF rotIaF qF sBy gwlF KotIaF" suwcI ikrq qoN
ibnf nfm jipaf vI PlIBUq nhIN huMdf. so awj sfnUM sfDF sMqF
dy zyiraF df KihVf Cwz ky gurU nfnk dyv jI dy dwsy iswDy
mfrg qy cwl ky jnm sPlf krnf cfhIdf hY-ikrq ivrq

hor dyKo! bfby nfnk ny ividaf vI pVHI, mwJF vI cfrIaF,
KyqIbfVI qy dukfndfrI nOkrI vI kIqI, vfpfr vI kIqf. ieh
sB kuJ kridaF hoieaF BuwlI BtkI lokfeI nUM swc Drm df
AupdysL vI bVI inzrqf aqy ipafr nfl idwqf.
bfbf jI ny cwl rhIaF rUVIvfdI rsmF-rhurIqF jordfr
sLbdF ivwc KMzn krdy hoey iqafgx df AupdysL idwqf

aOrq nUM Drm krm ivwc brfbrqf-bfby nfnk dy clfey
iswK mwq nUM Cwz ky hor iksy vI Drm ivwc aOrq nUM ieh
aiDkfr nhIN hY. bfbf nfnk pihlf sLyr mrd rihbr hY
ijs ny aOrq dy hwk ivwc avfjL AuTfeI hY. bRfhmxI mwq
anusfr aOrq sLUdr hY Auh jnyAU nhIN pf skdI. pr aWj
iswK mwq ivwc vI aOrqF nUM drbfr sfihb ivwc kIrqn krn
aqy aMimRq sMcfr dI syvf df aiDkfr nhIN, ikANu nhI? jd
ik bfbf jI-PurmFdy hn-so ikAuN mMdf afKIaY ijiq jMmy
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rfjFn](afsf kI vfr)
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pfVf Kqm krdy hoey ikhf-nf koeI ihMdU nf muslmfn]
alfh rfm ky ipMz prfn](gurU gRMQ)

igRhsq mfrg bfry-bfby nfnk ny akfl purK dy idwqy
igRhsq mfrg nUM apxfieaf aqy Aus df pRcfr vI kIqf.
sMsfr nUM cldf rwKx leI pRBU ny hI mrd aqy aOrq df joVf
bxfieaF hY. pCUaF aqy iensfnF ivwc ieh hI aMqr hY. pCU
ivafh nhIN krvfAuNdy, AunHF dI koeI irsLqydfrI nhIN huMdI
afpsI imlfp nfl bwcy Auh vI pYdf krdy hn. hux dyKo ieh
ijhVf ivhlV aKOqI sfDF df lfxf hY ieh vI mostlI ivafh
nhIN krvfAuNdf iPr ieh pCUaF df vwg hoieaf jF igRhsqI
bfby nfnk dy iswKF df dl? aMnHI sLrdf rwKx vflI iswK
jnqf jrf TMzy idmfg nfl socygI ik Auh bfby nfnk dy rsqy
nUM Cwz ky zyiraF dy kursqy ikAuN jf rhI hY?
jfq pfq aqy AUc nIc bfry-AUc nIc df KMzn krdy hoey bfby
nfnk ny iewk mrfsI Bf[ mrdfnF jI nUM sfQI Brf bxfieaF qy
ikhf-nIcF aMdir nIc jfiq nIcI hUM aiq nIcu] nfnk iqin
ky sMig sfiQ vizaF isAuN ikaf rIsu](gurU nfnk) bRfhmx
BfAU vloN clfeI jfq pfq df Brvf ivroD krdy ikhf sB
iensfn krqfr dy sfjy hn. sBnf df sfjx df sMcf iewk hY.
sBnf df ipqf iewk hY ies leI jo pRBU ipqf dI jfq hY Auh
hI sfzI sB dI hY. hF krmF krky koeI AuWcf nIvF ho skdf
hY jfqI krky nhIN. Bgq kbIr jI dI bfxI jo bfbf nfnk jI
ny pRvfn krky afpxI poQI ivwc ilKI Aus ivwc vI iehI
AupdysL hY-avil alfhu nUr Aupfieaf kudriq ky siB bMdy]

eyku nUr qy sB jg Aupijaf kAux Bly kAux mMdy] (gurU
gRMQ)

ipqr pUjf (srfDF) df KMzn-pr awj asIN bfby nfnk df hI
srfD mnfeI jf rhy hF. gurmiq df AupdysL hY-jIvq ipqr

nf mfnY koAU mUey isrfD krfhI] ipqr BI bpury khu ikaf
pfvih kAUaf kUkr KfhI] (gurU gRMQ) Bfv ijAuNdy mF bfp dI

syvf hI asl ipwqr pUjf hY. hor sB azMbr kUV hn. iksy
ipwqrF leI Kuvfieaf Bojn jF idwqI Bytf kdy ipqrF nUM nhIN
phuMcdI sgoN kAUey kUkr aqy pRoihq hI Kf jFdy hn.
sMgRFd, misaf, puMinaF cMgy mfVy idnF dI ivcfr qoN sfzf
KihVf Cuzfieaf-pr awj ieh sB kuJ GrF c’ qF kI
gurduafiraF ivwc vI aYz ho cuwkf hY. vyKo noits borz AWupr
sB qoN pihlF misaf, puMinaF, sMgRFd aqy pMckF afid aqy
sB qoN Qwly gur purb qy sLhIdI idhfVy. gurU bfby ny afrqIaF
df KMzn kIqf pr awj gurduafiraF ivwc vI afrqIaF
kIqIaF jFdIaF hn. krfmfqF df iqafg kIqf pr sfKIkfrF
ny bfby nfl vI krfmfqF joV idwqIaF hn. mlk BfgoaF
(hMkfrIaF) df iqafg kIqf jo ikrqIaF df KuUn pINdy sn.
TwgF qy rfksLF nUM iswDy rsqy pfieaf. ihMdU qy muslm vflf

pRoihqvfd qy pujfrIvfd df BY dUr kIqf-bfby nfnk ny
kfjLIaF, bRfhmxF, mulF mulfixaF, jogIaF, pIrF, hMkfrI
rfijaF aqy ByKI pfKMzI ivhlV sfDF sMqF rUpI TwgF afidk
nUM mUMh qy KrIaF KrIaF suxf ky ienHF df BY jnqf dy idl
idmfg coN kwZdy hoey Purmfieaf-kfdI kUV bil mil Kfie]

bfmx nfvY jIaf Gfie] jogI jugiq nf jfxY aMDu]qIny EjfVY
kf bMDu](gurU gRMQ) Bfv kfjLI ijs ny ieMnsfP krnf hY

irsLvq lY ky JUTy PYNsly krdf hY. bRfhmx mnuwKF qy jIvF
dIaF blIaF dy ky aqy cVHq cVfvf afidk mfieaf hVwp ky
bVI KusLI nfl aKOqI qIrQF df iesLnfn kr irhf hY Bfv
sLrDflUaF df KUMn pI irhf hY. jogI jog dI jugqI Bfv rwb nUM
imlx df qrIkf hI nhIN jfxdf, qfhIEN phfVF dIaF kMdrF
ivwc rihMdf aqy pyt pUrqI leI AunHF hI igRhsqIaF dy drF
qy Bojn mMgx leI Btkdf hY. ievyN ieh iqMno Dfrimk afgU
jnqf leI avfrf psLUaF vFg AujfVf krn vfly hn. ievyN
hI awj iswK Drm ivwc sMq-sfD sMpRdfeI aqy ByKI rfgI,
gRMQI pujfrI afidk bVy jorF sLorF nfl ByK Dfrn krky
krmkFz, vihm Brm aqy qoqf rtnI pfT pUjf clf ky iswKI
dI Auqm KyqI nUM dohIN hwQI AujfV rhy hn. pfT, kQf,
kIrqn aqy ardfsF ivk rhIaF hn. gurduafry jo igafn
dy somy sn rsmI pfT kQf kIrqn aqy qrHF qrHF dy lMgr
pkvfnF qwk hI sImq kr idwqy gey hn. qKqF dy jQydfr
joVn dI QF qoVn df kMm krdy hoey hukmnfimaF dy zrfvy dy
ky ivdvfnF dI jubfn bMD kr rhy hn. gurU nfnk ny qF
ivroDI iswDF nfl vI ivcfr gosLtI kIqI pr awj dy pujfrI
iksy ivdvfn nfl ivcfr crcf krn nUM iqafr nhIN sgoN
DONs nfl hukm dyxf hI jfxdy hn. so gurU nfnk anusr
pRoihq aqy pujfrIvfd nUM koeI mfnqf nhIN sgoN sMgq nUM
mfnqf hY aqy sMgq df nIXq kIqf jQydfr hI sMgq dI
slfh nfl koeI PYNslf kr skdf hY nf ik koeI pMizq pRoihq
jF koeI sMq bfbf aqy jQydfr.

qIrQ iesLnfn aqy suwc iBwt dy Brm qoVy-gurU sfihb qIrQF
qy nhfAux nhIN sgoN smJfAux gey sn. nhfAux df iswDF
srIr nfl sbMD hY hor iksy Dfrimk pviqRqf nfl nhIN.
asl ivwc nfm hI qIrQ hY-qIrQ nfvx jfAuN qIrQ nfmu
hY](gurU gRMQ) qIrQF qy qF sgoN hMkfrI lflcI lok bYTy hn-

qIrQ jfAuN qF hAuN hAuN krqy] pMizq pUChu qF mfieaf
rfqy]so asQfn bqfvo mIqf] jf kY hir hir kIrqn
nIkf](gurU gRMQ) AunHF idnF ivwc awj vrgy sfDn nhIN sn

Bfv mIzIaf nhIN sI sUicq krn vfsqy pr qIrQF qy
aigafnqf, mukqI aqy iksy Pl dI pRfpqI Kfqr lok myly
vFg iekwTy huMdy sn. so gurU jI QoVy ijhy smyN ivwc vwD qoN
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vwD lokF nUM AupdysL dyx vfsqy qIrQF dIaF BIVF ivwc jFdy
sn nf ik koeI puMn dfn krn vfsqy. rwb dy pYdf kIqy
iensfnF nfl kdy vI swuc iBt nhIN rwKxI cfhIdI ikAuNik
bfhrI srIrk swuc nfl kdy mn nhIN swucf huMdf-mn nhIN sUcf

ikaf soic krIjY] aqy qn Doqy mn awCf nf hoeI](gurU gRMQ)

jy mn ivwc jfq pfq CUaf Cfq vihm Brm krm kFzF aqy
eIrKf dvYq Bfvnf aqy hAumy hMkfr df gMd Biraf ipaf hY
qF qIrQ iesLnfn df koeI Pfiedf nhIN-lAukI aTsT qIrQ

nfeI] kAurfpn kdy nf jfeI](gurU gRMQ)

vihm Brm aqy krfmfqF dI aslIaqf-bfbf jI ny sB
pRkfr dy vihm Brm aqy ClfivaF rUp krfmfqF df KMzn
kIqf ikANik ieh sB jIvn ivkfs dy rfh ivwc AulJxf aqy
rukfvtF hn. jd sumyr pRbq qy AupdysL dyx gey gurU jI nUM
iswDF puiCaf-kAux krfmfq quhy ieQy ilafeI qF bfby nfnk

df jvfb sI-bfJoN swcy nfm dy hors krfmfq asF qy nfhIN.
(Bf[ gu[) ieAuN vihmF BrmF aqy krfmfqF dy zrfivaF qoN
lokfeI nUM AupdysL dy ky bcfieaf. ieh sfrI isRstI inrMkfr
dI kudrqI krfmfq hY. Aus dy Bfxy ivwc hI sB kuJ vfprdf
hY. iksy aKOqI krfmfq nfl Bfxy nUM tfilaf nhIN jf skdf.
PokI krfmfq qF kihr df nfm hY.

mMqR jfpF aqy igxqI imxqI dy pfTF df pfKMz-kyvl qoqf
rtnI mMqR jfpF aqy pfTF nUM koeI mfnqf nF idwqI qy ikhf-

piV piV gzI ldIaih piV piV BrIaY sfQ] pVIaY jyqy
brs brs pVIaY jyqy mfs[[[[[[nfnk lyKy ieik gwl hoir
hAumy JKxf JfKu](gurU gRMQ) jd sYdpur dy hfkm jLflm KF ny

ielfky dy sfry pIr PkIr aqy sfD sMq hukmn pkV ky mMqR
jfpF aqy tUxy tfmx krn qy lf idwqy ik kfly ielm pVo qF
ik bfbr dIaF POjF aMnHIaF ho jfx qF AunF sfDF ivwc bfby
nfnk nUM vI aijhf krn leI ikhf igaf. bfby ny smJfieaf
dusLmx df mukfblf POjF aqy hiQafrF nfl krnf cfhIdf hY
nf ik mMqRF jMqRF jF iksy tUxy tfmx nfl. jd iksy dy vI tUxy
tfmx mMqR jMqR bfbr dIaF KUMKfr POjF awgy nF cwly qF sYdpur
dy hMkfrI aqy BUqry pTfnF aqy AunHF dy JolI cwuk ihMdU hfkmF
dI DMn dOlq, iejLq afbrU aqy piq luwtI geI qF bfby ny
bybfk ho hfkmF dy snmuK kih idwqf-koeI mugl nf hoaf aMDf

iknY nf prcf lfieaf][[mugl pTfnF BeI lVfeI] rx mih
qygL vgfeI] AunHI qupk qfin clfeI[[(gurU gRMQ) gurU nfnk

qF mMqRF jMqRF aqy igxqI imxqI dy pfTF df ivroD kr rhy hn
pr awj asIN ivhlV sfDF dy iswKy isKfey gurU dy AupdysLF
dIaF DwjIaF AuzfAuNdy hoey igxqI imxqI dy jpF qpF aqy
pfTF dIaF lVIaF qy pUrf jor idwqf hoieaf hY. jrf soco asIN
bfby nfnk dy iswK hF jF ienHF colfDfrI sfDF dy?
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mnuwKqf c’ pfeIaF geIaF hwd bMdIaF qoVIaF- ieAuN sfrI
mnuwKqf nUM srbsFJf AudysL dy ky ihMdU, musilm, iswK,
eIsfeI afidk vflIaF hwd bMdIaF qoVIaF. afps ivwc iml
ky rihxf isKfieaf. dysL kfl dIaF hwd bMdIaF qoN AuWpr
AuWT ky dysLF-ivdysLF ivwc phuwc ky srbsFJf AupdysL idwqf-

sBy sFJIvfl sdfien qU iksY nf idMsih bfihrf jIAu] (gurU
gRMQ) rMg nsl Byd nUM Kqm kIqf. sfrI kfienfq nUM hI rwb

dI sMqfn dws ky peIaF ivwQF dUr kIqIaF. bfbf jI iewk
aijhy rihbr sn jo ihMdU muslm afidkF dy Drm asQfnF
qy vI rwbI sMdysL dyx gey aqy ivcfr ivtFdry krdy hoeysLbid ijqI iswD mMzlI kIqosu apxf pMQ inrflf. “awj jy
sfrI kfienfq bfby nfnk dy sunihrI, srbsFJy aqy
sFieMtyiPk AupdysLF nUM apxfa lvy qF dunIaF ivwc sLFqI aqy
KuisLhflI af skdI hY. loV awj bfby nfnk dy AupdysLF nUM
vwD qoN vwD bolIaF ivwc vMzx dI nF ik rsmI pfTF aqy
ngr kIrqnF qy hI sfrf jor qy pYsf lfeI jfx dI hY. dyKo
kOm df bhuqf DMn sMpRdfeI zyrydfr aqy sMq bfby hI hVwpI
jf rhy hn. kI qusIN kdy soicaf hY ik sfzIaF JolIaF Aus
idn bfby dI rwbI rihmq nfl Br jfxgIaF jdoN asIN bfby
nfnk dI bfxI pVH ivcfr ky ienHF aKOqI bfibaF qoN afpxf
KihVf Cuzf lvFgy?” afE! afpsI kuVwqxF iqafg ky suhfvyN
mhOl ivwc ivcfr vtFdry krdy hoey gurU nfnk dI iswKI df
pRcfr krky gurU nfnk dIaF rwbI rihmqF pRfpq krIey.
not: iewk pfsy gurU gRMQ aqy iswK pMQ dUjy pfsy ByKI, hMkfrI
aqy ivkfrI sMq, aKOqI iswK lIzr aqy anykF gRMQ pr
guriswK ny hmysLF sLbd gurU gRMQ nUM hI srbAucqf dyxI hY
ikAuNik sfzy mhFn rihbr bfbf nfnk jI ny sLbd nUM hI gurU
ikhf hY-sLbd gurU suriq Duin cylf] bfby nfnk ny sLbd
nfl iswD mMzlI ijwqI sI. kI asIN awj sLbd rfhIN zyrfvfdI
sfD mMzlI nhIN ijwq skdy? jo bfby nfnk dy lfey iswKI bUty
nUM bFdrF vFg vlMUdr rhI hY. bfbf nfnk sfzf mhFn
rihbr hY Aus dy kFqI aqy kilafxkfrI AupdysLF dI pflnf
krdy hoey afpxf jIvn sPl krIey.
*****

iswK rihq mrXfdf
president@sgpc.net ; info@sgpc.net

igafnI gurbcn isMG jI mwuK syvfdfr, sRI akfl qKLq
sfihb,
igafnI qrlocn isMG jI mwuK syvfdfr, qKLq sRI kysgV
sfihb,
vfihgurU jI kf Kflsf,
vfihgurU jI kI Piqh.
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ivÈf:- iswK rihq mrXfdf
siqkfr Xog muK syvfdfr jIE, afp jI dy hyT ilKy ibafn
pHV ky buhq hI KuÈI hoeI hY ik afp jI pMQk eykqf pRqI ikMny
jfgrUk ho. iswK Drm dy qKLqF dy muK syvf dfr hox dy nfqy
afp jI df ieh Ìrj vI bxdf hY aqy afp jI dI ieh
ijmyvfrI vI hY ik afp jI pMQ dI eykqf aqy cVdI klf leI
sdf XqnÈIl rhoo.
igafnI gurbcn isMG jI df ibafn, “iksy nMU koeI hwk nhI
ik Auh afpxI mnmrjLI nfl iswK rihq mrXfdf ivc koeI
qbdIlI kry. iksy vI qrHF dI soD smucf pMQ hI kr skdf hY.
asI CyqI hI muK syvf dfrF dI mIitMg krky iPLnlYz dy
gurdvfry dy pRbMDkF nMU akfl qKLq ‘qy bulfvFgy aqy AunHF
ivruD Xog krfvfeI krFgy.”
igafnI qrlocn isMG jI df ibafn, “kuJ lokF ny afpxI
mrjLI nfl nfl ardfs ivc qbdIlI kr ky akfl qKLq nMU
cunOqI idwqI hY. ienHF lokF ivruD pMQk rvfieqF muqfbk
krfvfeI kIqI jfvygI.”
iswK rihq mrXfdf dy sbMD ivc bynqI hY ik hr iswK df ieh
Ìrj bxdf hY ky Auh ies dI pflxf kry . dunIaF Br ivc
sfry gurdvfiraF dy pRbMDkF df ieh Ìrj bxdf hY ik Auh
pMQ pRvfixq rihq mrXfdf nMU lfgU krn. iswK rihq mrXfdf
ivc soD krvfAux leI Xqn krnf iek vwKrI gwl hY pr
ies nMU rwd krky afpxI vwKrI mrXfdf bxf lYxI, ieh pMQ dy
PYsly dy iKafÌ bgfvq smJI jfxI cFhIdI hY jo sfD lfxf
buhq pihlF, apRYl 1994 `c kr cuwkf hY .
‘gurmiq isDFq pRcfrk (?) sMq smfj’ vlo pMQk rihq
mrXfdf nMU rwd krky bxfeI geI vwKrI mrXfdf `c kuJ
hvfly ;
(1) gurU: “sRI gurU gRMQ sfihb jI dy srUp ivwc ‘ÃÄ qoN lY ky
aTfrfh ds bIs’ qwk iksy nMU vI koeI awKr lg-mfqr vfDGft krn df aiDkfr nhIN. awKr-awKr qy gurU Bfvnf rwKxI
hr iewk guriswK df prm Drm hY.” (pMnf 2)
(2) ardfs AuprMq dohrf piVHaf jfvy, ‘afigaf BeI akfl
kI…bcy Èrn jo hoey.’ (pMnf5)
(3) gurmiq dy pRcfr nMU muK rwiKidaF iswDIaF Dfrnf nfl vI
kIrqn qy viKafn kIqf jf skdf hY. (pMnf10)
(4) pfT dy Bog vyly rfg-mflf qoN AuprMq sRI jpujI sfihb jI
dIaF pMj pAuVIaF qy slok pHV ky ardfs kry. (pMnf 11)
(5) sRI aKMz pfT sfihb dy nfl hI sRI jpujI sfihb jI dI
poQI df vwKrf pRkfÈ krky pfT krnf cfhIdf hY. kuMB,
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nfrIeyl, DUp afid KuÈbUdfr smwgrI aqy dysI iGAu dI joq
jgfAuxI cfhIdI hY. (pMnf 12)
(6) jYqsrI dI vfr (704 aMg qy ) pfT dy mwD dI ardfs
kIqI jfvy. (pMnf 12)
(7) sRI aKMz pfT jI dy Bog dy smyN nfvyN mhwly dy slok ÈurU
hox qoN pihlf-pihlf hI kVfh pRÈfid mhfrfj jI dI hjUrI
ivc phuMcxf jLrUrI hY. (pMnf 13)
(8) ardfs krdy smyN ijs vyly ardfsIaf ieh quk “krI
pfksfl soc pivqRf huix lfvhu Bog hir rfie]” pVHy qF
kVfh pRÈfd (srb loh dI) ikRpfn Byt kIqf jfvy.” (pMnf
14)
(9) AuprMq…ieko avfjL nfl pMj vfrI mUlmMqR (ÃÄ qoN
nfnk hosI BI scu qwk) aqy pMj vfrI gurmMqR ‘vfihgurU’
rtn (idVR) krvfAux. (pMnf 21)
(10) hor mqF dy Dfrn krn vfly vI sRI gurU gRMQ sfihb qoN
‘lfvF’ ivafh krvf skdy hn. (pMnF 28)
siqkfr Xog muK syvfdfr jIE, ieh qF hn aKOqI sMq smfj
dI mrXfdf ‘c afp jI dI jfxkfrI leI kuJ hvfly.
‘gurbfxI pfT drpx’ ‘c hvfly eys leI nhI idwqy gey ky
afp jI ny qF Ausy sMsQf qoN ividaf pRfpq kIqI hoeI hY ies
leI afp jI qF BlI Bfq jfxdy hI ho. ieQy isrÌ iek
hvflf hI drj krn dI iejfjq cfhuMdF hF.
(1) pfT:- siqgurF dy iswKI pMQ ivc anyk ivDIaF dy pfTF
dI mrXfdf hY, jo siqgurF ny aqy mhfrfj jI dy inkt vrqI
isMGF ny clfeIaF, Auh ieh hn.
(1) sDfrn pfT-1 sDfrn imRqk df. 2 KuÈI df. 3 sMQf
pVHn vfsqy afid.
(2) sRI aKMz pfT.
(3) sMpt pfT- 1 aKMz sMpt pfT. 2 sDfrn sMpt pfT.
(4) spqfhk.
(5) kQf pRdfn arQF sMjukq.
(6) sRI dsm gRMQ sfihb jI -1 sRI aKMz pfT. 2 sDfrn
pfT (pMnf131, gurbfxI pfT drpx)
afp jI dy bcn, “iksy vI qrHF dI soD smucf pMQ hI kr
skdf hY.” sbMDI inmrqf sihq bynqI hY ik iswK rihq
mrXfdf ivc hux qFeI jo soDF hoeIaF hn kI ieh smucy pMQ
dI mnjUrI nfl hI hoeIaf hn? vyrvf hfjr hY jI.
iswK rihq mrXfdf dy pihly KrVy ivc qF spwÈt iliKaf
hoieaf hY. Bog (A) sRI gurU gRMQ sfihb jI dy pfT (sDfrn
jF aKMz) df Bog mMudfvfxI Auqy pfieaf jfvy. (hvflfgurmq inrxX koÈ, pMnf 213, zf: gurÈrnjIq isMG) pr
awj, Bog (A) sRI gurU gRMQ sfihb jI dy pfT (sihj jF
aKMz) df Bog muMdfvfxI Auqy jF rfgmflf pVH ky cldI
sQfnk rIqI anusfr pfieaf jfvy. (pMnf18)
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siqkfr Xog muK syvfdfr jIE, kI ieh soD smucy pMQ ny hI
kIqI sI?

qW, igrvI r`K cuky ho[ iesy krky hI A`j k`lH AKbwr
quhwnUM ilPwPw j`Qydwr ilK rhy hn[

swc dy drbfr dy muK syvfdfr jIE, iksy iek dy iKlfP
kfrvfeI krn nfl ieh smwisaf hl nhI hoxI. iek sQfink
kmytI dy iKlfP qF kfrvfeI krnI pr vwzIaF-vwzIaF
sMsQfvF vlo awKF mIt lYxIaF , kI ieh afp jI dy ahuMdy dI
mfx-mrXfdf dy ankUl hY ? afp jI vlo ieh kihxf ky pMj
isMG sfihbfn dI mIitMg bulf ky ajyhI kfrvfeI rkn vfilaf
iKafP sKq aYkÈn lYx df inrnf ilaf jfvygf. ies sbMDI
bynqI hY kI pMj qKq sfihb qy ieh mrXfdf lfgU hY?

iPnlYNf vwilAW nUM qusIN Akwl q`Kq qy s`dx dw
fwrwvw id`qw hY[ ies qoN pihlW ik qusIN ieh krdy
quhwnUM bIbI bsMq kOr PrIdwbwd ny ieh cYilMj kIqw hY
ik qusIN iPnlYNf vwilAW nUM ieqnI dUroN ikauN blwauNdy
ho AsIN PrIdwbwd vwly quhwfy nyVy bYTy hW[ swfy nwl
ivcwr leI swfy snmu`K hovo[ kI qusIN ieh cYilMz
kbUl kr ilAw hY jW nhIN? Akwl qKq dy m`uK
syvwdwr jI CyqI kro ieh cYilMz kbUl kro ikqy ilPwPy
ivcoN k`lH nUM koeI hor j`Qydwr nw inkl Awvy[

siqkfr Xog muK syvfdfr jIE, jy afp jI swcy idlo ieh
cfhuMdy ho ky sfry pMQ dI iek hI mrXfdf hovy qF kro ieh
spwÈt aYlfn, awj qoN ijQy-ijQy vI sRI gurU gRMQ sfihb jI
mOjUd hn AuQy pMQ pRvfxq iswK rihq mrXfdf hI lfgU
hovygI. ies dI awvigaf krn vflIaF ssSQfvF, pRbMDk
kmytIaF aqy ivakqIaF dy iKlfÌ, pMQk rvfieqF dy muqfbk
kfrvfeI kIqI jfvygI. jo vI ies mrXfdf dI pflxf nhI kr
skdf / nhI krnI chuMdf, Auh sRI gurU gRMQ sfihb jI nUM
siqkfr sihq nyVy dy gurdvfry pujdf kr dyvy. jo vI ivakqI
jF sMsQf, iswK rihq mrXfdf ivc iksy qbdIlI leI suJfa
dyxf cfhy Auh vI ley jfx. pMQ dy ivdvfn Aus qy KulIaF
ivcfrF krn aqy srbq Kflsf bulf ky, ‘iswK rihq mrXfdf’
ivc kIqIaF geIaF soDF dI pRvfngI leI jfvy. ies mhfn
kfrj leI iek Kfs smF-sImf inrDfrq kIqI jfvy.
afs krdy hF ky afp jI , pMQ dI cVHdI klf vfsqy ienHf
bynqIaF `qy jrUr ivcfr krogy.
afdr sihq,
isMG sBF ientrnYÈnl.
srvjIq isMG sYkrfmYNto, avqfr isMG imÈnrI, pRo mwKx
isMG (amrIkf)
gurcrn isMG jIAux vflf, gurÈrn isMG ksyl (knyzf)
*****

iPnlYNf vwly is`K l`KW dy pujwrI toly k`KW dy[
AKOqI j`Qydwro! s`B qoN pihlw svwl ieh pYdw huMdw hY
ik AwKr swnUM ieh kdm cukxw hI ikauN ipAw? jy kr
qusIN iemwndwrI nwl is`KI dI syvw kr rhy huMdy qW A`j
qk ies “is`K rihq mrXwdw” ivc jo kmIAW nzr
AweIAW hn auh kdoN dIAW k`F id`qIAW huMdIAW[ pr
nhIN[ qusIN qW AwpxI zmIr, jy koeI quhwfy kol hY vI

quhwnUM PrIdwbwd vI jwx dI loV nhIN[ cOk mihqw
quhwfy kol hI hY[ dmdmI tkswl nUM puCo kI auh
quhwfI “ is`K rihq mrXwdw” nUM mMndy hn? quhwnUM
aunHW nUM vI pu`Cx dI loV nhIN qusIN vI ayusy tkswl dy
cyly-bwlky ho[ quhwnUM pqw hI hY ik cOk mihqw “is`K
rihq mrXwdw” dy ault ‘dsm sRI gurU gRMQ swihb jI’
gurU gRMQ swihb dy brwbr pRkwS kIqw jWdw hY jdoN ik
is`K rihq mrXwdw dy pMnw 11 (h) muqwbk ieh nhIN
hoxw cwhIdw[ kI qusIN cOk mihqy nUM kdI Avwjw
dyvogy? kI qusIN kdI tkswl nUM puCogy ik beI qusIN
Akwl qKq dI mohr l`gw ky SRo.gu.pR. kmytI AMimRqsr
vloN CwpI geI is`K rihq mrXwdw nUM ikauN nhIN
mMndy?
klyrW vwly ic`t kpVIey swD quhwfy kol hI hn[ ipCly
swl ienHW ny gurU nwnk swihb dw Awdm k`d buq bxw
ky ngr kIrqn k`Fy[ kI quhwfIAW A`KW KulIAW hn?
kI quhwfy kMn suxdy nhIN? idmwg kMm krdw nhIN? kI
qusIN ies bwry AKbwrW ivc piVHAw nhIN? kI quhwnUM
ies bwry iksy ny d`isAw nhIN? clo jy A`j qk quhwnUM
ies bwry pqw nhIN l`igAw qW hux hI sux lE, pVH
lE[ ienHW ny Awpxy gutikAW ivc gurU Arjn
pwqSwh dI ilKI bwxI “suKmnI” dI ilKx ivDI nUM
bdl ky Awpxy koloN sMpt lw lw ky gurU nUM iek
swDwrx mn`uK dy drjy qoN vI Q`ly lY AWdw hY[ AsIN
quhwnUM pu`Cdy hW ik kI ienHW nUM gurU nwloN smJ izAwdw
hY ijhVy gurU dI bwxI ivc qbdIlIAW krn dy smr`Q
hn? bhMgm hoxw is`K Drm dw AMg nhIN[ iPr ieh
lok ikauN lokW nUM Brmw ky aunHW dI mwieAw qy iejq
lu`tI jw rhy hn [ ieh nwnksrIey bwhrilAW mulkW
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‘c qy Kws krky kYnyfw ivc lokW dIAW DIAW, BYxW qy
Gr vwlIAW dI iejq lutdy keI vwrI PVy gey hn[
AYfmYntn vwlw bwbw hrnyk isMG SrwbI hwlq ivc
g`fI clwauNdw PiVAw igAw, cwrj vI hoieAw[ koeI
Akwl qKq hrkq ivc nhIN AwieAw[ kI quhwnUM ienHW
qoN fr lgdw hY? jy quhwfy ‘c ihMmq hY qW s`do ienHW nUM
Akwl qKq qy[ iPr BWfy mWjx, pwT krn, JwVU Pyrn
jW golk ivc mwieAw pwaux qy pwT krwaux leI nw
kihxw[ ikauNik jy ieh swrw ku`J sjw hY qW iPr is`K
Drm muqwbk syvw kI hY? kro ienHW dy fyry bMd sjw ieh
hoxI cwhIdI hY[
k`uJ idn pihlW dI g`l hY[ Awh swD hrI isMG rMDwvy
vwlw ijhVw Awpxy nwm nwl sMq vI lwauNdw hY swfy nwl
“dsm sRI gurU gRMQ swihb jI” bwry ivcwr krn leI
gurdvwry ircmuMf ihl inaUXwrk ivc phuMicAw[ pRo.
drSn isMG dy brwbr bYT ky iksy purwxy hukmnwmy,
2000, dw vyrvw dy ky ieh kihky qurdw bixAw ik
dsm gRMQ bwry crcw krn qoN Akwl qKq dw hukmnwmw
vrijq krdw hY jdoN ik qusIN Kud qy vydW dy mwhr
vydWqI joigMdr isMG swbkw pujwrI Pqih idvs mnw ky
14.06.2000 dy hukmnwmy dI aulM|xw kr cuky ho Aqy
27.11.2006 ivc jwrI hoieAw hukm nwmw ieh hukm
krdw hY ik dsm gRMQ dy ault pRcwr krn vwilAW nUM
gurmiq muqwbk jvwb dyE[ hux qusIN ieh d`sx dI
ikRpwlqw krn ik kI qusIN Awpxy Awp, joigMdr isMG
vydWqI Aqy BgOVy hrI isMG nUM vI kdI sdogy jW Akwl
qKq quhwfI m`q nwl m`q dy nw myl Kwx vwilAW nUM hI
s`dx vwsqy hY?
swry dw srw sMq smwj vI qnKwhIAw hY[ pqw kro sMq
m`Kx isMG s`qo dI glI vwilAW qoN ijnHW ny sMq smwj dy
muKI huMidAW ‘is`K rihq mrXwdw’ ivcoN k`uJ g`lW corI
kIqIAW qy bwkI dy sMq smwj nUM kbUl nukqy Awpxy koloN
pw ky iek nvIN sMq smwj dI “is`K rihq mrXwdw”
iqAwr krky Akwl qKq dI pRvwnq mrXwdw dy
mukwbly qy hor “sMq smwj rihq mrXwdw” KVI kr
id`qI[ ies bwry Akwl qKq kdoN hrkq ivc Awvygw?
kI qusIN sMqW dy smwj qoN frdy aunHW nUM Akwl qKq qy
nhIN bulwauNdy? iPnlYNf vwilAW ny qW iek jW do
qbdIlIAW rihq mrXwdw ivc kr id`qIAW qW AKy
AsIN aunHW dy vrMt jwrI krWgy qy auh vI nwnbyleybl[
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qusIN kdI AkwlI dl bwdl dy pRDwn sR. pRkwS isMG
bwdl nUM gurU gRMQ swihb dy hukmW dy ault muMkt lw ky
iqlk lgwaux bwry puCogy? hvn krn bwry puCogy?
srsw swD dy crnW ivc bYT ky votW leI lylVIAW
k`Fx bwry puCogy? aunHW dI Drm pqnI dw swDW dy fyry
m`Qw tykx bwry puCogy? FINFsy dy rmwiex dy pwT
krvwaux bwry koeI hukm jwrI krogy?
is`K ieqhws ‘c Akwl qKq dw rol dy pMnw 26 qy fw.
hrijMdr isMG dlgIr swbkw muK pujwrI joigMdr isMG
vydWqI qy pYsy lY ky mulzmw nUM brI krn dy doS lwauNdy
hn qy nwl hI ieh vI doS hY ik aunHW ny k`ul do kroV
rupY gbn kIqy hn[ kdI joigMdr isMG vydWqI nUM Akwl
qKq qy s`dogy? jvwb hY nhIN[ ikauNik auh quhwfy hI
BweIcwry coN hn qy nwl hI kuVmwcwrI vI hY[
ku`J idn pihlW spoksmYn ny CwipAw sI ik msquAwxy
Akwl qKq dy hukmW dy ault pMjwb ‘c AMimRqsr
drbwr vrgw iek hor drbwr bx igAw hY jdoN ik
ies nUM bxn qoN rokx leI gurcrn isMG tohVy ny hukm
jwrI krvwieAw sI[iPnlYNf vwilAW qW iksy hukm dI
aulM|xw vI nhIN kIqI[ muK pujwrI sR. gurbcn isMG
jI hux qusIN kI krogy?
ies qrHW dy hor hzwrW kwrnwmy quhwnUM Xwd hn pr
iPr vI qusIN, ibnw socy smJy, cup cwp Akwl qKq qy
rwj krI jw rhy ho[ ieh iks qrHW dI j`QydwrI hY?
gurU pMQ dy syvk,
isMG sBw ieMtrnYSnl kYnyfw brYNptn, ivnIpYg, AYfmotn Albrtw, sYkrwimMto
kYlyPornIAw Aqy vYnkUvr[

*****

is`KW nUM ieMj krnw cwhIdw hY imrqk dyh
dw sskwr Aqy AMqm Ardws !
(AwE, mnmiq C`f ky gurmiq ApxweIey)

3 meI 2009 dy idn is`K ieiqhwskwr fwktr hrijMdr
isMG idlgIr dy mwqw jgqwr kOr jI clwxw kr gey
sn[ fw idlgIr ieMglYNf ivc qy aunHW dI BYYyx AmrIkw
ivc hox kr ky imrqk dyh dw sskwr 7 jUn nUM cMfIgVH
ivc kIqw igAw[ mOrcrI ivcoN dyh nUM iksy gurduAwry
m`Qw itkwaux dI bRwhmxI rIqI krn dI QW qy is`Dw
SmSwn ivc iljwieAw igAw[ ies mOky ‘qy nw qW dyh
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nUM ‘ieSnwn’ krvwieAw igAw qy nw hI nvyN kpVy
puAwey gey[ bRwhmxI soc dy irSqydwrW dIAW slwhW nUM
r`d krdy hoey lkVW nwl sskwrn dI jgh ibjlI rwhIN
sskwr kiqw igAw[ fw idlgIr ny sskwr vyly Awp
Ardws kIqI[ ies mgroN iek Sbd dw kIrqn Aqy
soihlw dy pwT mgroN (isr& 5 imMt mgroN hI) iek vwr
Pyr nvIN Ardws krn dI jgh sMgq gurduAwrw sYktr
46 ivc clI geI[ au~Qy AlwhuxIAW dw pwT kIqw igAw
qy Ardws Kwlsw pMcwieq dy rijMdr isMG Kwlsw ny kIqI
qy AlwhuxIAW dI kQw fw idlgIr dy imSnrI klws dy
ividAwrQI suirMdr isMG Cy &yz ny kIqI[ Swm vyly imrqk
dIAW AsQIAW nUM ropV kol cldI nihr dy pwxI (nw ik
kIrqpur dI ibprn-is`K rIq vWg) ivc mwqw jgqwr
kOr dIAW DIAW (ies rsm vwsqy isr& mrdW dI
mnwplI qoVn vwsqy) ny jl prvwh kIqw[
ies mgroN mwqw jgqwr kOr dIAW pMjy DIAW qy pu`qr
hrijMdr isMG ny Awp guru gRMQ swihb dw sihj pwT kIqw
Aqy muMdwvxI qy Bog pwieAw[ ies swrw h&qw dOrwn Gr
ivc koeI sog nhIN mnwieAw igAw blik fw idlgIr ies
dOrwn pMQ rqn mihMdr isMG joS dy Gr pMQk smwgm qy
vI gey, AnMdpur swihb ivc pu`jIAW do bIVW (guru gRMQ
swihb qy AKOqI dsm gRMQ dI iek`TI ijld vwlIAW) dI
pVqwl vwsqy vI dOrw kIqw qy iSvwilk skUl ivc Drm
bwry lYkcr krn vI pu`jy[
AYqvwr 17 meI nUM ies sbMD ivc kIqy gurmiq smwgm
(Bog jW AKwauqI AMqm Ardws nhIN) ivc bhuq swry
ivdvwnW ny ih`sw ilAw Aqy mOjUdw pMQk hwlwq Aqy hor
pMQk msilAW bwry ivcwrW kIqIAW[ smwgm ivc ih`sw
lYx vwilAW ivc pMQ dI Awvwz rozwnw spoksmYn dy cI&
AYfItr joigMdr isMG jI, spoksmYn dy fwierYktr
jgjIq kOr jI, id`lI gurduAwrw pRbMDk kmytI dy Drm
prcwr kmytI dy cyArmYn qrsym isMG, SRomxI gurduAwrw
pRbMDk kmytI dy sInIAr mYNbr gurivMdr isMG Swmpurw,
ipRMsIpl nirMdr isMG jMmu, mShUr prcwrk hrbMs isMG
qyZ, mShUr kQwkwr igAwnI AmrIk isMG solKIAW,
SRomxI gurduAwrw pRbMDk kmytI dy mYNbr gurprqwp isMG
irAwV, srb ihMd SRomxI AkwlI dl dy pRDwn jsvMq isMG
mwn, gurmiq igAwn imSnrI kwlj luiDAwxw dy cyArmYn
ieMdrjIq isMG rwxw, SRomxI gurduAwrw pRbMdk kmytI dy
mYNbr hrdIp isMG qy pRo&Ysr joigMdr isMG, SRomxI Kwlsw
pMcwieq dy knvInr rijMdr isMG Kwlsw, auqrWcl qoN
AmrjIq isMG cMdI, Kwlsw pMcwieq dy rivMdr isMG
mohwlI, pMjwbI XUnIvristI pitAwlw dy fw: kulivMdr
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isMG bwjvw, qq gurmiq lihr dy rivMdr isMG ipMjOr,
SRomxI is`K smwj dy krnl gurdIp isMG, id`lI AkwlI
dl dy knvInr hrmihMdr isMG Kwlsw, bIbI suirMdr
kOr inhwl, moFI imSnrI fw qrlocn isMG, imSnrI
suKdyv isMG mohwlI, gurmiq tkswl dy pRIqm isMG
mtvwxI, lyKk fw srbjIq kOr mohwlI, bIbI jgmohx
kOr gurmiq nwrI mMc, Amr isMG cwhl pRDwn bwr
AYsosIeySn cMfIgVH, BweI lwlo &waUNfySn dy jsibMdr
isMG Kwlsw fubeI vwly, imSnrI qy lyKk dlbIr isMG
&rIdwbwd, gurmiq pRcwr jQw dy muKI bldyv isMG id`lI,
pMjwb XUnIvristI dy mShUr ivdvwn fwktr drSn
isMG, guru nwnk ieMstIicaUt dy joigMdr isMG dIp, pRisD
pRcwrk pRo: ieMdr isMG G`gw, ipRMsIpl nirMdr isMG jMmU
qy aunHW dI isMGxI, pRo prkwS kOr, j`j sMdIp kOr
rwijsQwn, Bwt is`K sMprdw dy AwgU jwgIr isMG
hmdrd ieMglYNf, igAwnI id`q isMG ieMstIicaUt Gumwx
dy ipRMsIpl dlbIr isMG, imSnrI ieMspYktr ikhr isMG,
gurmiq tkswl dy mShUr rwgI mnjIq isMG, Cy &yz dy
hYf grMQI suirMdr isMG, 15 sYktr dy hY~f grMQI
ieMdrjIq isMG, krnl fwktr audY isMG, knyfIAn
khwxIkwr KojI kwi&r, ieMglYNf qoN rwmgVHIAw XUQ &wr
is`Kiezm dy mnjIq isMG, pRis`D prcwrk gurmIq isMG
mihroN, jrnilst blivMdr isMG iQMd Aqy hor bhuq swry
AwgUAW ny Awpxy ivcwr r`Ky[ ies smwgm dI kwrvweI
gurmiq tkswl dy kmljIq isMG kuMfl ny clweI[ ies
vwr vI Ardws fwktr idlgIr ny Awp kIqI Aqy
rwijsQwn qoN Awey j`j sMdIp kOr bwT (imrqk dI
dohqrI) ny sB dw DMnvwd kIqw[
imrqk dy sskwr, AsQIAW dy jl pRvwh qy ‘Bog’ sbMDI
ieh swrw kuJ vyK ky lok kih rhy sn ik fw idlgIr
isr& isiKAw hI nhIN dyNdw blik Awp vI Aml krdw
hY[ hr is`K nUM ies qoN sbk lYxw cwhIdw hY qy AwpxI
izMdgI qy rsmW ivcoN bRwhmxvwd nUM jlwvqn krnw
cwhIdw hY[
- jgmohx kOr b`sI pTwxw
*****
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BOOKS FROM KHALSA TRICENTENNIAL FOUNDATION OF NORTH AMERICA INC.
Realizing the need for correct information about Sikhism in the English language for the benefit of Diaspora
youth, KTF requested S. Gurbachan Singh Sidhu, UK, to revise some of his books and write new ones. Mr. Sidhu
is one of the founders of The Sikh Missionary Society of UK and Guru Nanak Charitable Trust, Mullanpur
Mandi, Ludhiana. Of the many books and pamphlets in English that he has authored we have been able to afford
to publish only four:
1. Sikh Religion and Christianity – 110 pages
2. Sikh Religion and Islam – 153 pages
3. An Introduction to Sikhism – 76 pages
4. Panjab and Panjabi – 177 pages
These are excellent books for Sikhs and non Sikhs alike. Reading these books you will get the real meaning of
Sikhi, something that Gurdwaras have miserably failed to teach. These books are for free distribution. We invite
our readers in the USA to order any combination of 40 books for a donation to KTF of $100.00, including postage,
and distribute them free to their family, friends, local sangats or schools operated by Gurdwaras. Your donation
will help in the publication of The Sikh Bulletin.

*****

TEACH YOURSELF GURBANI. FOLLOWING TWO SOURCES ARE EXCELLENT:
1. www.srigranth.org This website will help you find page number of a shabad in Gurmukhi, English,
Devanagari and Transliteration; and also to Panjabi translation by Prof Sahib Singh.
2. www.gurugranthdarpan.com This site carries the Panjabi translation of GGS by Prof Sahib Singh.

*****
Some other useful links
Aarti condemned by the Sikh Gurus being practiced at Patna Sahib: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1gWDcBddddU
www.sawaddinewsusa.com; www.sikhmarg.com;

Khalsa Tricentennial Foundation of North America Inc.
3524 Rocky Ridge Way
El Dorado Hills, Ca 95762
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